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Specifications
Frequency Coverage

FT -51R

12 Watt version shown.)
MH-29A2B
LCD Display Mic
with Remote
Functions
(Optional)

Dual Band HT is
state-of-the-art,
and easy to use!
So easy, you won't need an operating
manual. Its exclusive, scrolling instruction menu located in the large, backlit
display "window", guides you through
total operation while simultaneously
viewing the main display window.
You'll like some of the other new,
exclusive features, tom Like Spectrascopert
This unique feature displays real time,
continuous scanning of activity
on adjacent frequencies in VFO
mode or 8 of your favourite
"I can see two frequencies
and alpha -numeric all at the
same time"

active

displays
in real time
Spectroscope'
frequenciesstrength
Agent
signal
witt, relative

2/ W x 4%"H x 1Ye"D

The new FT -51R

0-

VHF RX 110-180 MHz
TX 144-146 MHz
UHF RX 420-470 MHz
TX 430-440 MHz
Spectrascope Display
Scrolling User Help Menu
Alpha -Numeric 8 Character
Display

memories. A cloning feature duplicates
favourite channels to another FT -51R.
A digital battery voltage display, five
power output levels, the largest backlit
dual band HT keypad made, Smart Muter
two VFOs on both VHF and UHF as well
as available 2 Watt and 5 Watt versions,
round out the exciting FT -51R. Plus, the
optional MH-29A2B Display Microphone
allows you to control volume and also
access Memory, VF( Call Channel, Band
Selection and scanning functions. All of
this in world's smallest dual band HT radio!
See the FT -51R with
"windows" at your Yaesu
dealer today!
"I use the Spectrascope to
find new contacts faster."

"Scrolling instructions tell me
what to do next!"

Up/Down Volume/Squelch
Controls & Display
Selectable Sub -Band TX Mute
Automatic Tone Search (ATS)
Digital Battery Voltage Display
AM Aircraft Receive
Scanning Light System (SLS)
120 Memory Channels
(80 wiAlpha-Numeric)
Large Backlit Keypad & Display
Automatic Repeater Shift (ARS)
Multiple Scanning Modes

3 Selectable Scan Stop Modes
with Scan Skip
User selectable lock function
:.15 combinations
Automatic Power Off (APO)
X/RX Battery Savers Built-in
Handy Cloning Feature

5 Selectable Power Output Levels
Message system with CW ID

Selectable RX Smart Mute'
Cross -Band & One -Way
Repeat Functions
DTMF Paging/Coded Squelch
-

Cr-Beale'

AccessoriesBuiltin

r-

'

YAE SU

Performance vtithout compmmise.s
YAESU UK LTD. Unit 2, Maple Grove Business Centre, Lawrence Rd., Hounslow, Middlesex, TW4 6DR
Specifications subject to change without notice. Specifications guaranteed only within amateur bands
Some accessories and/or options are standard in certain areas. Check with your local Yaesu dealer for specific details.
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SMC, A.R.E. & REG WARD
LONDON

SOUTHAMPTON

AXMINSTER

SMC HQ & MAIL ORDER

ARE COMMUNICATIONS

REG WARD & Co

01703 251549

0181-997 4476

01297 34918

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL OFFERS
YAESU FTC -740A G400 & G400RC ROTATORS
COMMERCIAL H. D TRANSCEIVER.

OFFER EXTENDED DUE TO POPULAR DEMAND

SUITABLE FOR CONVERTION TO 4M

G400 ONLY

ONLY to i

£79

4:1"Zi inc
SAVE £30

G400RC ONLY

£199 inc
SAVE £40

Rotators carr extra

LOWER MAST CLAMP G3038B £23

VHF/UHF Handi's and Portables

. Our Price £1379

Save £170

IC -736

Our Price £1769

Save £200

0 VHF/UHF Base & Mobile
COim IC -820H
Our Price £1525
Save £170

IC -738

Save £170

IC -275H

Our Price £1345

Save £150

IC -281H

Our Price £409

Save £40

IC -2000H

Our Price £339

Save £30

IC -2340H

Our Price £629

Save £60

HF EQUIPMENT

o

com IC -737A

ICOm

.

Our Price £225

Save £30

IC -729

Our Price £1479
Our Price £1175

IC-2GXET

Our Price £249

Save £30

IC -728

Our Price £989

Save £100

Our Price £299

IC -707
Save £30

Our Price £799

ICW-21E

Save £90

Our Price £545

Save £50

Our Price £489

Save £40

IC-2GXE

.

ICW-21ET.
IC-Z1E

..

KENWOOD
TS-950SDX

Our Pnce £210

TH-22

Save £29

TH-28

Our Price £259

Save £40

TH-78

Our Price £399

Save £40

TH79E

Our Price £399

Save £50

TH-42

Our Price £239

Save £30

Our Price £269

Save £30

Our Price £299

Save £40

YAE SU
FT -11R

.

FT -41R

Save £450

KENWOOD
TS -790E

Our Price £1649
Our Price £749

Save £80

Save £200

Save £170

TS-850SAT

Our Price £1529
Our Price £1649

Save £200

TM -742E

TS -450S

Our Price £1249

Save £150

TM -732E

Our Price £599

Save £90

TS-450SAT

Our Price £1379

Save £170

TM -733E

Our Price £659

Save £70

TS -690S

Our Price £1379

Save £170

TS -50S

Our Price £899
Our Price £799

Save £100

TM -702E

Our Price £489

Save £60

TM -255E

Our Price £799

Save £100

TM -455E

Our Price £899

Save £100

TM -251E

Our Price £349

Save £40

TS -850S

KENWOOD

Our Price £3349

Save £150

TS -140S

Save £100

YAE SU
Fr -1000

Our Price £3299

Save £400

YAE SU

FT -815

Our Price £229

Save E140

FT -990

Our Price £2019

Save £280

FT -736R

Our Price £1569

FT -51R

..Our Price £449

Save £50

FT 9900C

Save £240

FT -5200

Our Price £599

Save £80

FT -290R2

Our Price £475

Save £64

FT-890AT

Our Price £1759
Our Price £1149

FT -5100

FT900

Oue Price £1199

Save £150

Our Price £559

Save £70

FT -690R2 .

Our Price £475

Save £64

FT -2500M

Our Price £329

Save £40

FT -790R2

Our Price £565

Save £74

FT -2200

Our Price £329

Save £50

FT900AT
FT840

Our Price £1379
Our Price £799

Save £350
Save £170
Save £100

Save £220

All discounts are based on recommended retail prices.

CARR A = £2.50

CARR B = £5 (Handi's)

Head Office
9-5pm Tel: (01703) 255111

Showroom/Mail Order
9.30-5pm, 9-1pm Sat

Tel: (01703) 251549
Service Dept 9-5 Mon -Fri
Tel: (01703) 254247
2

CARR C = £9.50 (Mobiles)

CARR D = £13.50 (Base Stations)

SMC HQ Southampton
S M House, School Close

ARE Communications
6 Royal Pcuade

Chandlers Ford Ind Estate
Eastleigh, Hants S05 3BY
Tel: (01703) 251549/255111
Fax: (01703) 263507

Hanger Lane, Ealing
London W5A lET

HQ Monday - Fnday

9.30c7n -

CARR E = £16.50

Tel. 0181-997 4476
9.30crm - 5.30pm Monday-Fnday

1.00pm Saturday
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Reg Wcri
1 Wester
West Stri

Axminst
Devon E
Tel (012
9 00ca-n

te UK's No 1 independent retailer for all your
nateur radio requirements

EST. 1958

LEEDS

BIRMINGHAM

CHESTERFIELD

SMC NORTHERN

SMC BIRMINGHAM

SMC MIDLANDS

0113-235 0606

0121-327 1497

01246 453340

TNC's and
Data Modems
PK1 2 -A new VHF TNC that offers superb
performance and simplicity of operation.
ONLY £119.00 INC Carr B

PM 2/100K - 100k Mail Drop Memory
Upgrade £39.95 Carr A

CORPORA T I 0 N
HF Antennas

VHF Antennas

R5

10/12/15/17/20 vertical

£279.00

AR -270

2/70 Dual Band Vertical 1.13m long

£60.00

R7

2/70 Dual Band Vertical 2.3m long
2m Vertical 1.2m long

£89.00

AV -5

3-5-7-14-21-28MHz vertical 7.4m long

£369.00
£85.00
£149.00

AR -270b

AV -3

10 thru to 40m vertical
14-21-28MHz vertical 4.3m long

£48.00

AP8A

8 Band Vertical

A148 -10S

APR18A

Radial Ka

A144 -20T

2m 10-ele Cross Yagi 12.2 dBd

£99 00

40-2CD

2-ele 40m Yagi

£199.00
£49.00
£439.00

6m Vertical 3.1m long
2m 10-ele Yagi 13.2 dBd

1362

13-ele 2m Yagi

PK900 - Deluxe multimode data terminal

A3S

14-21-28MHz Yagi

17B2

17-ele 2m Yagi

ONLY £459.00 INC Carr C

A3WS

12/17m 3-ele Yagi

£349 00
£275.00

A103

PK96 - 9600 Baud packet TNC with 14K of
mail drop memory. £1 89.00 INC Carr B

204CD
154CD

30m Extension A3WS
4 ele 20m Yagi
4 ele 15m Yagi

D4

D3W

PK232/MBx - An old favourite that still offers

state of the art performance.
BETTER VALUE THAN EVER AT ONLY

£299.00 INC Carr C

PAK WIN - Windows based S.W. programme

ONLY £79.00 INC Carr A

A4S

ED DA I WA

£75.95

A50 -6S

6-ele 6m Yagi

4248

24-ele 70cms Yagi

£129.00
£199.95
£115.00

Dipole 10/15/20140m

22XB

Dipole 12/17/30m
3-4 ele Yagi 10/15/20m

£169.00
£425.00

738XB

2m 22-ele Yagi c/w polarization switching £199.00
70cms 38-ele Yagi c/w
£185.00
polarization switching

MIRAGE KLM

Mirage is not a new name in amateur radio products. We believe that their current range offers

outstanding performance at realistic prices.

£67.00

LINEAR AMPLIFIERS

1.8-150MHZ

CN103LN

C

£159.00

81016G 2M, 10W input. 160W output preamp £299

C

KP21440 70cm GaAs fet 0.6dB NF 20-25dB

B2516G 2m. 25W input. 160W output preamp £269

C

gain or 10-15dB adjustable 165W

B5016G 2m, 50W input, 160W output preamp £269

C

D1010N 70cm. 10W input. 100W output

£349

C

£68.00

D3010N 70cm. 25W input. 100W output

£329

C

RC1

CS201

2

Way Switch S0239 1KW

£15.00

CS201G11

2

Way Switch 'N' 1KW PEP

£23.50

LA2080H

2M UAMP 1.5-5W IN
30-80W OUT
2M/70CM Dual Band Amp
0.5-25W IN 80-60W
Out Pre Amps

£345.00

DX1ON

2m/70cm Duplexer UHF/N

£19.50

CP10Y6

Cigar plug lead for FT530,etc.

£6.50

c'w 18f1 cable run

£38

MP4

£18.50

cnoim'N' Sockets £19.95

Tel. (0113) 235 0606
9.30arn - 5.00pm Monday -Friday
9.00am - 1.00pm Saturday
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B

MANSON EP920 20t

79.95

2 way 0 1GHz 2.5W PEP 0.5dB
insertion loss.

Nowell Lane Ind. Estate
Nowell Lane
Leeds

£229

3-15V DC adjustable 18A continuously
20A max.
Built-in Volt and
Ammeter
thermostatically
controlled fan.
ONLY

CX201 S0239 Sockets

SMC (Northern)

B

2SLJ

£37.50
CX401/N 'N' Sockets

Parade

£189

1260-1300MHz. 1-10-100 watt average and
internal battery

COAXIAL SWITCHES

& CO

B

PEP reading + SWR 9-13.6VDC

CX401 S0239 Sockets

Mobile Antennas £5.00

£149.95

50-200MHz. 50-500-1500W average and PEP
battery

B

4 -way 0-500MHz 1kW CW 2 5kW PEP
(built in lightning protection)

5pm Tues-Sat

MP2

KP2,2M 2m GaAs fet 0.6do NF 20-25dB gain

CARRIAGE: Base Antennas £9.50

B

reading + SWR 9-13.6VDC internal

£39.95

er,
X13 5NY
97) 34918

through power

£149.95

POWER METERS

Remote switching unit for Mirage amps

MAST HEAD PREAMPS

£136.00

DLA8OH

Bet

through power

£119.00

2m, 100/ input. BOW output preamp £189

150-525MHZ

20/200W 'N'

or 10-15d8 adjustable 165W

8108G

£59.50

15/150/1500W

£99.95
£169.00

5-ele 6m Yagi

£65.00

PSU 1-15V 32/40A

£59.00

3-ele 6m Yagi

PSU 13.8V 12/14A

CN101L

£35.00

A50 -5S

PSU 3-15V 9/12A

RS4OXII

AR6

A50 -3S

PS140MIIA

PSU 1-15V 24/30A

AR2

£115.00
£439.00
£249.00
£229.00

PS120MIIA

PS3041IA

T!

Cushcraft Antennas are one of the hest
range current!) mailable.
They offer supurb performance,
innmatise design. excellent build quality
and outstanding salve for mono.

Inc

Station Accessories £5.00

SMC (Midlands)
102 High Street

New Whittington
Chesterfield
Tel. (01246) 453340
9.30can - 5.30pm Tuesday - Saturday

SMC Birmingham
504 Alum Rock Road
Alum Rock
Birmingham B8 3HX
Tel. 0121-327 1497
9 00crm - 5 00pm Tuesday - Friday
9.00arn -4 00pm Saturday
3

RadioSport-RSGB
Events, 1995
If you thought the

.:20.2N;:
C.-

was good, just wait 'til you see
the new

OWN THE

STAFFORD

AMATEUR RADIO &
COMPUTER SHOW

WORLD'S BEST
FOUR -WHEEL -DRIVE

Incorporating RSGB National Convention

With RadioSport's 'Know How
and RSGB's 'Know Who'.
new standards are about to be set!

The County
Showground,
Weston Road,
Stafford
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BASE STATION
Add a QMS Antenna Tuner System to your SSB.

$895.00
The QMS is an SGC Stairturx: automatic antenna coupler, an

extended full-

range antenna and the special exterior-waterproof- mounting package, all in one.

The QMS is that large box strapped to the
side. We admit, at first glance it looks a littl unusual.
But once you use it, you'll
find an almost unbelievable
jump in reception and
transmitting range (3-20
db). The QMS makes a
typical HF-SSB perform
like it's never performed
before. Match it with a
cutting edge SGC HF-SSB
and it will blast holes
Mounting the tuner
and antenna on the
through major mountain
outside reduces
ranges and probably some
engine noise and eliminates power -draining
laws of physics. Power and
antenna wire runs
focus are everything in
between the antenna
and tuner.
HF-SSB ham rigs. Buy
this and own the best base
station on-or off-the road.

QMS. It's the look of focused power.

LEARN TO LOVE THE LOOK

UGC

Presented in co-operation with the Radio Society of Great Brit.
and Moorlands & District A.R.S. and St Leonards A.R.S.

For further details please contact RadioSport Ltd.
126 Mount Pleasant Lane, Bricket Wood. Herts. AL2 3XD.
Tel 01923-893929. Fax 01923-678770.
4
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THE THREE POINTS OF THE KENWOOD TRIANGLE REPRESENT ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY, QUALITY AND STYLE
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Kenwood's TH-79E marks a new high in user-friendly handheld tranceivers. This slim -line FM dual -bander
features a dot matrix LCD menu, which helps you to access the many class -leading features of this stylish unit.

Features that include an FET power module for longer battery life, 82 memory channels with ID, DTSS and pager
functions, Automatic Band Change and DTMF memory function for auto -dial operation. Confused? You won't be.
Just call up the menu. Or ring 0923 816444 for a full information pack.

KENWOOD
HOME AUDIO, CAR AUDIO, COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT, TEST AND MEASURING INSTRUMENTS, TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Every now and then it's my sad
duty to announce the passing of
radio amateurs who are well
known to Practical Wireless
readers. Last month I wrote
about Frank Hall GM8BZX in this vein, but
this time I'm recalling someone who
although not well known to you, nevertheless contributed a very great deal to PW and
to the hobby.
Rob Mackie, who until three years ago
was a Director of PW Publishing, our
Technical Draughtsman and staff
Photographer was tragically killed in a road
accident in the early hours of April 29. He
was 43 and leaves his wife Kath, daughter
Emma and son Justin.
A mercurial character. Rob Mackie was
an excellent photographer and technical
draughtsman who was responsible for producing our high standard of circuit diagrams. And although he couldn't stand fools
gladly (including Editors at times!) he was
one of those people who made friends
everywhere and I'm pleased to have been a
friend.
Unfortunately, I didn't hear of his death
until I arrived home from the Dayton
HamVention. What makes it even more of a
tragic event was that he had recently started
a new job, creating a publishing department
for the world famous Flight Refuelling
Company, based at Hum near
Bournemouth.
As a `backroom worker' you would not
have seen Rob Mackie featured very much
editorially, but his photographic and technical illustration work was spread throughout
PW and our sister publication Short Wave
Maga:ine. But, when it came to paying tribute to Rob I had no hesitation...we just had
to feature the front cover of our well known
re -print Are The Voltages Correct? which
featured a rare self-portrait of Rob.
So, in a way, Rob Mackie's face would
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have been very familiar to readers who have
a copy of Are The Voltages Correct?
Because of this it seemed such an appropriate tribute to feature this photograph in
'Keylines' this month. And together with
the tribute paid by the 200 plus people (and
one Golden Labrador...as he loved animals
so much) who attended his funeral on
Friday May 5, I would like to remember
him in this special way.
To Rob's widow Kath. daughter Emma
and son Justin we send our sympathies
while we can remember Rob's work in PW
which goes back to 1980. This work provides its own memorial. Thank you Rob.

New Columns
This month see the first edition of two new
columns. The first is a quarterly column
reporting on the amateur radio scene in
America. Appropriately enough it's called
'Scene USA' and is written by Ed Taylor
WT3U, who also still holds his British call sign G3SQX.
Ed Taylor is already well known to PW
readers through his reviews and writing on
DX -hunting. He has retumed to the USA
with his American wife Victoria (he lived in
the same village as me...I hope I didn't
drive them away!) to continue his work

you wish, I can include brief comments and
queries to him, which you include in your
letters to me. They'll be passed on during
my regular `sked' on the FAX machine!

Second Column
Our second new column this month is
Leighton Smart GWOLBI's 'HF Far &
Wide' page. But firstly, on behalf of
Leighton and the PW team, I must thank
readers for the marvellous response to our
request in a recent 'Keylines' for help to set
up the new h.f. bands initiative.
We've had offers from many s.w.l.s and
transmitting amateurs wishing to help us
breathe new life into h.f. operating.
However. Leighton Smart GWOLBI still
needs s.w.l.s and transmitting amateurs outside Europe to participate. Can you help? If
so contact Leighton direct, or write or FAX
the PW office and we'll pass it on.

eo Aorialr0X1-0

there.

In a way, you could consider our new
'Scene USA' as being our version of the
famous (and very long running) BBC Radio
4 radio programme 'Letter From America'
by Alastair Cooke. In a similar vein Ed will
report on what's happening in the world of
amateur radio in the USA. He also intends
to keep us informed of new developments,
ideas and equipment.
Speaking for myself I have found his
first column to be fascinating (everyone
in the Editorial team was impressed). In
particular I would be delighted to see
the RAE here in the UK to be run by
Radio Amateurs as they do it over there.
(However, I'm not so keen on the various classes of licence. There's enough
prejudice here with the A and B system!
If you wish to contact Ed Taylor
direct to ask him to report on a particular aspect of the American scene, please
do so via the address published. But if
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detachable front panel for versatile mobile
operation. Operating versatility for use as a base
station, for mobile operation or for portable
operation.

Ring for further information

Price around £1150

E -Mail address:

COMPU SERVE 100304, 71

00

Call. write. Fax or E-mail today for details.
Most equipment available on interest free.Interest

free also available mail order.
* Subject to status and credit check.

SECONDHAND
EQUIPMENT

PK-88 packet terminal unit

Yaesu FT -1000
This radio is as new and is offered with a complete
12 month warranty. This radio has had the SMC

improvement MODS and must be seen to be

£2399.00

INTEREST FREE

Icom IC -271E 25w 2m multimode base station
(very good cond.)
£650.00

BARGAIN OF THE MONTH

WAN

* Request information. leaflets. prices.
secondhand lists etc.

MHzMHz

Icom technology has once again produced a
history -making first - the IC -706 HF/VHF all mode
transceiver. This miniature marvel is the smallest
of its class in the world. Covering all ham bands to
VHF in all modes (including RTTY) it features a

believed'!

Tel: (01908) 610625 FAX: (01908) 216373

inc carr.

WS -3000 modem

Daiwa PS -30 30 amp PSU. Mint cond.

£119.00

£45.00
£119.00

Kenwood TM -255E 2m multimode with
detachable head unit. Only 3 months old .1799.00

Microwave modules MMT 50/28 10-6m
transverter 25w

£150.00

Good clean secondhand amateur radio equipment.
Call. Fax. write or E-mail today for an instant

Yaesu FT -102 160-10m HF transceiver

£499.00

decision.
Collection of equipment can be arranged.

Icom IC -730 80-10m 100w solid state
HF transceiver

£399.00

It

T113

1)

AUTHORISED AGENTS FOR KENWOOD, ICOM, YAESU & ALINCO. FULL SERVICE FACILITIES AVAILABLE
SPEND UP TO £1,200 INSTANTLY WITH A PHOTO ACOUSTICS LTD. CREDIT CHARGE CARD
OMNI
VISA
PART EXCHANGE WELCOME, ASK FOR KERRY G6IZF OR ANDY G4YOW
RETAIL SHOWROOM OPEN MONDAY - FRIDAY 9.30 - 5.30, Saturday 9.30 - 4.30
AMERICAN

--AO

Goods normally despatched within 24 hours. Please allow 7 banking days for cheque clearance. Prices correct at time of going to press - E&OE
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Please send your letters to the
Editorial offices in Broadstone.
Reader's letters intended for
publication in 'Receiving You'
must be original and not be
duplicated. Letters are accepted on the understanding that they have only been submitted to
Practical Wireless. Please ensure that your letter
is clearly marked 'for publication in Receiving
You' and that it has not been submitted to other
magazines. We reserve the right to edit or shorten any letter. The views expressed in letters are
not necessarily those of Practical Wireless.

The Star Letter
will receive
a voucher worth £10
to spend on items
from our Book or
other services offered
by Practical Wireless.
All other letters
will receive a £5
voucher.

Product Reviews

STAR LETTER

Dear Sir
Oh dearie me! I've just read another virtually meaningless product review in PW. As a relatively recently qualified radio amateur I am in the process of acquiring a kit,
which will enable me to get on the air. Consequently,
I'm trying to compare equipment and reach some sort
of intelligent decision as to what my wife, bank balance,
technical ability, etc. will allow me to buy, install and
operate!
However, it seems to be almost impossible to get
an honest, down to earth comparison of one item
against another. Suppliers and indeed other amateurs,
seem to be very loyal to manufacturers from whom they
have previously bought equipment, often to the point of
blatant and blind impartiality.
While the present product reviews are excellent at
describing a piece of equipment, they only rarely go further and into how easy it is to use, its foibles or how it
compares with other competitors in the market place.
Now, I can already hear you saying 'Oh, but they're
all so different'. Well, yes, I can understand that point in
part, but other magazines doing similar jobs in other
fields, e.g. motoring, photography, video, etc. seem to
have little problem when the range of products concerned is both highly technical and disparate.
I can also see that both you and your sister journal
Short Wave Magazine (which is equally guilty), must be
extremely careful not to upset your major advertisers,
given that you cater for a niche market, and to do so
could mean a major loss in revenue. However, why not
try some sort of grid/checklist system, which both
describes the equipment and perhaps gives a star rating
for some of the other qualities, e.g.. value for money,
useability, etc.?
Perhaps this could be published twice a year or so
in addition to the existing reviews? It won't be easy, but
I am sure you could rise to the challenge....and it would
certainly improve your useability rating to people like

*

* *

Bargain basement
Dear Sir
This morning, Wednesday April 12, along with my morning paper, I collected the May issue of Practical Wireless, in which I had an advert in the
Bargain Basement section. No more than five minutes after returning
home, at 0830hrs, there was a 'phone call regarding my advert, which, to
my surprise, was from Italy!
I've always had a good response from adverts in PW or SWM, but I
think the latest response will take some beating! Still, I guess it proves that
advertising does pay - in Practical Wireless of course!

Keith Anderson
Isle of Wight

Hand -Held Equipment Prices
Dear Sir
May I first congratulate your editorial team for producing an excellent maga-

zine, which I always look forward to. It is a pleasure to read. There is only
one complaint I have and this is not your fault at all, but mainly with some of
your advertisers regarding hand-held equipment, information and pricing.
Recently I was looking through some of the adverts to price up particular
hand-helds. I found some of the companies clearly stated what each rig was
and what bands it transmitted on. But as there are now so many different
hand-helds available with many different manufacturer's codes, it can be difficult to distinguish whether it transmits on 144/430MHz or is dual band from
some adverts.
The situation could be made better if (as some companies already do) by

including the few extra letters such as 2m, 70cm or 'Dual Band'. This will
make it a lot clearer and may help their customers out with identifying each
different rig.

Stuart Wersby G7TAE
Isle of Wight

me!

Derrick Warner GM7PXL
Scotland

Use 70MHz
Dear Sir

Editor's comment: Although I cannot agree that
we are influenced by our advertisers when preparing reviews, we are always interested in making
them as helpful as possible. Reader's suggestions
are welcomed and we look forward to receiving
suggestions on how you think we can improve
product reviews. But remember - although suppliers obviously have a say in what we can have and
when we can actually review it, they are all well
aware they cannot tell us what to say! (However a
manufacturer/supplier has the opportunity to
comment through our 'reply panel' published
with reviews, and they often take the opportunity
to do sol. I feel very strongly that PWs reputation
for integrity is of immense value, and I'm pleased
to say that nobody has ever tried to 'interfere'
and influence a review in anyway whatsoever.
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I wish to discuss the use or the actual lack of use of 70MHz. I feel that 70MHz is
such a small segment from 70 to 70.5MHz and if it is not used, we, the Amateur
Fraternity will lose it, to the ever expanding p.m.r. market.
So, I put to the readers/RSGB and IRA to open up a discussion to let Novices
use the whole of 70MHz, with normal restrictions, e.g. 5W input power and 3W
output power. This way the band will be saved and be in regular use.
As regular readers of 'Receiving You' may remember, I got into radio
through the Air Training Corps where my interests grew. I sat the NRAE and
after I passed in March 1993 but was not on the air for another year and a half,
as I could not afford a cheap hand-held for around £120. But if 70MHz was available to Novices, I would have been on the air within a week. As I would have
bought a Pye Cambridge or Westminster for around £10 with a few crystals from
Garex Electronics who supply surplus p.m.r. equipment to amateur and cadet
forces alike. So I ask amateurs to write in or E-mail me directly with your views
on 70MHz. My E-mail address is: M.U.Islam-Choudhury@herts.ac.uk

Mubdi Choudhury 2E1BXW
Manchester
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Very Low Dipoles

Interesting And Disturbing

Dear Sir

Dear Sir

I was very impressed by G3BDQ's 'Very Low Dipole' antennas in
PWAntenna Workshop, May 1995. Three winters ago, a S7 hash
came up on the h.f. bands with peaks on 1.8 and 7MHz up to S9
for 24 hours a day.
I came to the conclusion that is was associated with a central
heating system somewhere nearby, but was unable to locate it.
The antenna was and still is a Hy -Gain DX88 multi -band vertical.
One evening, after abandoning the shack in disgust at not
being able to hear anything below S7 and there being no DX
amongst what was left, I switched on a Sony portable I have in
the lounge and found the bands clear of hash. There was some
increase in noise however, if I took it upstairs. I have read of
quiet low antennas before and wondered if this might be the
answer.
The result was a quarter wave length of wire for 1.8MHz one
and a half metres high, which is very quiet on all of the h.f.
bands. I use it mainly for receiving, but also for transmitting
around the UK and near Europe.
My antenna is fed at ground level with 5012 coaxial cable, the
braid of which is connected to a 5ft deep spike and the antenna
wire itself rising from there. So, if local hash is a problem, it really is worth a try.

Reference 'Cruising On The Air' - May Issue. I found this article
very interesting, but in some ways disturbing. The purpose of
amateur radio is not to provide cheap h.f. communications for
yachtsmen, or to provide dedicated frequencies for Nets catering
to special interest groups, yet the whole tone of this article suggests that is the sole reason for the author having obtained an
amateur licence.
His comments on the German stations having a QSO on
14.303MHz ten minutes before Net time suggests a total misunderstanding of amateur radio. No frequencies are dedicated to anybody, other than on a 'first come, first served' basis in accordance
with the band plans.
When emergency communications are discussed, it should be
remembered that strictly speaking, this is a misuse of our bands.
There are dedicated h.f. Maritime Mobile channels, which should
have been used. The amateur frequencies should only be a fallback in accordance with the Radio Regulations.
Encouraging the misuse of the amateur bands for such matters could well lead to their loss. Suppose the licence were to be
changed to remove frequencies above 14.3MHz so that yachtsmen
could have cheap radio? Would this be acceptable to the majority
of amateurs? I suspect not - we have already seen the results of
the misuse of 14.313MHz in the US!
There have already been rumblings at 'official' level about the
misuse of the amateur service in these ways: the passing of the
third party traffic instanced in this article, together with the
expressed attitude that Maritime Mobile stations have a prior right
to frequencies suggest a worrying development that could lead to
the total loss of either frequencies available to the 'non /MM'
majority, or alternatively, the /MM privilege.

Barry C. Sowter G3NAP
West Midlands

Barnsley College RAE
Dear Sir
I am writing to praise the services of Barnsley College. I took my
RAE at this college in December 1994, and fortunately passed. I previously contacted several colleges in Leeds and surrounding areas to
take the exam externally, but was disappointed. This was due to the
fact that they were either not running the course or that it was college policy not to allow students to sit exams externally.
Barnsley College not only gave me details of how to get there,
but provided an adjudicator since I was the only person sitting the
exam. Obviously I had to pay for this personal service, but I think
that it was a pity that the fees could not go to support colleges in my
own city.
Well done Barnsley College! Perhaps other colleges could take a
leaf out of your book and provide this kind of service to students
wishing to take exams externally, due to work commitments or previous experience.

Peter Chadwick G3RZP
Wiltshire

Editor's comment: I've no doubt that other readers will
wish to express their opinions on this subject. Does it
mean that I can't discuss my interest in railways on the
air? If the "rumblings at official level" G3RZP mentions
continue and action is taken, I could foresee many 'spin
off' Nets disappearing. Personally speaking, I don't look
forward to a hobby where I can't talk about things of
mutual interest (including railways!) with the other station.
What do you think readers?

Paul Winfield
Leeds

Good Manners
Dear Sir
I was delighted to see G4LFM's good advice to new licencees
in 'First Steps' (PW May). It's so easy to press the key nowadays, that many new operators seem to forget even the most
basic of manners.
Take the operator who simply mutters 'break' between
overs. This never fails to raise my hackles, and I now respond
with "surely that's break please over". Did their parents
teach them no manners? One or two individuals have fallen
out with me when challenged in this way, but most respond
postively.
To those of us who came into Amateur Radio via the traditional route of home-brew short wave sets etc., radio was land
still is) sufficiently magical to command respect and decent
manners on the air. Those who have grown up with 'push-button' access to the airwaves seem not to share this view.
So, let's staighten up, speak clearly and say 'Break please,
from G7???". It'll do you good!

Andrew Howlett G1HBE
Cheshire
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Cruising On The Air
Dear Sir
I was very interested to read John Hines's article about his cruise
on Pushpa. I am about to do a similar sort of thing, but intend staying out their longer. I retired early in 1990 and sailed my little sloop
down to the Canaries calling at about 50 ports on the way and
thoroughly enjoyed myself.
While away on that trip I discovered many amateurs chatting
to each other and calling home. I made up my mind to get
involved and have passed the RAE and now have the callsign
G7UJP. At present I am struggling with the Morse and hope to be
fully qualified by the time I depart in August.
I am buying a classic Nantucket Clipper Yawl ready for the trip,
she is 31ft, two masted yacht, so I am trying out some long wire
aerial rigs in the garden, which I hope to fit on board when the
time comes. I hope to install an h.f. set with 50MHz as well.
During the past six months, my practising time has been spent
building my own set - a Yeovil transceiver operating on the 14 and
3.5MHz bands. I have had a lot of help from a local expert who has
checked the rig out and it is working very well. Unfortunately, I
cannot transmit on it at the moment.

Paul Lucas G7UJP
Basingstoke
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Clocking Up 100 Years
Eastern Communications of Norfolk have produced a special edition clock to commemorate 100
years of communication by radio. The 230mm diameter
quartz wall clock is printed in four colours on a parchment
paper and shows a sepia print of the young Marconi.
The time on the Marconi clock is given in 12 and 24 hour
format printed on the 230mm diameter face, giving excellent
visibility across the radio 'shack'. This clock is available worldwide for £24.95 including delivery.
Following the success of the UK version of their Radio Amateur World Clock, Eastern
Communications have launched additional models for use by radio amateurs in other
parts of the world. The central area of the clock is printed in three colours with a global
map showing countries and their true bearings in degrees. You can also have your callsign
printed on the clock face.
This clock also measures 230mm with models now available showing maps centered
on: Australia, East Africa, Eastern Europe, Far East, Near East, North America - Central,
North America - East, North America - West, South Africa, South Asia, South America East, South America - South, United Kingdom, West Africa and Western Europe.
Eastern Communications say that not only is the clock an attractive and useful addition
to any 'shack' but it could also prove to be an invaluable aid to h.f. operators. At £39.95
including delivery the Radio Amateur World Clock could make the ideal gift for a radio
amateur.
To order either of the clocks mentioned here contact Eastern Communications at

Cavendish House, Happisburgh, Norfolk NR12 ORU. Tel: (01692) 650077, FAX:
(01692) 650925

Digital Signals & Slim Hand-Helds

ILA

-0

--- -47 ;

The latest offerings for the radio amateur from (corn UK take
the shape of the IC-775DSP and the IC-W31A.
The IC-775DSP is an h.f. all -band transceiver which uses
Digital Signal Processing (d.s.p.) technology on both transmit
and receive. The d.s.p. system separates desired signal components from noise before they enter the audio amplifier. The
manufactures' say that using this feature results in an outstanding signal-to-noise ratio being achieved.
A 90' phase shifter and digital Phase Shift Network (PSN)
help the IC -775 to reproduce clear transmit on s.s.b. and give a
higher quality receive of s.s.b. signals through superior carrier
supression and unwanted sideband rejection. An automatic digital a.f.
notch attenuates single tone signals such as beat signals and interference from broadcast stations.
Other features include twin passband tuning, ultra -narrow c.w. filter, an audio peak filter, built-in a.t.u. and adjustable c.w. pitch. The IC 775 provides 200W output with power MOSFET used in all stages of
the p.a. to giving excellent signal quality and low IMD characteristics.
The price of the IC-775DSP is expected to be around £3700 and the
first shipments should have arrived in the UK by now. More details
can be obtained from Icom (UK) Ltd., or from any (corn approved dealer.

The newly available u.h.f./v.h.f. IC-W31E is described as an ultra slim,
compact dual band hand-held transceiver. It has been designed, Icom
say, to fit comfortably in your hand. With dimensions of only 57(W) x
125(H) x 311D)mm and weighing in at 340g its design allows you to
carry it easily in your pocket.
A total of 104 memories are available on the IC-W31E. Each band
has 50 memory channels and the superior memory management system allows the easy transfer of memory contents to either v.f.o. or
other memories. An EEPROM is built-in to prevent memory loss if the
battery runs low.
The IC-W31E features include dual tuning dials allowing independent tuning of the v.h.f. and u.h.f. bands, full crossband duplex operation, three power levels, backlit keys and power saver functions. There
is also a battery voltage read-out, allowing the user to monitor battery
condition and the option of using an external power supply of 4.5 16V.

For more information on the IC-W31E which costs £469 you should

contact Icom (UK) Ltd., Sea Street, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8LD.
Tel: (01227) 741741 or any Icom approved dealer.
IBA
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Can You Help?

Innovative Inverter

Mr M. B. Glasman has a 30 year old Armstrong 44 Radiogram chassis
which is coupled to a Collaro Conquest four speed turntable and is fitted into a
veneered cabinet. The unit has a 'tape record' socket with an output of
150/200mV at 1Mi2 impedance on each channel.
Mr Glasman has tried to find a tape recorder to accept the output but unfortunately to date has not had any success. If any PW readers can offer suggestions on where Mr Glasman can find a tape recorder to suit or can point him in
the direction of where he may be able to find a unit that will play at three speeds
and record direct onto tape, he would be very grateful.
Mr Glasman can he contacted at 2 Ashmead, Chase Road, Southgate,

London N14 4QX. Tel: 0181-886 3841.

Backpackers & QRPers Unite
The second 144MHz Backpackers Contest run by the Radio Society of Great
Britain (RSGB) is taking place from 1100 to 1500UTC on June 18, the same day
as the PW 144MHz QRP Contest, which runs from 0900 to 1700UTC (full rules
appeared in the June PW).
If any back -packing contestants were wondering if they could use their logs
to enter both events, you can! This is now possible as the RSGB have said that
they will accept logs in which the serial number doesn't start at 001, but at
whatever number you've reached by 1100UTC. The rules for the Backpackers
Contest were published in the April 1995 issue of Radcom.
The PWteam and Neill Taylor G4HLX (organiser of the PW Contest) are
grateful for the co-operation received from the RSGB VHF Contests Committee
on this matter.

Power Talks
The American SGC Company have added the SG 2000 PowerTalk control head to their range of products. The PowerTalk has been designed for use with
the SG -2000 or SG-2000SP transceivers and features
adaptive digital signal processing (ADSP) and spectral noise subtraction (SNS).
The ADSP feature reduces unwanted noise while
the SNS feature subtracts noise in the spectrum
where voice modulation is not present and therefore
enhancing the signal further. The PowerTalk also
allows the operator to adjust the frequency range by
using the Upper and Lower Corner frequency controls and then adjusting the center frequency up or

down via the 'spinner' control.
A built-in notch filter allows up to five tones to be
suppressed simultaneously. The user memory (eight
pre-set and seven user programmable) allows configuration of frequency and mode for ease of operation.
Other features of the PowerTalk include
SITOR/AMTOR and PAKTOR telex channels, permanently etched into the memory, 100 user programmable frequencies, Weatherfax connections and
150W of power. The introductory price for the SG 2000 PowerTalk is $2495. For more information or to

recieve a brochure contact SGC Inc., PO Box 3526,

Bellevue, WA 98009 USA. Tel: 1-800 259 7331
or FAX: 1-206 746 6384.
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If you enjoy getting 'out and about' with your
hobby then the latest offering from South
Midlands Communications could be just the
thing for you.
The Manson Inverter provides 120W of
power, plugs direct into a vehicle cigar lighter
socket and is fitted with a flush mounted 13A
square pin socket for 230V 550mA mains supply
output from 10 - 15V d.c. input. The Inverter is
capable of running anything from a portable TV
or computer to lights when camping and charging batteries - so it could be ideal for when you
go on holiday with your hobby.

South Midlands Communications of S.
M. House, School Close, Chandlers Ford
Industrial Estate, Eastleigh, Hampshire SO5
3BY are the selling the Manson Inverter for £69
inc VAT.

Prize Draw
Winner
The winner of the £50
Prize Draw as featured
in the Book Service pages of
the May issue of PW was A. M. Harper of

Yorkshire.
If you order books from this month's PW and
your order totals over £20 excluding P&P you'll
receive a free copy of Antennas For VHF and
UHF. Full details can be found in our 'new look'
Book Service on page 71 of this issue.

From Stroud To Steepholm
The Stroud Radio Society are mounting a miniDXpedition to Steepholm Island over the weekend of
June 17 - 19th.
Steepholm Island which is situated in the Bristol
Channel is about 1000m long by 400m wide, 78m a.s.l.
and is owned by The Kenneth Allsop Trust. The island
is uninhabited and it's thought that amateur radio
operation has only ever taken place twice from the
Island, both times by the Stroud Club. It's also part of
the EU120 group of islands, qualifies for the IOTA
awards and is located in 'wet square' ST26 for the
WAB awards.
The Stroud Radio Society hope to operate continuously during their stay on Steepholm Island on all h.f.
bands, 50 and 144MHz on c.w. and s.s.b. Operations
are expected to start at midday on Saturday June 17
and run through until the morning of the 19th. The
main purpose of the DXpedition is to take part in the
PW 144MHz QRP Contest on Sunday June 18.
The following callsigns will be used during the
DXpedition: GBOSRS on h.f., GB2SRS on 144MHz,
GB6SRS on 50MHz and G4SRS/P during the PW contest. The QSL cards for this event will be via the
bureau or if preferred via GOATX, the club's QSL
Manager, who is QTHR.

An Extra -Five

Watts

Alan Lake G4DVW of
Lake Electronics has
informed the 'Newsdesk'
of his newly introduced
DTR3-5 transceiver. Alan
says this is an enhanced
version of his already
popular DTR3.
The DTR3-5 covers
3.5 - 3.6MHz, features the
new Jackson tuning control, stable v.f.o., 7 -pole
filter at the p.a. output
and gives five watts output. Lake Electonics can
supply the DTR3-5 fully
built and air tested for
£162 including carriage
or in kit form for £101.80.
The kit version includes
everything you need to
complete the job - down
to the last nut!
Further information
on the DTR3-5 can be
obtained on receipt of an
s.s.a.e. to Lake

Electronics, 7
Middleton Close,
Nuthall, Nottingham
NG16 1BX or by telephoning Alan on
0115-938 2509.
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Elaine Richards G4LFM
has more hints and tips for
you from the 'natterings'
she's received this month.

For Radio Beginners of all Ages.

Elaine Richards G4LFM, PO Box 1863,
Ringwood, Hants BH24 3XD.

Wide Spread
Citizens Band
To make sure I deal with all
the letters on CB that I've
received, I'll look at this subject first this month. The use
of CB must be wider spread
amongst readers than I
thought, judging by your letters.

The opinion I get from just
about all the correspondents
is that they found CB to be the
first step on the radio ladder.
Many have gone onto take
their amateur licence whilst
still using CB to chat to those
not yet licensed.
Trevor John GOUWZ has

Miss

Hit

DNT (good rig, but the p.1.1.
i.c. is obsolete)

Maxcom 7E handset (not bad)

Realistic

Uniden/Uniace 100, 200, 300

Moonraker

*Rotel RVC 240/220

Midland (new models,
physical size very good)

"Harrier CBX

Amstrad 900 Series

*York 861, 863

Nato 'FM'

*Cybernet, any model
*Fidelity 3001

All those marked * are virtually identical.

to try CB after listening to all
sorts of conversations on the

If the 'First Steps' on Morse a couple of month's ago got you thinking, then this idea for a simple
Morse sounder (Fig. 1) from Walter Farrar G3ESP might be worth a go. He says it is an old idea
for practising without causing QRM!
All you need is a carbon microphone insert, a miniature speaker and a battery (1.5 to 3V should
do). Just wire all three items so that they are connected in series, with your Morse key completing
the circuit.
Now you need to mount the microphone and speaker so that they are facing each other to
encourage feedback between the two items. In case you haven't already twigged, you are trying to
create the 'howl round' you get from a p.a. system.
In order to get the best tone you will have to experiment with the gap between the speaker and
microphone and possibly the battery voltage. Once you've found the best position you can use
Blu-Tack or similar to maintain the gap.

Blu-tack to adjust the distance apart

Carbon microphone
Solder battery contact
to one terminal of the
microphone

Small loudspeaker
8 640 impedance

Make the circuit through
the Morse key to the other
side of the battery

Fig. 1: Walter
Farrar

r

Battery 1.5-3V

11m band.
Once Colin had bought his
licence, he purchased a pair of
3 -channel hand-helds and a

mobile rig for the car. He was
fortunate and found some very
helpful and accommodating
'breakers' who helped him
through his first few weeks.
He also discovered several
with a very low 10, but learned
to ignore them or switch off.
Sounds a bit like me and my
reaction to Soap Operas!
Colin then progressed from
hill -top operation to indoor
operation. Next came CEPT
operation and a whole new
world - polite, sensible, chatty
people interested in radio;
properly run nets and DX work
just using 4W f.m.
Now he says that he
wouldn't be without CB for
both the help he received during the January snowfalls and
the friendships he has made.
Now for a CB problem. Mr

G3ESP's
Morse

D. Pritchard has a problem
when he tries to transmit using

sounder will
help you prac-

his CB. He doesn't interfere
with any television sets but as
soon as he keys up he causes a
loud hum on a video recorder
across the street.

tice without
causing ORM.
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Colin DT480 (hopefully
G7??? by now) has been an
s.w.l. for some 33 years (on
and off). Last year he decided

Simple Morse Sounder

Connect the second contact
of the microphone to one
of the loudspeaker contacts

carried out quite a few repairs
on different CB sets and so has
prepared his own 'hit or miss'
table (left).
Trevor thinks the performance from the 'Hit' sets is
superior compared to the
'Miss' sets. If you start with a
Rotel RVC 240/220 then when
you pass the RAE you can convert the rig to the 28MHz band
(10m) f.m. to give you a cheap
way onto the h.f. bands.
Another tip from Trevor is
to get to the car boot sales
early. He picked up five nonworking rigs for £5 but he soon
had them up and running!
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First Steps
I'm Married to a Novice Instructor
Michael Stott GONEE has been a contributor to this column from time to time and I've been fortunate enough to
meet him at several rallies. He's a successful Novice
Instructor and Pat 2E1BUJ. his wife. has dropped me a
line telling her side of the story. The next few paragraphs
should be passed on to any 'better halves' who feel they
are the only one who comes second to the hobby (in the
nicest possible way of course.).

like shacks you see in photos in
PW. but more like 5teptoe's back
yard.
Still. I was young and in love.
and I always knew where he was
because I could hear him on the
'phone. the radio and the TV.
When the time came to move te
a bigger house it was easy. we
swapped homes with my widowed
father-in-law, and Michael moved
back into his shack.

Who's law is it that states
that work expands to fit the

This is the other side of the coin, the bit that they
don't tell the partner of any prospective amateur radio
operator. I'm really lucky as my husband is also interested
in radio. in fact that's how we met. Not every one is that

time available? Substitute junk
and space into that saying and
you've got it right. Michael began

lucky.

was under subscribed so. enlist-

to teach the RAE, the first class
I

ed with another student's wife to
"I had been going out with Michael for several weeks when
a colleague at work said to me. 'He's one of those you
know. just like my husband'. It took a little encouragement

for me to find out what she meant, they had always
seemed perfectly normal to me.
Our courtship continued, much of it being spent in his
shack, a posh word for the attic in his parents house
where he had his 'ham' station. There was no music in the
car, all listened to was QRM and monotonous talk of new
gear. antennas and traffic jams.
I must admit it. amateur radio did have its good side.
we met some lovely people over the air, particularly after
we got married and started going abroad. Yes, readers I
married him (don't tell Michael, but I couldn't afford to
I

give his mother the dowry back!).
Anyway. back to the advantages of radio, we were
given free meals and hospitality in Norway. when you're
camping at the end of the season and money is running
short. both are welcome. We listened enthralled to stories
of the Second World War, it was clearly still very fresh in
their minds.
We reciprocated by offering hospitality to a couple
from San Francisco who we heard on the air asking for

directions through Newcastle. A year later on our first
trip Stateside, we stayed with them. and also made other
new friends through amateur radio. Fifteen years on they
are still good friends and have been over to visit us. as
have their friends.
And then there was Enrico. from Rome. He landed on
our doorstep unannounced at 6am one morning after
Michael's vague invitation over the air to call and see us if

make up the numbers.

I never had to do that again.
Michael was a born teacher, over
the years very few people failed

to get a pass - unfortunately I
did pass Part 1. reading the manual on the train for a
was one.

I

few weeks before the exam I memorised enough to get
through.
Part 2 of the RAE has always eluded me. my brain
can't get round the formulas, the squiggles and the
maths. In 1990. the Novice Licence arrived. Michael prepared for this like an evangelist. He passed the American

test at a local rally and got the call 1q35MF'0. to get a
flavour of what it was all about.
nooks and papers arrived and he organised his first
class. in hie capacity as Senior Instructor. Our dining
room was turned into a classroom. for what was to be a

Pat 2E1BUJ

tells her story
of what it's like
being the 'better half' of an
enthusiastic
radio amateur.

3 -day Intensive course.
I provided meals and coffee for 10 people. it was
exhausting but fun. 1993 saw our silver wedding anniver-

sary and I decided to mark it by getting my Novice licence.
There were no concessions. I had to do my projects and
homework every week. but it was worth it when I passed.
and gained the callsign 2E1BUJ. I wasn't as electronically
illiterate as I thought, and it looks very impressive on a CV
or quiz application forms.
And it is great fun. I am hoping that when Michael
has the time to spare from running courses I'll get my own

set in my car so that I can listen to the QRM. the talk of
antennas. equipment and traffic jams!"

he was in England. He stayed a week and now asks when

we are going to visit him! So much for the 'advantages
Our first house was small. but guess who slept in the
largest bedroom - the radio equipment! Not nice and tidy

As you can imagine, Mr
Pritchard's problem is not
popular even though he's
offered the owners all kinds
of filters. There were no
complaints until he put up
an antenna, but there's still
interference no matter the
size of antenna.
If you've got any suggestions, then Mr Pritchard
would be pleased to have
them, as he's only able to
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listen at the moment. Send
your letters to me and I'll
pass them on.
Finally on CB, Mr N.
McGeechan uses an FRG 8800 for his usual listening,
but following the purchase
of a Midland 40 channel CB
rig has found a different
world of radio. He's been
interested in radio for many
years now and has found CB
to be reminiscent of the old

days of radio when he was
young in Glasgow.
If anyone else has hints
and tips on CB, drop me a
line and I'll include it in the
column. Next time, will try
and deal with the letters
quicker!
I

That's all for this
month so, until next
time cheerio and don't
forget keep those letters and ideas coming.
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HAYDON COMMUNICATIONS
WARNING!! Not all advertisers in this magazine are authorised stockists for the products they sell. Manufacturers advise
customers to purchase from authorised dealers to ensure full company guarantee back up. HAYDON COMMUNICATIONS
sell only brand new factory sealed stock direct from the manufacturers & are authorised for all its brands.

Ovaesu FT -8500

Kenwood TH-79
!

P49 INTRO

£699

plus free 25amp p.s.u. worth £90

Yaesu FT -51
Miniature dual band hand-held
transceiver. For one month only we
are giving away a free microphone
and mobile holder worth £30.

.C449 SPECIAL OFFER

£unbeatable

£41 Ile;

I C -7 0 6

SPECIAL OFFER

MS107
Miniature speaker 4111111--)111111.1.11711b
microphone with
P.T.T. L.E.D. indicator, suits lcom/Alinco/Yaesu
OUR PRICE

£19.95

De -luxe h.f. transceiver

with built-in a.t.u.

an IC -706 at £1099 and we'll chuck in a

SAVE £135 £729
Kenwood HF

TS -850 SAT

FT -840 sold. £899

£Censorerl

OUR PRICE
TS-950SDX
TS -850
TS-450SAT
TS -450S

crtn

CX-401 4Way (SO -239) (1kW)

£39.95

CX-401N 4Way (N type) (1kW)

£49.95

CX-201 2Way (S0-239)

£16.95

CX-210N 2Way (N type)

£21.95

.

0
EzIs

14t,,0.
Cotv

£095"

240

MA -339 Mobile holder

INTRO OFFER ria, 09
,&Pf21 ik.
ilm,

Yaesu FT-767GX

TH-742 ex demo
FP -700 20amp p.s.u.
TH-78E as new
TH-27E v.g.c.
IC-25RE as new
IC -761 as new
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£899
£699
£279
£299
£229
£629
£99
£339
£199
£299
£1499

B -30W
2m H/Held amp (11/-5W
input -30W o/p) 13.8V

£1349

Pocket VHF/UHF SWR/PWR
meter. 144-440MHz (60W)

FC-107 a.t.u. 250W
TH-215 v.g.c.
DJ -500 plus mic and case
TH-77 v.g.c
IC-2SRE v.g.c.

£999
£499
£199
£199
£249
£299
£299
£169
£279
£329
£829

OUR PRICE

a
£2 P&P

TSA-6601

FT -102 as new

IC-W2E as new
DJ -580 as new
TS -50S ex demo

2m f.m. 50W Not Bad? It gets betters. this
month buy a DR -130 and get a free 25amp p.s.u.
Alinco DR -150
£389 + free p.s.u.
Alinco DR -610
£699 + free p.s.u.
Alinco DR -M06
£359 + free p.s.u.
Alinco DJ -180
£199 + extra NiCad free
Alinco DJ -580
£369 + extra NiCad free
Dx-70 HF
£1089 + free p.s.u.

fitted, as new

JRC JST135 as new

IC -04E v.g.c.

DR -130

OUR PRICE

2m. 70cm and 6.

£1249

Alinco Bargains

£359.95

£1,3-Rr
£.1fltter

suitable for all handhelds. Superb no marks - "It just grips your handy
- fits anywhere - quick "push button
release" To top it all there's an
optional airfreshner facilitity!

Ex. demo

Yaesu FT -ONE as new
Icom IC -735 as new
FC-757AT v.g.c.
FT-290RI v.g.c.
DR -112E as new

4 40
op

4-61

SECOND-HAND AND EX DEMO BARGAINS

Yaesu FT-900AT

Ve'ttp,'0

S37.99 -

AT -50 a t.0

Coax switches

free 25amp p.s.u. to make it worth your while.

t £9"
£.3549"
q0 -tk0-

TS -690S h.f. plus 6m
TS -50S mobile

plus £1 P&P

COMING SOON

- Just when Alinco thought
they had it sewn up.
along came Icom and
knocks them 6+2! Yes. a
full 100W on 6 and they chucked in a 10W on
2 to keep your v.h.f. interest going. Not only
have you got a detachable front panel, but
have also got all mode as standard. We've
already taken 10 firm orders and still taking
more. How do we do it? Simple, Icom UK
have advised us a small shipment will arrive in
early August so we advise early ordering. All
we ask is a £50 deposit and we'll secure you

Dual band mobile with quick release
remote head plus excellent ext receive
as TH-79E. (Optional) for this month
only we are giving away a FREE P2512 30amp p.s.u. and TSB -3303
dual band base collinear worth £135.

of ACCs

£799

LIMITED STOCK

Kenwood TH-733E

For one month only
we are giving away a
free P-2512 30amp
p.s.u. with every

SPECIAL OFFER

0 £429.95
.£6,29" SPECIAL OFFER

HF+ 6+2 Icom

+ f30 worth

Yaesu FT -840

Dual band hand-held transceiver with
a control panel that detaches from the
body of the radio (free speaker mic)

TH-28E 2m handy with airband
plus 70cm RX
£299
TH-42E 70cm handy
£229
TH-22E 2m handy
£239

f.460
SPECIAL

Icom IC-Z1E

UKs best selling dual band handheld RX available. 108-180/400512/850-950MHz.

Dual band mobile
transceiver with quick
release remote head.

£34.95

£1

P&P

Accessories

VC WIN 1101300DLi
300W A.T.U. with
built-in dummy load

.129.95

OUR PRICE
* New VC -300M, 300W A.T.U.

plus C3 P&P

£89.95*
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DELIVERY UK MAINLAND 24HR £10 / 48hr £7.50

NB ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

* Outside office hours 0850 586313 * Mail Order: Same Day Despatch *

SALES PHONE

Wu,

Close to Edgware underground station (Northern Line). Close to Ml, M25. A406.

SU

*

(2 M NS) -A41
132

a.

132 High Street, Edgware, Middlesex HA2 TEL
111

MI JNC4

HIGH STREET

-0181-9515781

Fax: 0181-951 5782 AI

CANONS

r1161[1:FAIURCH

j --IT'S EASY WHEN

TN:-P

CINEMA

MON-S AT 10-6PM

YOU KNOW HOW!

* * * Diamond Antennas Direct From The Factory! * *
B7900

We have gone to great lengths to obtain various antennas direct from the factory, rather than from the 'Branding Company'. How many times have youpaid
prohibitive prices for branded mobile or base antennas? Well, the answer is not any more. Take for instance the DB-7900, the best 2m/70cm mobile thatmoney can
buy. Avilable under the branded name for (99.95) available from us for £49.99. Yes, we know what you're thinking and others might tell you 'It's a cheap copy' well, they're wrong - pay more if you want to. but can you afford to? It's your money - it's your choice. but I know what I would buy!

TAIWAN SERENE BASE ANTENNAS
EQUIVALENT
BRANDED PRICE

TS

TSB -3315

GF

144/70, 8.5/11.9dB (5.4m)

1.1.88g5

£129.95

TSB -3301

GF

144/70,6.5/9dB (3m)

£79.95

TSB -3302

GF

TSB -3303

GF

14430, 4.5/7.2dB (1.7m)
144/70, 3/6dB (1.1m)

£12915
£8215
£5915

TSB -3002

AL

144MHz. 6.5dB (2.8m)

TSB -3001

AL

144MHz. 3.4dB (1.4m)

V-2000

GF 6m2m70cms. 2.1/6.2/8.4dB (2.5m)
GF 6m2m170cms. 3/6.2/8.6dB (2.4m)

GP -15N

£64.9

£44.°
£39

f.3615
1.4{1795

Dairls

FREE carriage this month on any base antenna!!

ACCESSORIES P&P £1.00 on the following
TSB3303

HIGH QUALITY MOBILE ANTENNAS

PRICE

DB-7900
DB-1208
DB-770M
OB-122
DB-1304
DB-1209
DB-EL2E
DB-285

ACCESSORIES P&P £2.50 on the following
Trunk Mnt + 5M Coax
H/Duty Mag Mnt + Coax
H/Duty Hatch/Trunk Mnt

ACT -3302

P-2512

AlliP.A7A_PRODUCTS

An incredible power
supply! 25-30 amp cont.
p.s.u., variable volts (315)

PK-232 MBA. Tried and tested & still
Number one

PRICE £229

£299

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE £459

(9600 Board)

£89.95

outstanding value for money

MFJ-784 Great performer - from the USA

IPRO.44

AR -8000

UK's most popular
hand-held scanner (11300MHz) Includes
Nicads, charger

The most
comprehensive scanner
(hand-held) to date!
Includes Nicads.
charger. etc.1.449"

£269
£Phone

MVT-8000

£389

£335

VT -225

£269

£225

VT -125

£189

£169

OUR PRICE £229

k

AOR

£389

£289

DSP-59+ Now available

PK-1 2-A VHF T.N.0 that offers

MVT-7000

MVT-7100

£19.95
£24.95
£24.95

DATONG FL -3 An old favourite that still offers
top performance
OUR PRICE £134.95

OUR PRICE £119
k

Top Quality
Top Quality
Top Quality

TIMEWAVE DSP-9 PLUS
Top rated digital
audio/data filter OUR

PK-900-DELUXE Multi terminal

Dual meters (Vs and
amps) £89.95
Over voltage protected

£49.99
£32.95
£26.95
£26.95
£22.95
£39.95
£29.95
£15.95

P&P on above £3.00
MT -3303
MT -1301

TSA-6001N Duplexer (+Coax) 2/70
TSA-6003 Duplexer (Sockets) 270

./289

144/70 cms. (5/7.6dBs) (1.5m)
144/70 crns. 3.5 /6dB (1m)
144/70 cms. 3 /5.5dB (1m)
144/70 cms, 3.5 /5.5dB (1m)
144/70 cms, 2.15 /3.t3d8 (.41cms)
144MHz, 9.2dB (1.6m)
144MHz, 5,6ths, 4.5dB (1.8m)
144MHz. Rths. 3.4dB (1.3m)

£389
AR -2700
AR -3000A

AR -3000 Plus
SDU-5000
AR3030

£289
£949
£999
£799
£699

Air/Ham/Marine and
much more
Covers 66-88/108174/380-512

DB-770H
2m and 70cm TX wideband

RX (3.4 plus 5.5dB gain)
superb telescopic antenna,

intro offer

£114.95
case
£14.99
Nicads/p.s.u. charger
£15.99
New MA -3339 mobile hand-held
mount (no holes) Just grips your
handy £9.99 (P&P £2.00)

£19.95
plus £1.50 P&P

CA -7200

£249
£849
£899
£699
£639

TSC2600 The best rubber antenna

money can buy £22.95

NE1023 7" rubber antenna £8.95
£7 P&P on above

Optoelectronics Prices Slashed for the 1995 Models
OPT°.

OPT -3300
The latest mini freq. finder from
Optoelectronics (smaller than a
packet of cigarettes.) Inc.
NiCads/Charger/Ant.

(1MHz-2.8GHz) D59:95
Optional Padded
Pouch ('13.99 FREE

CC -12:-

£139.95

R-10

SCOUT

Receives any F.M. signal from
30-2000MHz
New - top of the range mini
* Fully automatic with signal
counter 400 memory system.
strength & deviation level
Filters Pc Compat.
indication supplied with C/W
10MHz-2.8GHz.
Inc.Nicads/Charger/
CX-12:- Computer antenna/NiCads/charger (ready to go).

Antenna./39915

£349.95

Interface for
Scout
).e95tc

£349.95

R-20
Interceptor/Bug detector
0.5-3000MHz.Near field
monitor with earphone

supplied. FM detection
' Field strength indicator
9V battery operation
A must for the nosey parkers.

£139.95

FREE DELIVERY ON ALL OPTOELECTRONICS THIS MONTH
Practical Wireless, July 1995
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Club Of

Up & Coming
Events

Howard Ketley G1JGY is
trying to revive the Club of

The Leicester Radio Society

Friendship
Friendship (COF), which was
founded in 1987 by Ken
Norvall G3IFN, to develop
and further the friendship
between the UK and Russian
radio amateurs. The club
has its own callsign G4BAS,
and Howard is appealing
for help to re-establish the
club.
The aim of the COF is to

develop the friendship
between the UK and Russia
over the air, with regular Nets,
etc. It is also a good way of
learning another language if
you so desire. In the past,
some members have even
been on exchange visits to see
their 'friends'.
If you have even a slight
interest in becoming a member, please drop Howard a line
(address below), together with
an s.a.e. Should sufficient people show a positive response
to becoming a member, then
Howard will act as co-ordinator
among the UK amateurs and
liaise with the Russian section
of the club, so that it can continue.
The address to contact
Howard is 1 Tewkesbury

Avenue, Mansfield
Woodhouse, Notts NG19
8LA or you can telephone/FAX

him on (01623) 423697.

Temporary 0TH

Send your information to the 'Club Spotlight'
newshound zoe Shortland at the PW Offices.

Wandering in the Wilderness
The Barry Amateur Radio Society was founded in 1966 by
the present Secretary Dan Adams GW3VBP together with the
present Treasurer Brian Vodden GW3WBU and a small band
of dedicated enthusiasts. At that time, the club venue was
inside the Barry College and the shack was one of the classrooms, which had to be restored to its proper status at the end
of each meeting.
Largely due to disputes with the caretakers, who no doubt
regarded the club as a nuisance, other venues were sought and
tried, eventually ending up back with the college, but this time
on an outlying site.
The Barry Amateur Radio Society were fortunate enough
to have masts and a shack, but in the early 1980s, the college,
like others, was obliged to start charging for facilities provided.
From this point, things got to the stage where the Society
could no longer afford it.
From that time, until fairly recently, the club has been
'wandering in the wilderness'. In October 1994, Glyn Jones
GWOANA was elected as chairman, ably abetted by a small
band of willing helpers in the form of officers and committee.
Since then, things have moved apace and the Society now
represent a section of the Sully Sports and Social Club situated
in extensive grounds in a beautiful location with the grounds
gently sloping down to Sully beach. The Society has succeeded in attracting old and new members, and they now can look
forward with confidence to keeping up the momentum and
becoming once again a 'Real Radio Club'.
To find out more, you can reach the Secretary, Dan

Adams GW3VBP on (01222) 484922.

The Douglas Valley
Amateur Radio Society
would like to tell all PW readers that they now have a new
(temporary) QTH as they have
been experiencing some problems with their previous
premises. Although the
Standish Conservative Club
was a good venue for h.f. and
v.h.f. activities due to its height
above sea level, it was not so
good for lectures, since the
room they were using was
shared.
So, the (Wigan) Douglas
Valley Amateur Radio Society

is alive and well. And it is still
meeting on the first and third
Thursday in the month but
now at The Hesketh Arms,
Shevington Moor, Shevington,
Wigan. The contact is still D.
Snape G4GWG, QTHR on

(01942) 211397.
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meet on Mondays at 7.30pm at
Gilroes Cottage, off the Groby
Road, Leicester, A50. The
Society also runs an h.f., v.h.f.
and u.h.f. shack, along with
RAE and Novice classes.
A few up and coming
events to watch out for are:
June 12 - h.f./v.h.f. night on the
air and general natter night,
19th - Progress meeting, 26th Ascension, 'The Radio Active
Island' by Richard G3VGW,
July 3 - h.f./v.h.f. night on the
air and general natter night,
10th - Committee meeting and
h.f./v.h.f. night on the air.
For more information, you
can contact the Society's secre-

tary, Mr A. T. Wann GOTNI
on 0116-291 7250.
Members of the Winchester
Amateur Radio Club meet
on the third Friday of every
month at the Red Cross Centre,
Durngate House, North Walls,
Winchester at 7.30pm. On June
16, Jim Chick G4NWJ is giving
a talk on Radio Control within
Falconry. P. Simpkins
G3MCL is the club's Honorary
Secretary and Mr Simpkins can
be contacted on (01962)

865814.

Attention All

Club Secretaries
The PW Book Service
Department has put together a special deal offering
discounts on book orders
received from radio clubs. If
your club places an order
for books from our comprehensive selection of titles
that totals over £50 we will

give you a 10% discount
and free post and packing!

New Member
The Coulsdon Amateur Transmitting Society (CATS) are
pleased to announce that they have a new member, Garry
Gibbs G7UOC. Garry joined the Society at the March meeting. Garry passed his RAE in December and is hoping to be on
the air soon.
Regular society meetings are held on the second Monday
in each month at St. Swithun's Church Hall, Grovelands Road,
Purley at 7.45 for 8, until 10pm. Current membership of CATS
stands at 34. For more details, you can contact Alan Bartle
G6HC (Secretary) on 0181-684 0610.

To take advantage of
this offer please use the
order form towards the back
of this issue, making sure
that it is the club secretary
who places the order and
that the name of your club
is stated.
So, don't delay take
your copy of PW along to
your next club meeting and
get your members to start
making a list of all those
books they've been meaning to buy but never quite
got round to.
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Bedford Net
'Club Spotlight' has recently
received a letter from John
Percival G7DDU who has nomi-

nated Charles Austin
G4MEW for the Novice Natter
PW Elmer Award. Charles
turned 80 in May and has been
the anchor man for the
'Bedford Net' for many years.
Before Charles was
licensed, some 25 years ago,
many people starting their
working day would 'log in' to
the 'Bedford Net' whilst on
route to work. People from all
over the country called in on
3.5MHz and with the growing
popularity of 144MHz, eventually the Net gravitated to h.f.
The activity coincided with
Charles retiring from his news
agency business and, being an
early riser, found himself as
Controller. His friendly nature
has won him many friends over
the years and his meticulous
log of contacts, which he started immediately when he took
to helm, has reached astronomical proportions.
The morning Net, which is
usually in full swing at 7am,
goes on for about two hours
with some 15 to 20 calls
entered in the log book, each

one being given a number. At a
glance, Charles can tell you his
score to date, which is currently
nearing 25000 entries with
some 220 different callsigns
included in this score.
Charles Austin G4MEW has
made considerable contribution
to amateur radio. He is a first
class c.w. operator and teaches
aspiring v.h.f. licensees Samuel
Morse's legacy. He is also a
QRP exponent and holder of
the QRP Masters Award.
At the age of eight, Charles
could hear his father teaching
older children Morse code
using a buzzer, which Charles
could hear in his bedroom,
where he would be writing
down what his father was sending! When his mother discovered this she informed her husband, who said, 'it's time for
him to learn properly'.
For two whole years,
Charles was not allowed to use
a buzzer, 'until he can spell correctly' said his father. At the
age of 18, Charles joined the
Metropolitan Police and eventually after he had pounded the
beat, in 1934 he found himself
in patrol cars.
Back in those days, Charles

and three others in the
Metropolitan Police operated
c.w. at 30 words per minute.
Sometimes the transmissions
were on v.h.f., which were
rather difficult to read, particularly when they were amongst
high rise buildings.
There were no relay stations then as the transmissions
were done from one centre.
Charles said he did lots of
courses, 'to save his feet'. One
of these was shorthand, where
he attained the speed of 200
words per minute. Again, the
introduction to shorthand was
by his father, when Charles was
quite young.
Next came the 1939/1945
war when Charles joined the
RAF and eventually became a
pilot instructor. Later, he transferred to the army and his
30w.p.m. Morse and 200w.p.m.
shorthand were put to good
use.

After being demobbed,
Charles became manager of a
large agricultural implement
sales firm, an accountant, a
large scale bee keeper, a shop
owner and a news agent and so
it goes on.
Most amateurs like to play

PRACTICAL WIRELESS & SHORT WAVE
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July 9: The Horncastle Amateur Radio and Computer Fair will be
holding their Rally at the Grammar School Sports Hall.
Horncastle is half way between Lincoln and Skegness on the
A158 trunk road. For more information, you can ring Tony
Nightingale on (01507)522482.

June 10: The second annual Crane Hamfest presented by Ham &
Coffee at the City Park, Crane Missouri, USA. Doors open 10am
to 3pm. No admission fee, no alcohol but lunch is available
Crane is only 40 miles from all the Branson Shows. A percentage
of the 1995 Crane Hamfest proceeds will be donated to Nandi Hams of America. For more information, contact Lonnie Allen

July 16: The Norfolk RAYNET Barford Rally will be held at the
Village Hall, Barford, on 81108, Norwich to Walton Road. Doors
open 10.30am to 3.30pm. There will be trade stands, a raffle and
refreshments. Free car parking and talk -in on S22. Further

NOTBO at 417-723 5671 (24hr answermachme), 701 Agnes RT1
Box 390, Crane, Missouri. 65633 USA.

June 11: The annual Royal Navy Amateur Radio Society Rally will
take place between 10am and 5pm on the Sports Field, HMS
Coffin wood, Fareham, Hants. Clive G3YRI on 1013291234143.

June 11: The Elvaston Castle National Radio Rally is being held
at the usual venue, which is the Showground of the Elvaston
Castle Country Park, five miles south east of Derby. This is the
26th radio rally and should be the most spectacular event to
date Keith Ellis G1ZLO on (01332) 662896

June 17/18: The Bletchley Park Amateur Radio & Computer Rally
is being held at Bletchley Park, Bletchley, Milton Keynes, Bucks.
Doors open at 10am to 5pm, both days. This is a new rally in the
grounds of the former Second World War top-secret code breaking, cipher and intelligence centre. There will be special
interest groups, Morse tests, numerous interesting displays, talk in and a Bring & Buy. One price admission to rally arid museum.
For further details you can ring (019231893929
*June 23-25: Ham Radio '95 Friedrichshafen, Germany. The
largest amateur radio show in Europe, and well worth a visit. The
Flea Market alone is worth the journey and Friedrichshafen, situated on the Bodensee - Lake Constance to the English - and
within easy reach of Austria and Switzerland, is a fantastic area
for a holiday.

'June 25: The 38th Longleat Amateur Radio Rally. Trade stands,
club stands, free parking, catering and bar on site. Large Bring &
Buy. f2.50 entrance fee for adults, f2 for OAPs and 50p for children Further details from Gordon Lindsay GOKGL on 0117-940
2950
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around with antennas and
Charles certainly comes into
this category. When he was living in a high rise flat, it was a
challenge to get the most out of
a piece of wire, as no external
antennas were allowed.
Now living in a smaller bungalow, with an equally small
garden, Charles has done wonders working the world on QRP
with G4MEW antennas that
utilise roof spaces, under carpets, garden fences and whatever in his quest to get the very
last bit of power out of his rig
and into the front-end of the
other station.
Recently Charles founded a
meeting of local amateurs for
an 8am Saturday morning
breakfast at one of the local
supermarkets. The next meeting will coincide with, and is to
celebrate, Charles's ten years
as Controller of the Bedford
morning Net, which incidentally
has stretched to other parts of
the day now!
So, if you're a mobile traveller and in the Bedford region,
tune into 145.275MHz and see if
you can raise Charles's friendly
voice, you'll always be made
welcome.

details on (016031625833 daytime or 1013621820820 evenings.

If you're travelling a long distance to a rally, it
could be worth 'phoning the contact number to
check all is well, before setting off.
The Editorial staff of PW cannot be held
responsible for information on Rallies, as this is
supplied by the organisers and is published in
good faith as a service to readers.
If you have any queries about a particular
event, please contact the organisers direct.

July 2: The 6th York Radio Rally will be held in the Tattersall
Building, York Racecourse, York. Doors open at 10.30am.
Admission is f1.50.Children accompanied with adult FREE. Ample
free parking. Amateur radio, electronics and computers, Morse
tests and Reoeater G,oups Refreshments and licensed bar Talk in on S22 Dave Moreland G7FGA 1019041 190079

'July B: Cornish Radio Rally & Computer Fair. For further informa-

July 16: The 12th McMichael Rally and Car Boot Sale will take
place at the Haymill Youth and Community Centre, Burnham
Lance, Slough, near Burnham Railway Station. Talk -in on S22.
Doors open at 10.30am. Admission is fl 50. For more details contact Dave G3SET on (01628)486554.

July 23: Britain's biggest Outdoor and Leisure Show is due to
take place at Powderham Castle, Ni. Exeter, Devon between
10am and 6pm. The show is situated in the grounds of the magnificent Powderham Castle on the edge of the River Exe. The
show has a variety of different sections to cater for all, new and
used sailing and power boats, used boat 'amble, new equipment
and lots more. There is to be an amateur radio section (new and
used equipment) and a special event station is planned. Any
enquiries to The Outdoor Boat and Leisure Show Ltd., c/o The
Estate Office, Powderham Castle. Exeter, Devon EX6 8J0 or you
can ring 1016261 890243.

'July 30: Scarborough Amateur Radio Society will be holding
their Radio Electronics and Computer Rally at the Spa, South
Foreshore, Scarborough. Doors open at 11 am. There will be
many traders a Bring & Buy, refreshments and a bar. Ross
Neilson G4ZNE on (013771257074.

tion contact Ken GOFIC on (012091821073.

July 9: The 1995 Sussex Amateur Radio and Computer Fair will be
held at Brighton Racecourse, Sussex. Doors open at 10.30am to
4pm This event brings together the best in amateur radio and
computer technology. Admission is f1.50. There will be a free car
park, a giant Bring & Buy, a bar and a talk -in on S22. Further
details from Ron Bray G8VEN. CITHR on (01903)763978 or (01273)
417756 office hours.

July 30: The Rugby ATS are holding their 7th annual Amateur
Radio Rally at the BP Truckstop on the A5, three miles east of
Rugby and just 2.5 miles north west from junction 18 on the MI
motorway. Doors open from 10am and admission rsfl per car.
Facilities include a good cafeteria and toilets. Talk -in on S22 by
GB7RRR. Peter (014551552449
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Miss!
Exrrimenters
Shouldn't
Callin9 All AntennaBoo Offer You
Special
- Here s A

The ARRL Antenna Compendium (Volume 4)
Do you like experimenting with antennas? Would you enjoy getting more from your experimental work,
and have the benefit of a supplied computer disk with antenna -related programs? If so, this book, which
you can buy at a special Subscribers' Club price, could be just the thing for you
The ARAL has developed the Antenna Compendium series very successfully. Best considered as supplementary (but
entirely separate) to their world famous Antenna Book, these separate volumes hold much new material

Volume 4, is a 204 -paged book and packed throughout with sections such as '80 and 160 metre Antennas' (there
are seven projects and modifications in this section alone), 'Antenna Modelling', and - something which is very
much neglected in Europe - a comprehensive chapter (with associated programs on the free computer disk).
Other areas covered are: multi -band antennas, portable/temporary antennas, propagation (with a computer program), receiving antennas, rotators and measurements (an interesting combination...but it makes sense!). There's
also an interesting v.h.f. section which covers the construction of 50 and 144MHz antennas.

Personally, I think this book is well worth having, if only for the h f mobile chapter, which is excellent. Hopefully
a copy will find its way on to my bookshelf!
Rob Mannion G3XFD.
You can get your copy of the ARRL Antenna Compendium Volume 4 for E12.50 plus E1 P&P (UK). E1.75 P&P
(Overseas), (Normal price £14 50 plus £1 P&P (UK), ft 75 P&P overseas) and get PWdelivered right to your
door every month too!

Otter open until July 14 IUKI. July 28 (overseas/.
To take

call Ann

!age of this offer lust fill in the details in the Order Form on page 70 of this issue. Alternatively
Michael on our Credit Card Hotline on (01202) 659930 and quote SCPW7 to place your

order

COM ET ION
Words To Find:
Alinco; Antenna; DXpedition; Hobby;
Holiday; MFJ; Packet; Portable; Rally;
Reciprocal; Scene; USA

Wordsearch rules:
Twelve different words have been hidden in the letter grid.
They have been printed across (forwards or backwards), up
and down, diagonally, but they are always in a straight line without odd letters between. You can use the letters in the grid more than once for different words. Once you have found all 12 words, mark them on the grid and
send it, along with your name and address (photocopies accepted with the
corner flash) to our editorial address, marked 'Competition Corner'
Wordsearch July 1995.
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Send your entry (photocopies acceptable with corner flash) to:
Wordsearch Competition, July 1995, PW Publishing Ltd., Arrowsmith
Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. Editor's decision
on the winner is final and no correspondence will be entered into.
FIRST PRIZE A year's subscription to Practical Wireless
ore £20 book voucher.
SECOND PRIZE A six month subscription to Practical Wireless
or a f10 book voucher.
-I SUBSCRIPTION
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Entries to reach us by Friday 21 July 1995.
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SIX OF THE BEST
EXTENDED REPAYMENT PERIODS & SOME WITH FREE GIFTS AS WELL!
BULK PURCHASE * BULK DEALS * BULK PURCHASE * BULK OFFERS
These special offer deals are so good, the offer can only last until August 26th. So phone for
your brochure & order forms as soon as possible, so as not to be disappointed at a later date.
(Offer subject to status and stock availability.)

KENWOOD
RRP £449.56

TH79E

RRP

Dualband VHF/UHF handheld.
Deposit: L112.00
Balance: £337.95
18 months at £18.77 . 0% APR.

KENWOOD
RRP £729.92

YAESU FT736R

TM733E

Dualband VHF/UHF
mobile.

Deposit: L185.00
Balance: £544.95
6 months at £90.82. 0% APR + FREE TSU-8
CTCSS unit & mobile dualband antenna & mount
of your choice. Worth £110.00.

KENWOOD TS850SAT
RRP £1,849.92
HF all mode/band
general Rx, 12V, int
auto ATU.

Deposit: £465.00
Balance: £1,384.94
9 months at £153.88. 0% APR + FREE matching

£1,788.93

VHF/UHF all mode
240v base station.

, 04'

VP'-

-

="1.-*
Deposit: £450.00
Balance: £1,339.00
9 months at L148.77. 0% APR + FREE internal
6m module. Worth £279.00.

YAESU FT990AC
RRP

£2,299.00

HF all band/mode
general Rx, 240v.

Deposit: £575.00
Balance: £1,724.00
10 months at
£172.40. 0% APR + FREE matching desk mic
MD 1-C8 & speaker SP -6 & CW or SSB
Worth 009.00.

cone IC820H
RRP

£1,794.96

VHF/UHF all mode
12v base station.

Deposit: £450.00
Balance: £1,345.00
24 months at £56.04.
0% APR.

speaker
SP -31 & MC -80 desk mic & VS -2 voice synthesizer
unit. Worth £188.95.

Coastal Communications

AMATEUR RADIO FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR

19 CAMBRIDGE ROAD, CLACTON -ON -SEA,
ESSEX C015 3QT. TEL: 01255 474292 FAX: 01255 476524
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MON-SAT

9am-5.00pm
WED

9am-2.00pm
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ADI -from Taiwan

AT -200 Handheld

This 2 metre handheld is amazing value. ADI is made in Taiwan by one of the largest computer
manufacturers. We are one of the selected dealers.
144-146MHz Tx
130-170MHz Rx
5 Watts on 12V DC
3 Power levels
20 Memories
6 Channel steps
1750Hz Tone
DTMF built-in
CTCSS option
5-15V operation
Scanning/Call
Battery saver
4 x AA dry pack

ONLY

£169-95

We have the
power

BNOS VF -IF and UHF linear:, - for the
serious Dxer

What's the difference between a power amplifier and a linear?
Try a BNOS and compare it with some of the other products that call themselves linear and you'll soon find
out! If you are going to work that DX you need to be loud and clear and BNOS linear% will give you both.
Models available with or without pre -amps and all can be RF switched or hard switched depending on how
you like to work. Full specs available on request.
CLP14410100

2m Linear with pre -amp; 10W drive; 100W output

CLP1441050

2m Linear with pre -amp; 10W drive; 50W output

CLP1443100

2m Linear with pre -amp; 3W drive; 100W output

CLP144350

2m Linear with pre -amp; 3W drive; 50W output

CLP43210100

70cm Linear with pre -amp; 10W drive; 100W output

CLP4321050

70cm Linear with pre -amp; 10W drive; 50W output

CLP432150
CLP43225100

70cm Linear with pre -amp; 1W drive; 50W output
70cm Linear with pre -amp; 25W drive; 100W output

CLP5010100

6m Linear with pre -amp; 10W drive; 100W output

CLP501050

6m Linear with pre -amp; 10W drive; 50W output

C L P50350

6m Linear with pre -amp; 3W drive; 50W output

CLP7010100

4m Linear with pre -amp; 10W drive; 100W output

CLX14410100

2m Linear; 10W drive; 100W output

CLX1443100

2m Linear; 3W drive; 100W output

C L X43210100

70cm Linear; 10W drive; 100W output

transceivers. When you check out the price of a

CLX4321050

70cm Linear; 10W drive; 50W output

matching power supply for your rig, you'll see

CLX432150

70cm Linear; 1W drive; 50W output

just what great value it is at just £99.95.

CLX43225100

70cm Linear; 25W drive; 100W output

The Manson is back! We've increased our orders
once again for these superb power supplies but
you just keep on buying them! Sorry to keep so
many of you waiting. If you don't yet know what
all the fuss is about check this out! The EP925 is
a variable voltage PSU that gives a continuous
25A current, peaking on 30A, Twin meters give

you current and voltage readout and the
thermostatically controlled fan keeps things cool,

ideal

for powering any of todays HF

If you don't need all that power then the EP8I5
may be the one for you.

New!
Half catalogue, half price list -why not get
your copy of our new CataList! Just send us

four first class stamps and we'll send you
one by return. Crammed full of interesting
new products and come vood rdrl filvoterites
as well.

PP'

It you'd like all the secrets of the top Dxers, we've a
great book written by the experts themselves. It's
called the VHF UHF DX Book and contains chapters
on propagation, antennas, transceivers. transverters,
!Mears, pre -amps, accessories and most importantly,
the techniques you should use to get the most out of
VHF and UHF operating.
It, hang up to date.
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orders@lowe.demon.co.uk
info@lowe.demon.co.uk

Lowe Electronics have been appointed
'Master Dealer' by YAESU UK

£255.00
£169.95
£289.00
£289.00
£439.00
£255.00
£289.00
£375.00
£289.00
£169.95
£169.95
£289.00
£219.00
£255.00
£399.00
£219.00
£255.00
£345.00
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New Wire Antenna Systems From
Chelcom's CAHFV1 h.f. vertical antenna (see last month's ad) has become the fastest selling h.f.
vertical in the UK, with over 250 happy users. Hot on the heels of this wonderful antenna, Chelcom
have now produced a superb range of new wire aerial systems and components. Once again they've
chosen to use only the highest quality components, from specially designed balun cases and dipole
centres to the wonderful new FlexWeaveT" antenna wire. Just wait 'till you see FlexWeave' - a
multi standard wire so flexible you can tie knots in it and undo it time and time again. It is used in all
their ready to hang antennas and also available on its own for those who like to roll their own!

CHELM

Chelcom Windoms - Ready To Hang!

Two Windom antennas, one covering 80 to 10m and 133 feet long and a shorter version just 66 feet long covering 40 to 10m for
those with smaller gardens! Both made from the same high quality components including FlexWeave" antenna wire and a 4:1
balun. Supplied ready to hang. Both antennas will let you loose with a whole 1000W p.e.p.!
CA8OW for 80m is just £65.00 and the CA4OW for 40m is just £55.00.

Chelcom G5RV's

These G5RV's really need to be seen to be appreciated. You really need to check out the quality compared to other cheaper
varieties - there is no comparison! Again the components used are of the highest quality, specially designed for heavy duty use
and built to last. For most people, erecting antennas is a major problem - better to do it just once! Chelcom offer the largest
range of G5RV's catering for most installation requirements.
CAG5RVH
Quality half size G5RV using FlexWeaveTM and 300 Ohm slotted ribbon feeder. Supplied ready to hang at just
£35.00.

CAG5RVF
Quality full size G5RV FlexWeaveTM and 300 Ohm slotted ribbon feeder. Supplied ready to hang at just £45.00.
CAGSRVHP Quality half size G5RV with FlexWeaven" balun and 450 twin feeder. Supplied ready to hang at just £65.00.
CAGSRVFP Quality full size G5RV with FlexWeave' balun and 450 twin feeder. Supplied ready to hang at just £75.00.
End -Fed Antenna. For those that like the simple life or don't like feeders hanging about, the Chelcom end -fed design offers a
simple, unobtrusive solution. Just 66 feet long, the CA66EF will fit nicely into many smaller gardens and costs just £55.00,
ready to hang.
Chelcom MultiSystem Aerial Components For DIY Aerial Systems
CABALUN11
CABALUN41
CAINS

1 to 1 balun
4 to 1 balun
Insulator (pair)

£30.00
£30.00
£1.50

CABALUN51

CADIPOLE
CAFLEX

5 to I balun
£30.00
Dipole centre
£3.95
Flex Weave multistranded
antenna wire 20m pack ..£16.00

Plus
CAHFV1

HF vertical antenna
£119.00
resonant on 80m
Lowe also stock a wide range of books covering all aspects of antenna design and construction. A full range can be seen in all of

our branches. We also stock a superb range of quality test equipment that anyone building antennas really needs to have,
including Diamond power and s.w.r. metres, MFJ antenna, s.w.r. analysers and AEA analysers.
Just send us four first class stamps for our complete Antenna Fact Pack which includes Chelcom's MultiSystem components and
verticals, Hygain, Butternut, Vargarda and the full range of rotators from Hygain, Yaesu and Emotator.
SOUTH EAST
Communications Hse.
Chatham Road
Sandling, Maidstone

Tel: (01622) 692773

YORKSHIRE

34 New Briggate

SOUTH WEST
117 Beaumont Road

North Yorkshire

St. Judes
Plymouth

Tel: 0113-245 2657

Tel: (01752) 257224

Leeds

EAST ANGLIA

152 High Street
Chesterton

Cambridge
Tel: (01223) 311230

ve Electronics
Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 5LE Tel: (01629) 580800 Fax: (01629) 580020

UPI= III
Kevin Nice G7TZC, takes
a break from Short Wave

Magazine to try out the
Alinco DR -610E dual -

band v.h.f./u.h.f.
transceiver and finds the
A LINCO VHF /10IF TWIN BAND FM TRANSCEIVER DR -610

display facilities rather

VOt

PWR

S;;.

illuminating!

The Alinco
DR -610 144/430MHz Dual -Band Mobile
Last time I reviewed a transceiver I said
that you just have to remember to read
the manual. So, this month I took my
own advice, and the statement on the
cover of the manual!
I iowever, due to the extremely exclusive
nature of the DR -610, the manual was in the
form of printer's proofs. Because of this it
contained one or two 'funnies'. (Nothing serious
though, and I doubt that they will permeate
through to the final version. You can't get a
much newer product than that!).
I was on my guard for typical new product
bugs (not the multi -legged variety either!). More
the kind of things that are missed in the rush to
get the product to the market place.

Dual -Band
In the past I have never been able to make up
my mind about dual -band mobile transceivers until now that is. And I've spent quite some time
with the DR -610, travelling many thousands of
miles the length and breadth of the country with
it looking me in the eye.
Mind you it can get very confusing when the
squelch breaks and a call is heard. lust which of
the two bands was it? Even in the high position
on my Citroen's dashboard it's not always easy
to catch the display in time to see which band
the call was on.
Identifying which band the call is on is
important because if you're not on the correct
band pressing the p.t.t. doesn't help in retuming
to the call - you transmit on the wrong band.
This is of course operator error, but it's easy to
do.

22

I know. I lost count of the number of times I
returned to a station calling on the other band!
Of course it's not a real problem identifying
the band if you're not driving. It's also not
difficult if you have a good differential between
the volume levels on each of the bands.
The differential in volume was my ultimate
solution to the problem. I decided to set the
volume of the band I was concentrating on, to
half setting.
The other band was set to a quarter, this
enabled me to hear activity on either and to be
able to identify whether it was 144MHz or
430MHz. It's not totally foolproof though!
What tends to happen, is that you hear a call
on the band with the lowest volume setting with
low deviation. As it's not loud enough there is a
need to advance the volume to a higher level.
The difficult bit is remembering to reduce the
volume again, because if you don't then the next
time the squelch breaks you're back to not
knowing which band it is. Oh, the trials of
mobile operating!

Mobile Operating
Whilst on the problems of mobile operating, you
may recall that when I was enjoying my time
with the Alinco DR -150 in the June issue of PW
I had transferred from a 'lash-up' to a permanent
installation.
For this rig I happened to change cars, and so
had to revisit the installation trauma again. Since
I changed, to a similar model both transceiver
and car, the exercise wasn't as painful as it could
have been. But it did mean extra work which I
could have done without.

Apart from the additional complication, the
change over from the DR -150 to the DR -610
was very easy. This is because both rigs share
the same mounting bracket, power lead, and
antenna socket (though a PL259 and 50239
arrangement is not ideal at 430MHz).
There's only one antenna connection. Both
the v.h.f. and u.h.f. portions of the transceiver
are connected to the antenna via a built-in
duplexer.

Antenna Problems
My antenna problems did return, with the fitting
of the DR -610 into the car, since I had been
using a Sirio k/2 over A/2 collinear for the
144MHz transceiver. Help was again on hand in
the shape of locally -based Southern Short Wave
and Scanning.
This time I was loaned a 144/430MHz dual band whip, again the Sirio brand, type
HP2070R. This effective antenna is a 5)18 on
144MHz and collinear on 430MHz. It's a well
constructed design with tilt -over capability.

Remote Panel
Even though this transceiver is compact, Alinco
have designed it to be optionally operated with
a remote front panel. It's possible to mount the
body of the unit almost anywhere in the vehicle
and have only the detached front panel in an
ergonomically sound location.
These days though, it can be quite difficult
routing cable runs discreetly though the interior
of your vehicle. To help you there are two ways
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REVIEW
to install the DR -610 for remote operation, either
with the microphone still connected to the front
panel or by using the 'relay box' EDS-1.
By using the EDS-1 option both the external
speaker and the microphone, are connected to
this 'break-out' adapter. This allows a more
convenient mounting position for the
microphone and can avoid the microphone
cable hanging across vital vehicle controls.
Another option is the DTMF microphone that
further enhances the remote control possibilities
of the DR -610. With the EMS -12 microphone which is standard with the USA version of the
rig, most of the transceiver's functions can be
controlled from the microphone keypad. (Not
really recommended whilst on the move
though!).
The options were not supplied with the
review rig. So, unfortunately I can't comment on
how easy they were to install or, for that matter
what improvements in useability are to be
enjoyed.

Competent Transceiver
The DR -610 is a very competent transceiver
indeed, so what can it do? Perhaps I should
mention what it can't do. as the list would be

much shorter! Mind you for the price of £729 it
ought to be!
The transceiver is a dual -band, double
conversion, synthesised affair. It features dual
v.f.o.s on each band.
As you would expect, the transceiver is
based around microprocessor control. The front
panel controls are therefore all multi -function.
The display is large and clear allowing
simultaneous indication of two operating
frequencies.
There's one extremely useful and well
thought-out feature, which greatly enhances
night-time operation on the DR -610. The button
illumination both changes from green to orange
and highlights their shifted functions on
depressing the F (Function) button. A brilliant
idea!
Like most other offerings in the market sector,
the DR -610 has extensive memory capability 120 channels. It's also possible to extend this

capacity with the addition of the memory
expansion unit, which adds an additional 120
locations.
Considering its diminutive size, only slightly
deeper than the DR -150, the DR -610 is very
compact and it does represent pretty good value
for the money. Or perhaps I should say its price to -performance ratio is good.

Power Levels
The DR -610 has three power levels on both
bands, these are 50, 10 and SW on 144MHz.

On 430MHz high power is at the lower value of
35W, as on 144MHz, medium and low powers
are at 10 and 5W respectively.
Just as with the DR -150 I found myself using
the medium setting most of the time. This was
in spite of the lower level and the lower gain
antenna.
Performance was superb. I received many
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Inside view of the v.h.f. side of the Alinco DR -610. The sloping -sided casing
either side of the d.c. power input and the single antenna connection, houses
the cooling fan. The u.h.f. unit is on a similar board mounted on the other side
of DR -610.
complimentary reports of excellent audio
quality from stations all over the country from
the south coast, to Snowdonia, the Lake District
and Lincolnshire and everywhere inbetween.

Spectrum Display

Easy To Use

this respect.

I found the DR -610 very easy to use. I did my
utmost to exercise all the possibilities, I almost
made it although I didn't get around to any
packet operation.
The radio is organised so that the left-hand
section is the v.h.f. side and the right-hand side
is for u.h.f. This is the default condition, but the
user can easily change it for themselves.
For some totally inexplicable reason I found
myself having changed them over for the
duration of the review. To accomplish this, or
for that matter to change the band at any time,
all that's required is the depression of the
volume control for the side to be changed (the
bands cycle on each depression).
It's entirely possible to have both left and
right sections on the same band. This can be
v.h.f. or u.h.f. It's also possible (for example) to
have v.h.f. running on v.f.o. A on one side, and
v.h.f. scanning through memory locations on
the other. This is very flexible indeed!
If you prefer, you may have only one side of
the radio operating alone. To achieve this the
band select button (the volume control button)
for the side you wish to use is depressed and
held while the radio is powered on.
Then, if you wish the other side can be
enabled at any time by depressing its band
button, this then reactivates dual band
operation. However, return to 'single side'
operation can only be achieved at 'power on'.

Those of you who read my review of the DR 150, may recall my wish that the spectrum
display was capable of showing more channels
at a time. The DR -610 did not disappoint me in
Not only are there two sets of panoramic
indicators on the DR -610, there's one for each
of the two sections. It's actually possible to have
the whole display indicating adjacent channels
for one side of the transceiver only. This gives
11 simultaneous channels to view.
I believe that the panoramic feature will
become standard on all rigs in future. So, I only

had to wait to get my wish, well for the review
period at any rate!
The way the search function is activated
differs on the rig for some reason and resulted in
me being caught out - just like last time. Mind
you, this time I wasn't driving and hence I was
able to quickly consult the manual to discover
that you need to press the Band button to
cancel the function.

Selective Calling
The DR -610 is supplied with two options for
selective calling. The first is in -line with the
growing trend in repeater access, though I am
unaware of any repeaters which utilise this
method of access exclusively.
I'm referring of course to CTCSS
(Continuous Tone -Coded Squelch System). The
second is DTMF (Dual Tone Multiple
Frequency).
The advantage of CTCSS is that it is discrete,
in so far as the tones, between 67.1 and
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The DR -610's front panel can be

detached from the main unit,
permitting remote operation (see text.

118.8Hz, are outside of the transceiver's audio
passband. They are therefore rendered
inaudible.
I find that the CTCSS method of repeater
access is preferable to simple tone burst
access. (which incidentally is easier with this rig
as the tone burst activation is achieved by
depressing the 'UP' button on the microphone
with the p.t.t.). But it does require the use of the
correct tone every time you use a different
repeater.

Certainly, CTCSS is not a problem if you only
use one repeater. But I use several on a regular
basis, so it means that I have to sacrifice
memory space to store the CTCSS tone
appropriate to the repeater.

Different Tones
Since the point of CTCSS is to avoid co -channel
interference in times of good propagation, the
repeaters that I use, which share the same
channel, have different tones. This results in
having the same frequency programmed in
several memory locations.

Now we need 'alpha tagging' to show which
channel is used by which repeater! I suppose I
could commit them all to memory - mine that is,
or write them down, but that some what defeats
the object of memory -driven rigs.
All that said, I was pleased with the way in
which CTCSS worked with the DR -610.
The second selective calling option, DTMF is
rather less useful unless you plan a trip to the
USA. But there are several ways that the scheme
could be used, especially since the DR -610 can
decode DTMF in addition to generating it.
I would recommend that if you're
considering the use of DTMF, you obtain the
optional microphone including the appropriate
keypad. Operation without the keypad is
cumbersome, as you might expect (Optional
EMS -12 DTMF microphone is now available,
price to be arranged).

Reason Logical
For some reason, perhaps quite a logical one,
Alinco ship the DR -610 with a set-up that has to
be changed to be of any use. As supplied, the
repeater shifts are wrong as are the calling
channels.
Less important are the default scan edges,
both band upper and lower limits are set to the
same value, which happens to be the lower
edge of each band. Surely it makes sense to
have these values set for the UK market? Having
been involved in the automatic testing of similar
radio equipment in the past I believe it would
only mean a slight change to the end of line
testing programme.
As with the DR -150, the DR -610 can have its
factory programmed defaults for band edges
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Manufacturer's
Specifications
Frequency range (as shipped)
Transmitter
v.h.f.
u.h.f.

Modulation:
Antenna impedance:
Stability:

144-145.995MHz
430-439.995MHz
F2, F3

50Q
±10 p.p.m.
Double conversion superhet

Receiver type:
Intermediate frequencies:

45.1MHz and 455kHz
58.3MHz and 455kHz
144-145.995MHz >-16dBu
430-439.995MHz >-10dBu
v.h.f.
u.h.f.

Sensitivity: (12dB SINAD)
Selectivity:

-6dB@1 2kHz

-60dB@28kHz
>-20dBu
>2W@5% distortion
8f1

Squelch sensitivity:

Audio output:
Speaker impedance:
Transmitter
Power output:

v.h.f.

Medium 10W
u.h.f.

Medium 10W
Modulation type:
Spurious emission:
Maximum deviation:
Distortion:
Microphone impedance:
Microphone type
Supply voltage:
Current consumption:

High 50W
Low 5W(approx)
High 35W
Low 5W(approx)
Reactance modulation
<-60dB
±5kHz
>3%4360% modulation
2161

EMS -5A

Transmit
Transmit
Receive

Operating temperature:
Dimensions:
Weight:

13.8V d.c.
11.5A v.h.f. (50W)
10.0A u.h.f. (35W)
1.2A

-10' to +60*C
140(W) x 40(H) x 162mm(D)
1.1kg (Transceiver only)

opened up, by the user. It's is
also capable of resolving a.m.
signals once this procedure has
been carried out. The importers
Waters and Stanton Electronics

will perform this for you if you
require.
My thanks go to Waters &
Stanton Electronics for the loan
of the DR -610 which costs

029. They can be contacted
at, Spa House, 22 Main Road,
Hockley, Essex SS5 4QS. Tel:

(01702) 206835, Fax: (01702)
205843.
PW

After seeing a copy of the G7TZC review, Jeff Stanton
G6XYU of Waters & Stanton Electronics sent us the
following comments:
Kevin Nice G7TZC had the very first DR -610 in the country
and therefore had to struggle with a temporary handbook.
However, an excellent 76 page illustrated handbook is now
provided. Although not used for packet by the reviewer, this
is well catered for with separate rear panel connections for
both 1200 and 9600bps speeds. Also extended wide band
receive coverage is available between 108-174MHz and
430-510MHz with a.m. mode available on v.h.f. frequencies
to monitor airband activity for instance. Even if the user does
not remotely mount the front panel, they can detach it when
parked for security.
Jeff Stanton G6XYU
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Mississippi Mystery
-

The MFJ Secret

After her recent trip to the Dayton HamVention, PW's Kathy
Moore took the opportunity to visit the MFJ factories in
Mississippi and learn more about the company and Martin Jue
K5FLU - the man behind the name.
In the late summer of 1972, Martin F. Jue
K5FLU, an electronics engineering Professor
at Mississippi State University in Southern
USA, designed and built his first amateur
radio project for commercial sale. It was an
add-on c.w. filter for universal use, which sold for
$9. He called it the CW-2 and he sold hundreds.
As was to happen many times since, demand
for the c.w. filter outstripped supply. Obviously
producing them individually on the kitchen table
was just not good enough!
So, Martin persuaded his students to makeup units in school and at home, paying them to
supplement their grants. In the meantime he was
busy developing new products, just as he does
today, 23 years on.
Martin set up a company called MFI
Enterprises Inc. and turned over $30 000 in the
first year. Of Chinese descent, his great -greatgrandparents had come from the Hong Kong area
to the Mississippi Delta in the USA to help build
the Union Pacific Railroad in the 1860s.

Middle Name Secret
Martin F. Jue keeps his middle name a secret. Just
as he does his current sales, which now run into
millions of dollars each year!
In the mid -1970s, Martin rented a room in a

run-down hotel in downtown Starkville,
Mississippi for 50 cents a day as a workshop,

while still keeping up his University job. Shortly
after he made his first antenna tuner.
Sales of the antenna tuner really took off. And
in 1977 he quit his University post to work in the
business full-time.
Busier than ever Martin moved production
across town to larger premises, which is now a
busy bistro restaurant! Amongst others, he took on
Steve Pan KFSC, 'Kentucky Fried Chicken'. Steve,
one of his students was also from China, had no
work permit and needed a job.
Martin and Steve shared the job of sorting
problems in silk screen printing the antenna tuner
front panels. Steve got it right, staying on to
become today's Vice President in charge of all
production.
Like Martin, Steve Pan is also a 'workaholic'.
His staff say that the only way to talk with him is

to 'phone him!
Morse keyers, power meters, antennas,
switches and just about every type of amateur
radio -related accessory were designed by Martin
and added to their range of products. Today, their
catalogue contains over 300 items with linear
amplifiers included following their take-over of
Ameritron Products of Cleveland, Ohio.

Mirage Range
The MFJ company's latest acquisition is the Mirage
range.of v.h.f. and u.h.f. amplifiers. And Martin is
hoping that the production will soon be moved
from the West Coast area to Starkville.
The packet radio boom of the mid -1980s in
the USA gave a huge boost to sales. This was

Left: Ready for assembly, MFJ loop
antennas in production.

Bottom: The p.c.b. assembly line for
linear amplifiers, with a thoughtful
Martin watching the procedure.

Martin F. Jue K5FLU, the man behind
the successful MFJ name.
helped by MFJ setting a new low price level
when they were the first to source data
controllers, like the famous 1278 model from
China.
Three of MFJ's four factories are in Starkville,
which is a low-cost labour area, keeping prices to
the customer highly competitive. They also
supply more than 20 overseas customers,
including even some in Japan!
As much as possible is produced in-house
and they have recently invested $250 000 in a
computer -controlled machine. This automatically
cuts, punches, drills and folds cabinet tops,
bottoms and front panels.
The company has its own print room, which
produces all their sales literature and instruction
books. However, they draw the line with the
200 000 print run of their 40 -page catalogue,
which is printed elsewhere.
More than 150 employees work a two day
shift system at MFJ to keep up with demand,
making virtually everything on site including final
assembly and testing. One of their staff, Mr
Charles, a retired engineer from the local dairy,
has been tempted out of retirement because he
enjoys playing with the new products!
Like many radio amateurs, Martin Jue cannot
throw anything away. His factories still house the
original print presses used years ago as well as
the silk screen plates.
Martin even keeps a veteran Buick car,
which is rusting away in the car park. He keeps it
because (so he says) "the engine is still sound"!

Expansion Plan
A factory expansion plan is underway, as
customers the world over chase delivery of their
orders. This expansion will help MFJ to increase
production still further.
Meanwhile, Martin Jue is in his back office
radio shack working on another new product.
This time it's a compact, active short wave
listening antenna.
No doubt in time the active antenna will be
added to the catalogue and the telephone lines
will continue to be jammed with orders. Perhaps
the demand will mean the need for an even
bigger factory...so we'll watch MFJ's space and
see!
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New Summer
JRadio Catalogue,
It's the new SUMMER edition. The best
"read" in the business. And look at the
price. Get your order in today and be in
touch with the "Ham Radio Pulse"

- 10-da:s monec back %% arrant on ccry item Shop in comfort - Shop N% ith confidence
Yaesu - Kenwood - Icom - Alinco - Diamond - MFJ
Optoelectronics - Yupiteru - ADI - Microset - ProAm
TenTec - Revex - Ramsey
Send

.5(1 plus 45p p&p hr cheque or in stamps. ur simply phone your
credit card number.

Out Now - Get Your Copy!

New Range
ALINCO

All with the option of:

Aerials
WATsON Mobile
Low cost - high spec.

"SCANNING SECRETS"

This new range of aerials

Interest Free Credit 0% APR

C

DX -70 100W HF + 6M
SSB/CW/FM/AM Transceiver

offer amazing value

SCOSIGSttVIT
£15.k,

l2445

Stainless steel whips,

MAPLIN

foldover bases and per-

Stores

fect matching

Exciting New
Book;

ftwi

280 Pages
30 Chapters

Now you

don't have to pay silly
prices - these are the best

1 70cm200W

"The Best

A").1

I have
ever

performers we have ever

stocked! Resonated for
European band and de-

111

Post L.2.o0

W-285 2m 5/8th stainless steel whip
£1095 Deposit £219 + 12 mths @ £73

PL -259 1 32m 3 4dB 200W

£15.95

100W HF Transceiver
+ 10W 6 Metres
SSB CW / FM / AM on all bands
Detachable head
Narrow CW & SSB Band filters
Speech Processor - QSK
Data sheet available

W-770HB 2m/70cm black whip
PL -259 1 lm 3/5 5dB 200W

£24.95

DR -610E 2m/70cms
Dual Bander

DR-MO6SX 6m 10W
FM DX Mobile

DR -150E 2m FM Mobile
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£389
12 inths @ £25.75

+ FREE CW & SSB Filters!
Otte: ends 30th June 1991

FT-900AT £1369 (Inc. FREE psu & filters)

More DISCOUNTS

AL INC°

Deposit £74
+ 12 mths @ £23.75

30 Amp model
also available.
Same design.

DR -130 2m 50 Watt Mobile

r

£359

(Fully variable
Fully Protected)

Yaesu FT -900 + FREE PSU
Switchable AM/FM Receive
108-174 / 430-512/800-990MHz
Deposit £80
100 Memories
CTCSS Encode
Channel Scope

20 Memories
CTCSS Encode
130 - 170MHz Rx
Channel or Freq. Display

100 memories
Full DX potential
CTCSS Encode
Scanning Modes

DPS-2012 22 Amp PSU

£119.95

AL INC

120 Memories
£729
Full DTMF Deposit £147 12 mths @£48.50
Switchable AM/FM Receive
108-174 / 400-512/800-990MHz
CTCSS Encode - Channelscope
Detachable head

seen!"

-

signed to take the higher
powered rigs

£359
Deposit £74
+ 12 mths @ £23.75

For full details of any ALINCO model just
phone for colour brochure and see for yourself the great specifications and features

Model
FT -1000
FT-990AC
FT-990DC
FT-900AT
FT -900
FT -840
FT -736R
FT -51R
FT -2500
FT -8500

List

Our Price

£3699
£2299
£1999
£1549
£1349
£899
£1789
£499
£369
£700+

Phone
Phone
Phone
Phone
Phone
Phone
Phone
Phone
Phone
Phone

Price Match

We will match
our competitors'

advertised

prices on genuine

new

UK

sourced stock.
We give a true"on

our premises"
service warranty.

Similar Deals on Kentwood
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MFJ-784 "Best DSP filter Today"
MTJ super DAP filter
477-,

"

0400

`-5 4454,

00

Watson Hand -made keys
Made from brass and natural wood. Superb
new range GMC is the standard model and is
fully adjustable £34.95 GMV is the deluxe
version with ball race pivots £44.95. £GMI is
the paddle with carved wood finger pieces beautiful! £49.95. Add £4 postage
a

This amazing DSP filter is fully programmable with
memories and features no other DSP offers You can
adjust bandwidth upper and lower limits Every param-

2M Budget Handhelds

In All Maplin Stores
ADI - from Taiwan
AT -200 Handheld
Maplin Code BD74

eter can be vaned - makes the rest yesterday's models

Price Match

:\ 2 metre handheld of amazing value. It's made
in Taiwan by one of the largest computer manufacturers. We are one of the selected dealers
144 - 146MHz Tx
130 - 170MHz Rx
5 Watts on 12V DC

3 Power levels
20 Memories
6 Channel steps
1750Hz Tone
CTCSS Option
5 - 15V operation
Scanning I Call

Battery Saver
DTMF

6 x AA dry pack

mil DJ -180 2m
YAESU MASTER DEALER KENWOOD Main Dealer

1,,,Ncoi 5W Maplin Code CM87

\We'll match or beat our competitors- advertised prices on genuine new

144 - 146MHz Tx
130 - 170MHz Rx
5 Watts on 12V DC
10 Memories

stock. Just give us a call and quote their cu/Tent advert and magazine it's that simple! As a YAESU MASTER DEALER we now give you
FREE 24 MONTH WARRA1VTY As leadi ngKENWOODstockists we
have the muscle - and that's justfor starters! Remember, this may be your
last chance to purchase at sensible prices -the strong YEN will make
Prices ROCKET! - PHONE NOW - Peter Waters G301171 (AMP
FT-990DC HF Transceiver
Factory Fresh
Inc FREE

PSU
£1769

6 Channel steps
1750Hz Tone

CTCSS Option
Scanning I Call
Battery Saver
Auto Power Off
7.2V Ni-cad Pack
AC charger

DJ -580E

2m/70cm
ALINCO
Dual Bander

' 5 Watts Max
'

Full DTMF

FT736 - VHF & UHF

' Auto Repeat
' AM Airband Rx

The "Classic"

' 8 Scan Modes

AlE="611

Price Match
Promise

40 Memories
6 Channel Steps
' Triple Power Output

Receive to 950MHz
Battery Save

ListIng al Stores en Alphabetical Order
0121 512 61,

.4
0100

018,

WV. 229906
cliva 620 WO
Oil? 92320,4
0127148. 554
0193.0,9 581
01023 850 505
01515 585 25,

216,,
0161

0W.

013, 3135661
019, 488 5666
0141 353 3323

010,

9i,3254 8202

911.:001r5,

,9 26? WWI

Mt 40 0250

-

0150f
0193

01003

0/202
0,51961 ONO

0141 .90.x1.

Ote! 29! 9.92

011021419'

Shop and Mail Order; 22, Main Rd., Hockley, Essex. SS5 4QS Tel: (01702) 206835 Fax: 205843

VISA Branch Shop: 12, North Street, Homchurch, Essex. RM11 1QX Tel: 01708 444765 ACCESS
MAIL ORDER To Hockley - 24 Hour Answerphone and Fax. Open 6 Days 9am - 5.30pm
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Ama 7,eur Radio IF bliday
Have You
Packed Your
Recipre4m1
Licence?
Peter Barville G3XJS looks at what's involved in
applying for a reciprocal licence. He also offers
some advice on things to bear in mind when
operating overseas.
Iwas delighted when Rob Mannion
G3XFD asked if I would research and
write a feature covering amateur radio on
holiday, particularly overseas holidays.
The thought of an expenses paid trip
around Europe investigating reciprocal
licences was one which had a certain appeal!
However, I soon discovered that there
would be no free holiday for me. I would
have to do my research from home!
It really isn't difficult these days to
organise a reciprocal licence for use during a
visit to most of the 'normal' holiday
destinations. In fact, when operating in most
of the countries which are members of The
European Conference of Postal and
Telecommunication Administrations (CEPT),
it's not even necessary to obtain a reciprocal
licence.
The CEPT group of over 40 European
countries, has agreed (amongst other things) a
common standard of amateur radio licence T/R 61-01. Once a member of CEPT has
implemented T/R 61-01, amateurs from that
country are able to operate (on a temporary
basis) in the other countries that have also
implemented the agreement. At the time of
writing, over 30 members of CEPT have
implemented T/R 61-01, and the list is
growing all the time.

Simple Steps
As easy as it is to take advantage of the CEPT
arrangements, there are some simple steps

you need to take before setting off to the
airport, channel tunnel or ferry terminal.
In order to operate under the CEPT T/R
61-01 agreement, you are required to carry
your UK licence validation document with
you, together with a copy of the UK licensing
regulations and a copy of the regulations
applicable in the country (or countries) you
are visiting.
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In Monaco operating from a car which is legally parked
and using a mobile whip is acceptable.

It's therefore necessary to obtain a copy
of the foreign country's regulations before
setting off, by writing to that country's
licensing authority. However, no further
formalities are required and operating in any
of the CEPT countries will be very
straightforward.
The CEPT agreement only covers
temporary operation, not exceeding three
months. Normally you should use your own
callsign, with the addition of the country's
national prefix, together with the usual
portable or mobile suffix (eg F/G3XJS/M,
HB9/G3XJS/P). However, in some countries,
the numerical part of the prefix will vary,
dependent on which call district you operate
from (eglKs/G3XIS/P in Italy).
Other countries require a different
prefix depending whether you have a class
'A' Licence, or class 'B' Licence (eg
EA/G3XJS/M or EB/G6XIS/M in Spain). You
will need to check carefully the information
you receive from the foreign country's
licensing authority to confirm exactly what
callsign to use.
In addition you should look carefully at
the relevant licensing conditions, which may
well have sections slightly more restrictive
than your UK licence. You are required to
observe both the UK's and the foreign
country's licence conditions, but always to
adopt whichever is the most restrictive.
For example, if the overseas licence
conditions appear to allow the use of higher
power, you will have to observe the lower
limit of the UK licence. Similarly, although
your UK licence permits operation on
70MHz, you will not be able to use that band
once you are overseas.
There are also countries which, although
not part of CEPT, have elected to implement
the T/R 61-01 agreement. These include New
Zealand and Peru, which shows that the
countries from which it is easy to operate are
not restricted to within Europe.

Need To Apply
Let's look at those countries where you'll need
to apply for a reciprocal licence. These are
countries (e.g. Australia and USA) which do
not recognise CEPT T/R 61-01, but do
recognise the standards set by the UK licence,
and are therefore willing to allow UK
amateurs to operate, once they have obtained
a reciprocal licence.
There is likely to be a small fee payable
for the licence, but it should prove fairly
straightforward to make the necessary
arrangements with the overseas authority. Be
careful though, some of these countries do
not recognise the UK 'B' Licence.
Whether you are applying for a reciprocal
licence, or planning to operate under the
CEPT arrangements, you'll need to write and
obtain the necessary information well in
advance of your departure date.
It's my experience that the authorities in
some countries reply quite quickly, with an
English language 'package' covering
everything you need, but that others can be
very slow, and with paper -work that needs
translating. Allow months, not weeks, if you
can.

Laws & Regulations
Whilst preparing this article I wrote to quite a
few of the CEPT licensing authorities asking
for the necessary copy of their licence
conditions. I also enquired if there might be
other laws and regulations which could be
relevant to the operation of amateur radio
equipment.
In particular, I asked whether it is illegal
(in their country) to use a hand-held
microphone whilst driving a car. By and large,
I found that my question was ignored
(language difficulties perhaps?).
It's interesting to note though that the
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reply from the Swiss authorities said,
"According to a recent sentence of the High
Court it is forbidden to use hand-held
telephones or microphones whilst driving a
car. This means that the microphone has to be
fixed near the driver's seat".
I'm sure there will be other countries with
similar laws - including The Netherlands and
Belgium, I believe - but, if only in the interests
of safety, I think the best advice (at home or
abroad) is not to use a hand-held
microphone!
The letter from the Spanish authorities (if
my wife's Spanish translation was correct!)
referred me to local bye-laws concerning the
erection of antennas. But I don't think this
should ever present too much of a problem,
providing care is taken, and permission asked
wherever you think it prudent to do so.
It's worth noting, however, that the
erection of portable antennas in Monaco is
not permitted. However, operating from a car
which is legally parked and using a mobile
whip, is acceptable.
I've put up simple wire antennas at
French camp sites without any problems, but
have always been careful to ensure they were
not a danger to other site users. If the site
owner prefers that you don't hang wire in
their trees, or there are no suitable trees to
use, then very good results can be obtained

from an efficient mobile whip installation on
the car, or caravan.
I have successfully kept many sked
contacts into the UK from sites around France
just using the normal h.f. mobile set-up. But
beware, you will get very hot indeed, inside
your car parked in the sun!
Although my amateur activity abroad has
concentrated on the h.f. bands, I have always
had some 144MHz equipment with me.
However, it has to be said that I've not had
much success on v.h.f. I have never found a
great deal of activity on the band. Perhaps I

(frequencies, etc.), any local regulations that
could affect you. It could even result in an
invite to the local club!
In fact, there is no doubt that my 1992
QRP operation from Monaco would not have
been successful without the help and advice I
received from Claude 3A2LF. He advised me
on licence and operating regulations, as well
as telling me where I would be able to park
the car and operate - provided I only used
mobile whips.
In the same way that you will need to
have done the necessary paperwork before
you go, your chances of successful operating
from abroad are greatly improved by careful
preparatory work with the hardware. Collect
the equipment together, and thoroughly test it
in realistic circumstances.
Take your equipment to a suitable site
(but not too far from home), set it up and have
plenty of QSOs. Make a list of every piece of
equipment, patch leads, antenna items and
sundries (insulating tape, etc.). Imagine the
frustration of arriving at your exotic holiday
location, only to find you are short of one
coaxial lead!

The headroom on the car deck of some
ferries can be quite limited and severe
damage to the whip might result unless you
remove it before driving on. I know it seems
obvious, but yours would not be the first
'DXpedition' forced to go QRT at this early
stage!

Operating amateur radio abroad can be
great fun, and a very useful way of keeping in
touch with home. Your locals will probably
enjoy keeping skeds with you, and following
the progress of your trip.
If you are visiting one of the more
unusual countries you are likely to find that
you have suddenly become very popular.
Then you'll be able to sample the joys of
being on the other end of a 'pile-up'.

After your 'pile-up' you'll need to think
about the dozens of direct QSL requests
sitting on the mat when you get back home.
Now, that really will mean more paper -work
for you!
PW

Sun Searching
Well, you've got all the paperwork organised,
the mobile rig installed, the big h.f, whip
mounted on the roof of the car and now the
time has come to set off in search of the sun.
There is, however, one more thing to

Peter Barville has prepared a list giving
details of CEPT countries, callsign to be
used when visiting and details of licensing
authorities. If you'd like a copy just send
an A4 sized s.a.e. to the PW Offices
marked 'CEPT List'.

remember.

haven't looked hard enough, but it would be
wrong to expect the same level of v.h.f.
activity as can be found in many parts of the
UK.

Sensitive Issues
With the ever increasing ease of travel around
most of Europe, you are unlikely to
experience any difficulty taking equipment
with you when crossing borders by road.
However, electronic equipment inside a
suitcase can be a 'sensitive issue' when
travelling by air, and it would be advisable to
seek guidance from your airline, or tour
operator.
Whether travelling by road or air, I
recommend carrying the relevant invoices, in
order that the place of purchase can be
proved, as well as ownership. It's also well
worth checking with your insurance company
that the policy covers your amateur radio
equipment whilst it is abroad with you.
If you have the opportunity to get on the
bands before your trip and talk to amateurs
from the area you intend visiting, it will
enable you to find out about local repeaters
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You should be

able to put up
antennas on camp

sites without too
many problems as
long as you
ensure they are
not a danger to
others.
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The Weekend Special
Weekends are special times for many radio enthusiasts when
hobby and holiday can be combined. So, to help make your
weekend a special event, Bob Harry G3NRT describes his
inexpensive h.f. antenna system.
There's been many a time, after calling
DX stations on 14 or 21MHz without
a reply, I've envied stations with
beam antennas. If I had a beam, the
DX would have poured in, and the
shack wall would have become smothered in
certificates!
An hi. beam in my suburban garden has
never seemed a possibility. There are three
reasons for this: my wife, the neighbours, and
the need for planning permission - in that order.
If I had a beam antenna my wife would
object to the 'eye -sore'. Neighbours would
immediately complain (probably wrongly) of
QRM, and the local authority would possibly
reject my application to erect a tower with
beam!

Telescopic elements

19mm steel tubing

Driven elements
'U' -bolts
Feeder lines

Wooden supports

bands, 21, 24 and 28MHz.

Answer Dawned
After much thought, and unworked DX, the
answer dawned - I needed a temporary beam.
An antenna put up for a short time - say a
weekend - and then put away Then (surely) 'her
indoors' could not object?
So, that was how the design of the
'Weekend Special' was born. Then the search
for a suitable design started.
I eventually chose a two -element beam
design for 21MHz.
The advantage of a two element beam over
a dipole is mainly due to the rejection of signals
from the back of the beam. However, there is
some forward gain relative to a dipole.
The amount of gain and front -to -back ratio
depends upon the length and spacing between
the two elements of the beam. These elements
are, of course the driven
dipole, and the reflector.
An interesting
reference source is The
ARRL Antenna
Handbook (Ref. 1). This
provides a description of
two element beams and
their characteristics.
Summarised, a two
element beam can
provide a forward gain
of just over 5dB
compared to a dipole.
They can also provide a
front -to -back ratio of
18dB (but not
necessarily at the same
time!).
The actual spacing
between elements in the
A good electrical
'Weekend Special' is
connection
1.8m (1.828m). This is
at this point
just about the optimum
spacing for maximum
forward gain for three

Self tapping screw

-

Front -to -back ratio on the two -element
design appears to depend on the length of the
reflector. But there's no information in The ARRL
Handbook, on the proper length for the
reflector. Fortunately The Beam Antenna
Handbook (Ref. 2) provided the data on which
the element lengths are based.
The final design of the 'Weekend Special'
allows for easy adjustment of element length.
And as a consequence this also allows the beam
to operate on 21, or 24 and on 28MHz with
some compromise in performance.

Principles Followed
When thinking about how to construct the
'Weekend Special' I decided that two principles
should be followed: 1: I would only use readily
available materials and 2: The construction
would not require any special skills.
The antenna is made from four lengths of
plastic covered steel tube found in most large
DIY stores.
The steel tubes are described (misleadingly)

as 'plastic tube'. They are 2.44m (2.438m) long,
19mm in diameter, and coated with a thin layer
of white plastic material.
The four tubes make up the basic structure of
the beam. Two tubes are used for the driven
element and two for the reflector.
A 1.85m (1.828m) length of 25mm diameter
tube of the same type provides the boom. Steel
tube was chosen instead of aluminium because
it is more readily available in the popular stores,
and less expensive.
The use of steel might suggest that the

antenna would tum out to be very heavy. But
the steel tube is thin walled and the complete
beam is neither heavy nor difficult to handle.
The final length is made up with telescopic
whip antennas which are used as adjustable
ends to the elements. Band changing is
accomplished by setting the rods to the
appropriate length for the frequency required.

Construction Method
The diagrams, Fig. 1 and 2 show the
construction method. You should first drill the

100mm approx

Braided tape or outer from a
section of heavy coaxial cable

Driven element

711
Reflector

For element
lengths see text
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End of the steel tube element

Telescopic rod

Fill this space with car body tiller

Fig. 1: (Left) Diagram of G3NRT's 'Weekend Special' antenna
(see text for details).

Fig. 2: (Right) Close up detail of method used to attach
telescopic whip section into main elements (see text.
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four 19mm diameter tubes through both walls
about 10-15mm from the ends that are closest
to the boom.
In the case of the driven elements, the holes
provide the electrical connections to the balun.
The plastic should be cut away from around the
hole, and solder tags secured with nuts and
screws. Care should be taken to ensure that the
solder tag and nut make good electrical contact
with the metal.
Next, the reflector elements are drilled in
the same way, except that solder tags are not
fitted. The four tubes, and the boom are then
fixed to the wood supports using the 'U' bolts.
The driven element should have a gap of
25mm at the centre. The reflector elements
should be butted together and joined with a
strap made from the outer screen from a piece
of coaxial cable. A short length of tinned
copper wire could be used, but a lower
inductance should be obtained by using a short
length of coaxial cable braid.
To obtain the braid you should prepare a
length of good quality coaxial cable about one
metre long. The pvc cover should be removed
and the braid pushed from both ends towards
the middle to loosen it.
Once removed, the copper braiding should
be flattened with fingers to produce a flexible
strap approximately 12mm wide. The mesh can
be teased apart to make a hole and then
soldered to prevent fraying.
The telescopic rods I used had an M4
threaded hole which should be used to secure
the coaxial braid at one end. The rods should
be pushed about 100mm into the ends of the
tubes and fixed into position with car body
filler. The loose end of the strap should be
connected to the tube with a self -tapping
screw. This is shown in Fig. 2.
Editorial note: Take care with the resin and
hardener used in conjunction with the epoxy
resin based car body fillers. The filler itself
gives off dense fumes (inflammable - so do not
smoke when using it!) and the hardener is
harmful to the skin. Tubes of resin/hardener
remover are available from chemists, DIY
outlets, and marine chandlers and effectively
removes the material from the skin. Perhaps it's
better to buy a tube before you start!
I found that the testing stage was the most
enjoyable part of the project. And I learnt a lot
about antenna adjustment in the process!
Five variables have to be manipulated to get
the optimum performance from this antenna!
The variables are the four element lengths, and
the height above ground.

Tuning Correctly
How do you know if you've set the antenna
tuning correctly? Well, the easiest way is to
measure the v.s.w.r., if the antenna is matched
to the feeder (5012) then maximum power
transference will take place.
Since matching will depend on the resonant
frequency of the beam (mainly the driven
element) v.s.w.r. will be high if the antenna is
off tune.
If the beam is thought of as two tuned
circuits, the driven element at resonance in band, and the reflector as resonating outside
and below the band, you should get an
intuitive feel for the necessary adjustments.
I started building the beam one warm
summer afternoon. It did not take long, and I
was soon ready to try it out.
My test equipment consisted of an FT747GX and a 12V battery power supply. I also
had a v.s.w.r. meter and assorted pieces of
coaxial cable.
To start testing the beam, it was first placed
on a set of steps, and the v.s.w.r. meter
connected by a 150mm length of coaxial to the
feed point.
My first attempts to tune the beam failed. In
my haste I had forgotten two fundamental
things: the need for a balun, and the fact that a
horizontal antenna close to the ground has a
low feed impedance!
So, I fitted a balun and used a pole used to
increase the antenna height to about 2m above
ground level. But even at this height the
influence of the ground is present, and the
v.s.w.r. was higher than when the antenna was
raised to a more sensible level.
Since the v.s.w.r. is central to the adjustment
of the beam it is worth understanding what is to
be achieved. And it's important to remember
the maximum v.s.w.r. should be below 3:1
because transmitters like the FT -747 do not like
high readings and will automatically close
down the transmitter p.a. stage.
A v.s.w.r. of 1:1 represents a perfect match.
This will not be achieved while the antenna is
close to the ground.
In practice, a v.s.w.r. of 2:1 is acceptable.
This represents a power transfer efficiency of
just under 90%.
During adjustment near the ground the hest
v.s.w.r I achieved on my
antenna was 1:1.4. This
represents a transmission
efficiency of 97%,.
The object of all

adjustments is to achieve a relative low value
of v.s.w.r. in the middle of the band. If the
antenna is resonated correctly the v.s.w.r. will
be at its lowest value (even if that value is 2:10
in the middle of the band. (c.w. enthusiasts can
peak the beam at the low end of the band).

Gain Measurements
At this point in articles on antenna construction
the author usually mutters something about the
difficulties of antenna gain measurements. They
then make an excuse and leave you to it!
I am not so different from the usual author I
have just described. However, I found that the
results of the summer afternoon fiddling with
the v.s.w.r. were worthwhile.
I had just 'glued' the rods into the ends of
the main elements when I heard an OD5
(Lebanon) on 28MHz. So I called him and got a
53 report (remember the beam is about 2m
above ground).
Then on 21MHz I worked an RA1 near
Archangel, followed by a PY2 in central Brazil.
As twilight came and the bats began to flitter
around the house, I sat in the garden and
ragchewed with a station in Springfield
Massachusetts in the USA.
My 'Weekend Special' beam was easy to

build, it cost about £30, and taught me
something about antennas. It worked on three
bands, although the performance is a
compromise on 28MHz.
I enjoyed building and then using the
antenna on air. And hoping you have as much
fun I'm looking forward to working you on 21,
24 or even on 28MHz!
PW
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Published ARRL Inc., Newington USA.
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the PW Book Service).
Beam Antenna Handbook, by W. Orr,
and S. Cowan, Radio Publications Inc.,
Lake Bluff USA: ISBN 0-933616-10-4
(Available from the PW Book Service).

TTable of dimensions (the lengths are tip to tip)
Frequenc),

21MHz
24MHz

28MHz'

Dipole
6.58m
5.59m
4.85m

Reflector
7.09m
6.02m
5.26m

'Calculated for 28.6MHz. The 'Weekend Special' will not meet
these dimensions on the without reducing the length of the steel
elements.

Shopping List

Fig. 3: The antenna re

for setting up and
adjustment (see text).
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Two pieces of timber about 19mm thick, 125mm wide and 1m long,
ten 'U' bolts, four 2.44m lengths of 19mm diameter steel tube. One
1.8m (1.828m) length of 25mm diameter steel tube. Four telescopic
rod antennas (Maplin Part No. LB1OL, Antenna mast clamp Maplin
Part No. BW42V, or similar. Selection of steel M4 nuts and bolts.
Balun with 1:1 impedance ratio. Tube of car body filler (see text).
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Rarthlint Delta

Reasonably Portable
Working
Antenna For

Bryan Wells G3MND, describes a portable delta antenna for use on the 3.5 - 14MHz bands.
Taking a transceiver along is, for me,
the making of self catering holidays
and up to now I've always relied on
there being convenient trees, to
support a worthwhile antenna,
available at the selected cottage. But I decided
there might be an occasion when such a tree
might not be available.
To guard against future disappointment, I

acquired a 'roach pole' fishing rod in our local
market in Chesterfield. The rod was a set of
telescoping sections with an overall length of
around eight and a half metres.
In my efforts to utilise this pole to best
advantage, I've been very disappointed with
the efficiency of a variety of compressed
antennas for 3.5 and 7MHz. I've tried
incorporating linear loading and helical
windings, but after many experiments I came
up with the antenna shown in the diagram of
Fig. 1.

The starting point of my antenna was a full
size, but lightweight doublet (for 3.5MHz) that
could be supported at a height of 8m. Then,
by using the inverted V configuration and
folding the ends of the antenna back to the
centre at the base of the fishing pole, it would
provide potential for a full wave loop on
7MHz and a reasonably efficient antenna for

Light dipole centre

3.5MHz within a ground span of around 20m.
I disliked the idea of having to go out to
the base of the antenna to open the loop for
3.5MHz and close it for 7MHz. So I thought of
trying to accomplish the open/closed
switching with a resonant stub, which could
be folded up and housed in the bottom section
of the fishing pole.
An electrical quarter wave closed stub
centred upon 3.7MHz should give a high
impedance at the base connection point for
80m operation. At the same time, it should
provide the equivalent of a closed switch to
approximate a half wave on 7MHz.
Unfortunately, 3.7 and 7.1MHz are not
harmonically related. But I guessed that the
A/4 action on the lower band would be the
most important and so it proved to be.
The lightweight, eight section 'roach pole'
has a rather flimsy top section, which I
removed. This left me with a pole that had a
top diameter of some 12mm, and about 50mm
diameter at the base. The overall length was
slightly redo( (1 to around 7.75m.

the antenna along an east west hedge in my
garden, I was ready for trials.

Regular Contacts

Balun Needed

My regular radio contact. arc sAilh old friends
in Shetland, Orkney
and Anglesey on
7MHz in the early
morning and
3.5MHz in the
evening. Having
erected the pole self
supporting with the

The impedance at the transceiver end of the
3000 ribbon feeder on 7.08MHz was
measured to be approximately 190-j170
(capacitive). To match into the transceiver, I
decided that a balun was needed.
The residual inductance in the 4:1 balun
just about cancels out the capacitance (-j170)
reactance. It provides a near perfect match on
7MHz.
I tried a commercial 4:1 balun and two
home-made ones, and the results were similar
for all three. I did this because I was
concerned that my home-made baluns may
have fortuitously achieved a good match that
could not be reproduced with a professional
product.
Using a Transmatch type tuning unit (MFJ
Versatuner 80113) there was no difficulty in
getting a near 1:1 s.w.r. on all the amateur
bands between 3.5 and 28MHz as you would
expect with a loop and fairly long twin feeder
arrangement.

base strapped to a

convenient fence
post and spread out,

Phasing line
13.41m of
30011 twin feeder

8.66m

Tension line to
a peg in the ground
-

An 18.28m length
of 30011 feeder

4:1 balun

Tension line
ICI a peg in the ground

Glass fibre reinforced
tube tied to a convenient
fence post

Fig. 1: This is it.
Simplicity
itself, and it

folds to fit in a
relatively small

The antenna worked well. On 3.5MHz it
was perhaps a little more than one '5' point
down. But on 7MHz it was as good as an
east/west mounted 3.5MHz doublet at a height
of 10m.
In addition with the dimensions shown, the
antenna can be used without an a.t.u. on 3.5,
7 and 14MHz. It gives an acceptable v.s.w.r. or
less than 1.5 to 1 on these bands. I admit to
being somewhat fortunate so far as the results
on 14MHz are concerned.
The quarter wave stub was trimmed to
3.7MHz using a calibrated noise bridge after it
was folded and placed inside the base section
of the fishing pole. I attempted to fold the stub
as non inductively as possible.
The increased self capacitance in folding
the stub, lead to a reduction in operating
length from the theoretical, about 16.45m, to a
real value of about 13.4m. If the stub is left as
a random 'heap' at the foot of the antenna, this
reduction will probably be different.

Going on Holiday? Take my Rambling Delta
with you, and we might just meet on the
bands.

PW

holdall.
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... This Month I've featured a selection of

our used equipment. Remember all
equipment is individually checked,
safety tested 8 guaranteed. Stock
changes daily so call Lloyd or Mick in

NEVF1

our used equipment department
for the latest stock position.
. and take 3 months to pay!

"

Fveutbing For The Radio Enthusiast!

Mike Devereux G3SED

PAY BY THREE POST DATED CHEQUES - Interest Free!
Write 3 cheques dated in consecutive months starting with today's date. Write your TELEPHONE NUMBER,
CHEQUE CARD NUMBER & EXPIRY DATE on the hack of each cheque. Post them to us with your order remembering to include your full postal address. When
we receive your order/cheques correctly completed - subject to status we will send the goods immediately.
The hardest part is deciding what to buy!
Simply divide the price into 3 equal payments.

Free Yaesu Filters!

Quality Used Equipment

With every F7900

All Safety Tested 8 Guaranteed For 3 Months

purchased before 30th June '95.

Worth £178 (2.6 KHz SSB/250Hz CW)
YAESU MASTER DEALER

FT51R Computer design, multitasking and
son Windows. This is without doubt ;be
1995 Handie of the Year' Pocked full with

£399

FT 5100

Save A Fortune
Sove A Fortune
Save A Fortune
Save A Fortune
Save A Fortune
Save A Fortune

FT11R

Save A For.u.

FT736R

corn 720A HF Trans. with matching PS.
;corn IC-P4E 70cms Mini h/held.
Kenpro KT -22 2m thumb -wheeler handle

the latest features and options.
Special Price
Save £80
FT1000HF
FT900AT
FT840
FT990

FT530
FT29OR

Save A Fci , .

FT2500M

Save A Fortune

Kenwood PS -50S H/Duty P.S.0

£CALL
£CALL
£CALL
£CALL
£CALL

MALL
MALL
£339
£CALL
CCALL

:he latest in mobile comms.
2 & 6m 011 in
box can't
1

I

wait to try one! All mode 100W
HF :OW Plus 0 - 200 MHz rx with WFM

£1175

KENINOOD

0.i

Save £110

TS5OS

Save £220.._...0
70cms H/Held ......0

TS-850SAT
TH.48F

=

.Save £50

.

Out Pri,.

£889
£1629
£299
£399

AKD
A range of British made low
cos, transceivers that offer outstanding value for money. At
these prices we lust can't keep ..10 with the demand!
-

6001
7003
WA2
WA3
HPF1

BBI

Kenwood TH-78 Twinbond H/held..Ex
Kenwood TH78 Twinbander....one oit.
Kenwood TS -120S Ham Bands only ft,'
Kenwood TS -140S Gen. Cov. HF Tror
Kenwood TS -830S Classic HF Trans. V.C.:<enwood Trio TS -130V HF Tx/Rx.Ave Cond
Kenwood Trio TS -520...01d But faithful..HF
MFJ Verso Tuner Built in SWR/Pwr
Sommerkamp 767GX...copy FT -707 HF.,

Standard C528 Twinband Handie C Teri
Standard C558 - Lots of Extras .

Standard C5800 2m m/mode
Swan 100MX - 100W H F Mobile

.11COM1
Hi=

AMATEUR
Arsti 200 I 2m Mobile, boxed
Alan CT450 70cms Handie
Alinco 01-580 Twinband handie..boxeo....
Belcam IS -707. 70cms Bose m/mode
FDK multi 700EX 2m 25W FM Mobile

6mtr 25/5W FM
70cm 3W FM
VHF Wovemeter (50 .2 I VHF VVavemeter (1.8 9_
High Pass NI Filter
Braid Breaker Filter

£193
£193
£193
£193
£32.95
£32.95
£8.50
£8.50

AUNCO

£389
£359
£299
£239
£199

Twin Band 11/Held

DJ580
DJ130E
DRM06
DJ480E

.70,

DJ180E

2'.

2M FM Mobile
6M Mobile

50W DOCKING BOOSTER
v'sia%

.:-.;utrnax

- pre -amp

pui
Built

in GaAs

£99.95

Yaesu FT -7 - Mobile HF, Good for its oij,
Yoesu FT203 2m Basic Handie
Yoesu FT2700 Duolband Mobile 2 -".Yaesu FC102 AR)..Rare Piece al
Yoesu FT -23R 2m mini hoidie
t'oesu FT -102 Base HF Transceiver....

Yoesu FT209 2m, Handie. with xtra's.

Yoesu FT -290R Mk 2m M/Mode Ron.
Yoesu FT -480R - 2m m/mode
Yoesu FT707 HF Tx/Rx..digital Displa
Yoesu FT -727R Duolband Handie..Bosir
Yoesu FT-747GX Gen Cov HF Tx/Ra.
FT 780R 70cms mobile. Boxed

'

£145
£125
£325
£385
£175
£695
£195
£125
£225
£345
£349
£450
£695
£595
£395
£385
£85
£350
£325
£399
£325

£300
£135
£300
£195
£130
£595
£145
£295
£325
£475
£295
£525
£395

top! dose Moca.
Commtel 204 H/Held Scanner
Foirmote HP100E Boxed Ave
Foirmate HP1000 W Bond Cov13001*-;.:
Realistic PRO -32 Hondie..Basic Model
bearcal

.

Realistic PRO -50 .Clean Example.
Realistic PRO2006 Base Station

Trident TR980 - Wide Band,Boxed
Trident TR-2400 Handheld with SSB
Yupiteru MVT-3100 H /held...Good Cond
Yupiteru MVT-7100 H/held model c/w SSB
Yupiteru MVT13000 - Bose, Nice exampii,
Vuorte, VT -125 Civilian Airband
and

Daiwa iW P'SU..30A..Easy Pwr HF
Daiwa CNI03 SWR/PWR Meter.
Hansen Meter..These are always wonted
HX240 2m to HF Transverter.
Kent worse key - Classic key

Kenwood All 30 Mobile Mi
Kenwood SP930 Matching Ext. Speaker
Morse Key Basic up/Downer Mode'
Spectrum Comms. 6m Amp
Timewove DSP9 Digital filter boxed
Yoesu F12100Z HF 1KW Amp [pc:Yoesu NC15 Drop -in Base Chgr.

Zetagi 1240/S 40Amp P.S.U
Zetagi Model M700 Swr/Pwr

'

ALiii YU,i .. ...-.7c,oci Starter model .

AOR1000.. 10 Channels, 130'_
AOR 2800 Base model Ave Cond.

HOTLINE: -(01705)662145

£75
£50
£59
£50
£195
£35
£95
£59
£15
£49
£145
£495
£40
£75
£65

Wanted For Cash
Your good quality used Amateur and

ail

v,,,,,c,, Fir77rr Cu'- e-nveroge+VHF C
.'nt. VHF Con,
SCANNING RECEIVERS

185

£265
£245
£125

Shortwave equipment.

Every so often we get what can only be describea as
'incredible bargain'. Wel' we hove just token in a superb
'Mint condition' Yoesu FT -1000. It hos all its filter options
fitted together with the BPF-1 and matching SP -5 speaker.
At today's prices this little package will cost you close to
£4,300. It is less than 8 weeks old and just he
'-1
scratch on the top but it is ;ully guaranteed.
Priced for the serious h .£2,995

Sony SW15 Pocket Receiver
Steepletone AABR7 Basic Beginners Receiver
Trio 9R59D Basic Beginners RX
Yoesu FRA7700 Active Desktop antenna:

£75
£185
£195
£110
£95
£219
£145
£299

ACCESSORIES

PRESTIGE SECONDHAND

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS
Drake SW8 Portable
corn R7OE Gen. Cov. Receiver..G.Cond,.
Kenwood R2000 Digital Display Gen.Coy..

.

£120
£230

Call Mick GOABB,
now on our used eauioment hotline.

(01705) 613900

la
.
aa aaa
,1111

£549
£395
£375
£130

MOM
Mell ala

Mb

1 Mama a

£45

bands, without me need for an KM. Get mobile this
£150
£45 " !summer on H.F. with Outbocker antennas
£450 i OB Junior
.4 foot
80 - 10m
£179
£495
r. OB Full size
80 - 10m ....6 foot
C189
160 - I Om ..6 foot.
: ' GB co Full size
£219
£75:-4 ')S Perth
80 - 10m
7.5 fa
C199
£185
.4...a IT) Perth
160. 10m ..7.5 foc.
£235
£95
OB Spring Base
. £59

Use Your Credit Card

NEVADA COMMUNICATIONS. 189 London Road,Portsmouth,P02 9AE.
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A

1

mateur Radio Showroom

Europe's

Open Monday - Friday 9.00 - 5.30, Saturday 9.00 - 4.00

VIBROPLEK

PERSONALISED WORLD CLOCKS
A 9' dia. clock finished with YOUR CALLSIGN printed
on the face. The map area is in three colours with blue
effect

sky

is

.2 ;,I

3

I',

background,

showing countries with their
true bearing. in degrees. a
valuable aid to HF operators
using rotary beams

£39.95
INC WORLDWIDE DELIVERY

For a catalogue detailing the full range or morse
keys and accessories send a Stamped Self
Address Envelope marked 'Vibroplex'

(PLEASE STATE CALLSIGN &
AREA
OF
WORLD
YOU
OPERATE FROM)

Now with over
wire
Sigma
PROFESSIONAL
100
models
are
antennas
WIRE ANTENNAS
available,
there's
fastest
the
one for each
selling range of
location
ICOMMUNICATION PRODUCTS
wire antennas.
Mono -Band Dipoles, Multi -Band Trap Dipoles,

SIG A

Shortened Dipoles, All Band Antennas, Vertical Slopers,
Short Wave Receiving Antennas
For more information send a Stamped Self Addressed Envelope marked 'SIGMA'

RF1 ANTENNA ANALYSER
This pocket -sized RF Analyst has revolutionised antenna
checking. It connects to any antenna and instantly reads
out Impedance/SWRinductanceiCapacrtance at any
frequency 1.2to 35MHz.

£159.95 inc P & P

"Mosley
a better antenna!"
For a 30 page catalogue, detailing the finest range of
HF beams & Vertical Antennas, send a Stamped Self
Addressed Envelo marked 'MOSLEY'

Cavendish House, Happisburgh, Norfolk NR12 ORU
VISA - ACCESS
RSGB - DELTA - SWITCH
01692 - 650077

From the USA to the UK...
Suocribe io Motillutifiy //meg° ana Satellite Times'-'
Monitoring Times is the most comprehensive
monthly radio hobby magazine in the industry,
covering all that's new in shortwave broadcasting.
scanning equipment. amateur radio. news, computers
and much much more.

Satellite Times is the newest star
in space, covering commercial,
military, scientific, governmental and
personal communications. If you're
interested in satellites. you'll love this
bi-monthly magazine.

If it's on the Radio,
Its in Monitoring Times.
Mail this subscription form to: PW Publishing Ltd.,
Freepost, Arrowsmith Ct. Station Approach. Broadstone,
Dorset BH188 PW.
Subscription Rates include speedy Air Mail Service!

S

11 year Monitoring Times £34 (12 issues)
11 year Satellite Times £28 (6 issues)
Name

Address
Postcode
Telephone
I enclose cheque/PO (Payable to PW Publishing Ltd.) £

Or Charge to my AccessNisa Card the amount of £

If it in Orbit
Satellite Times Covers It.

Card#

Valid from
Signature_

Thru
Tel

Credit Card orders taken on (01202) 659930
FAX orders taken on (01202) 659950
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Peak Radio Practice
Doctor Andrew Taylor G4SSC
describes his adventures with
the 1994 British Mount Everest
Medical Expedition.
In early 1992 I read of the British Mount
Everest Medical Expedition 1994 and
volunteered my services. I was readily
accepted, perhaps because of my Amateur
Radio Licence!
[he Expedition leaders were well advanced
with the arrangements for the main expedition.
They had a climbing plan and were working out
the timetable and necessary resources for the
Autumn ascent.
The need for radio communications had so
far been shelved and I was seized upon to
investigate this aspect. It was hoped at this stage
to attract corporate sponsorship to the tune of
f250 000 to support the Expedition and its
research projects, of which it was thought £500
would cover the radio requirements!
It was obvious that I would have to strongly
exercise the cadging muscle here. Especially as
the Expedition slowly grew into a party of some
80 people who were going to climb some ten
Himalayan peaks in eight groups over ten
weeks!
I asked for more money, but as the possibility

of large financial backing faded, the need for a
Radio Plan increased. I rang and wrote to all my
known possible sources of reasonable secondhand v.h.f. sets, especially hand-helds.

Doubtful Reliability
It soon became obvious that second-hand sets

would all be of doubtful reliability. They would
also weigh more and would require new
batteries which would cost more than the sets.

Dr. Andrew Taylor G4SSC up in and on the air from Mount Everest in 1994.
Power supply problems loomed larger as we
realised how far groups would be wandering
from Base Camp where we had two 3kVA diesel
generators planned.
Prospects worsened as the Base Camp
Manager had to pull out of the Expedition and
the generators went with him. Could we run the
hand-helds on alkaline cells? Were solar cells a
viable proposition? (After much more effort the
answer seemed to be a double negative).
Telephone calls were made to Japan about
hand -turned generators...how long ago was the
Second World War? Surely technology had
improved, but was it accessible? But thank
heaven, the replacement Base Camp manager
obtained two petrol driven Honda generators.
My enquiries of the Nepalese authorities as to

what frequencies we could use was countered
by a request for details of the equipment we
planned to use. But I couldn't plan to use
anything until we knew the possible
frequencies!
Details from other expeditions were
surprisingly sketchy. But slowly the information
trickled through that 140-150MHz was a safe
bet.

The trekking company handling the
Nepalese transport and accommodation
promised to arrange the licence, and without
turning a hair further agreed to arrange a
reciprocal Nepalese Amateur licence. The time
had come to lift my sights to the wonderful
technology as seen every month in the
magazines.

Gerald Duvowitz using one of the
versatile Yaesu FT -11 transceivers.

(Gerald, who holds a Private Pilot's
Licence' was nominated as the
other 'radio man' by G4SSC for the
1994 Medical Expedition to Mount.
Everes

Yaesu Help
Many 'phone calls all round finally brought me
to the manufacturers and to Barry Cooper at
Yaesu UK in London for help. Have you ever felt
what it is like to push hard on a door just as
someone opens it? Barry at Yaesu opened the

.7^
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door and I fell through!
By now we had established a need for eight
hand-helds and a base set on v.h.f. And a
chance meeting with a senior officer from
Portishead Marine Radio had also resulted in the
option to patch into the BT telephone system via
h.f. from Nepal, at UK call costs - an offer not to
be dismissed. This gave a validity to my slight
hope of achieving h.f. communication with the
UK from Nepal.
A mention of the BT offer to Yaesu and there
was another of those funny doors. I picked
myself up to face a final offer of ten hand-helds,
two v.h.f. base sets for reliability's sake, and two
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h.f. sets to try to achieve the UK contact. This,
along with a couple of power supplies and a
long wire antenna.
Oh, gosh, yes! Antennas! lime to get the old
land line overheated again. One of my first calls
(adverts in the mags, you know!) got me talking
to Tim Thirst at Eastern Communications who
fixed me up with a 10-40MHz WARC band 4 element Mosley beam, a 12 -element v.h.f.
beam, a 5 -band trapped dipole and a ladder
antenna. Yaesu complemented this with an FC800 automatic tuner unit.
A local builder donated six 2m lengths of
aluminium scaffolding pole and Eastern
Communications added 100 metres of RG213U coaxial cable. But time was pressing and
I had heard nothing about the licenses.

Nepalese Laws
Rumours of dire penalties for infringement of
Nepalese licensing laws did not improve the
optimism. At that point a flurry of international
FAXes began, resulting in complete re -assurance
that 144MHz would be fine for v.h.f.
communications and the Amateur licence
would be a 'breeze'.
The equipment arrived with me up here in
Saddleworth in the last week before the freight
flights were scheduled from Heathrow. And as I
really didn't want to let it all fly out without
checking it, and reluctantly opened up the
boxes.
The hand-helds were the Yaesu FT -11s. The
size seemed ridiculous. Even on the smallest

battery they were something less than a cigarette
packet, complete with antenna!
Even with the big NiCad battery the FT -11s
were tiny, and provided 5W r.f. output. The
range of functions was staggering, as was the
amount of information I needed to soak up from
the manual.
The FT -11 actually had four astoundingly
useful functions for Expedition use. The power save function seemed a good idea, as was the
ability to extend beyond the amateur 144MHz
band. Additionally, the capacity to use AA size
alkaline cells was an unexpected plus and the
ability to channelise the frequencies could
render them idiot -proof.
This is because even a Mensa candidate can
be a real goof when the atmospheric oxygen is
30% of what they're used to.
Each transceiver had four NiCad cells, an
AA -cell holder and a charger. Two rapid
chargers were enclosed.

-

Base Stations
The v.h.f. base stations were FT -2500 mobile sets

to military specification, effectively. They were
very light and robust.
The supplied h.f. sets were FT -840s
converted to general coverage transceiving. This
was done so we could access the Portishead
frequencies and they were equipped with the
power FP757RDs.
The antennas from Eastern Communications
had all been assembled, colour coded and
disassembled and the more complicated coaxial
terminations sorted out for us. Everything was
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The Sherpas found the Expedition's radio communications Net to be very useful
for their own purposes! Battery power had to be rationed!
checked, found to work, and 350kg of
equipment was despatched by the earliest
Expedition member who passed with a van!

Remote Control
The next stage happened by remote control.
However, the 'control' aspect turned out hardly
to be the appropriate word!
The advance party of Everest climbers and
researchers went out a month before the rest,
which included me. Pakistan Airlines handled
the freight immaculately, and it all arrived in
Khatmandu to be opened and inspected by
Customs.

Stringent import regulations, stiff import
duties and enthusiastically enforced licensing
regulations demanded a detailed inspection of
all the technical equipment. This including
3000kg of research machines, computers and
even an exercise bicycle for Base Camp!
Inspection was effected by the simple
expedient of spreading it all out over the
Customs hall floor and then scooping it up in
categories thought up locally. Wires went in one
box, plugs in another.
Large things were put together in one place,
square things in another. A charge of $165 was
applied to anything perceived to be a radio.
Fortunately the FT -11s were considered too
small to be anything of importance and escaped
the duty!
Two weeks later the advance party were tit
Namche Bazaar, wet from the monsoon with
everyone suffering severe gastro-enteritis. One,
who I had selected as the only person allowed
to touch 'my' radios, was a qualified private
pilot (he had at least had talked on v.h.f. radio!).
My 'radioman' broke out the FT -11 s and one
FT -2500. The latter he located in a mountain
hotel which had mains electricity from 6 to
10pm from a local hydro -electric scheme.
Unfortunately, the antenna had gone on
ahead. So, he was forced to use a telescopic
type designed for hand-held use.

Local Net
The group established a local Net which
worked, and moved on to Base Camp, some ten
days walking into the mountains, leaving the
FT -2500 set up. Once there, they rigged the
second FT -2500 using the Base Camp petrol
generator for power.
The 14 -element beam was erected and
communications really began. At this point our
group arrived in Namche Bazaar.
We had spent five days in Khatmandu
waiting for the right weather to fly into the
mountains. This was fortunate as it turned out,
as it took me two days to get the amateur radio
licence.
Getting the licence itself was an epic. It
involved a personal interview with the Minister
of Telecommunications and resulted in 9N1SC the first reciprocal Nepalese amateur licence for
use at Everest Base Camp.

I was initially surprised to find mains power
in the village of Namche. But the surprise was
nothing in comparison to operating the FT -2500
there, and getting immediately through to Base
Camp on the already established 6pm Net on
144MHz. (We were advised that
communications were better at 6pm as the
electricity "was of a better quality" at that
time!).

Radio Pathway
The radio pathway was some 27km (17 miles)
in a straight line passing over peaks up to
6367m (21,011ft). Or it went round the valleys!
My knowledge of propagation was stretched
in Nepal. Here in the UK I'm quite used to
failing to reach 3km over a 200m pimple on
86MHz in UK mountain rescue mission. What
was more surprising to me was that we
managed the same pathway with the FT -11
hand-held.
Communication was so easy that Expedition
members immediately came to expect instant
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At all times we remained in contact with the
main Expedition and came to rely on the FT -11s

like "Khumbu cellphones".
At every turn of each valley, I expected to
lose the signal. But we maintained contact
even at Island Peak Base Camp with the
climbers on the face of Everest.
The impossible statistics here are that the
climbers on the face of Everest were at 6000
metres and we were at 5000 metres with
Lhotse at 8500 metres and Island Peak at 6189
metres between us.
I was heard at this point to be rambling
about "knife-edge refraction of radio waves".
My non -technical companions were barely
impressed!

A medical emergency rescue flight
by helicopter. The altitude was so
great that the aircraft could not
take off vertically. Instead, it was
only able to rise just off the ground
d fly off dorm the mountainside.
contact at schedule time - turn on and talk.
They had no worries about choosing a 'radio
location'.
As time progressed, the other groups moved
into the Khumbu region, each using an FT -11.
The scheduled contacts became crowded as the
Everest climbers established higher camps and
used the FT -11s for logistic support.

The incoming groups all had to undergo stiff
medical research schedules for which little
definite pre -planning had been possible. But the
radios helped sort this out.
The complete v.h.f. coverage meant that
arrangements could be made on a daily basis
and updated hourly as groups walked in. The
base camp generator was working so well that a
full daylight listening watch was maintained.
All the incoming groups could hear all the
Everest ascent teams and monitor progress. The
insularity and loneliness of being a climber only
one valley away from colleagues had vanished.
Because of the radios 80 people stumbling
about the Khumbu knew exactly what the entire
huge Expedition was up to. And those who had
access to the NiCads charged at Base camp
used these extensively.
Most parties, however, either had not yet
reached Base camp or went on excursions
which took them far away. In these
circumstances the AA cells were used.
With the power saving circuitry it was
possible to obtain up to four days of use out of
one set of four AA cells. This entailed
monitoring from dawn to dusk and transmitting
for about ten minutes at 6pm.
Sadly, the Sherpas found the Net invaluable
for their arrangements. They could exhaust a
pack much quicker, if permitted!
Even so, the coverage allowed for previously
impossible changes in arrangements, and the
instant passing of what would otherwise be a
three day message. Cleft sticks are now selling
cheap over there!

Slowly To Base
Our group progressed slowly, as you must at
those altitudes, to Base camp. We 'booked' our
research appointments on v.h.f. as we
approached. But we arrived to find that the
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Rescues Organised

communal tent had been destroyed by the air
blast accompanying a recent avalanche some
3km away!
The military specification FT -2500 had
joined the tent in its 500 metre flight at up to 20
metres altitude, without the slightest problem.
The damaged tent was re -erected and research
equipment repaired and brought into service.
The FT -2500 just needed re -connecting. The
h.f. equipment was then unpacked and the 4 element Mosley beam assembled - thank
heaven for colour coding!
Everest Base Camp can be +30°C in the
sunshine and very pleasant. It can also be -30°
in the dark and the wind, and very unpleasant!
Fortunately, our antenna erecting days were
relatively balmy. By the third attempt we had a
4 -element beam 10m above the glacier and
well guyed.
There followed days of monitoring amateur
and commercial bands and calling "CQ" from
9N1SC and repetitively calling Portishead on
several of its frequencies. The effort was sadly
unrewarded despite even once starting the
noisy generator at 3am and -18°C on one
occasion and trying every possible antenna
configuration from our kit.
Although our efforts were unrewarded by a
UK amateur contact, or reaching Portishead we
contacted in excess of 40 South East Asian
stations. Some of whom were very helpful and
tried to relay to the UK for us.
We rarely heard European callsigns. Once
we heard a G-callsign from Sheffield but could
not get back to him!
Our h.f. problems were probably not
surprising considering that the path to the UK
was nearly due North. And although it passed
through a very convenient low point in the
'Everest horse -shoe', we were still aiming 750m
upwards over a distance of 2.5km. Small
wonder we did better off the back of the beam.

Other Peaks
When our little group left Base Camp, it was to
climb other peaks. These included Lobuje East,
Pokalde, Island Peak, Gokyo Ri and
Parcharmo, usually returning for further
research measurements.

Two expedition rescues were organised and
effected with the assistance of the v.h.f. Net.
One of the rescues involved an Everest climber
who suffered a stroke on the way to Camp
One, and another involved one elderly trekker
succumbing to too many days at 5200m.
The co-ordination of available British
Mount Everest Medical Expedition groups to
effect their evacuations was impressive to say
the least.
Emotively, the best use of the v.h.f. Net

came after we departed Base camp clutching
two of the FT -11s (and a lot of other stuff!) to
climb Parcharmo. This was the most distant
objective and nine days' hard trek from Everest
Base Camp.

We did not expect to maintain
communications on Parcharmo trek, except
between ourselves. In some measure, early on,
this was true - we missed the 6pm schedules on
two evenings, but still had occasional chats
with a group on a peak somewhere.
How we appreciated the ability to
constantly monitor the frequency! Three days
from our final objective we stopped in the
village of Thame (Tah-may) and as the evening
grew cold we went into a tea house.

Radio Monitoring
The radio was monitoring, but 6pm passed
silently, sadly it seemed to be finally out of
radio range. But suddenly came the classic
crackle into life!
"This is Everest Base Camp - today at
11.03am two of our expedition reached the
summit of Everest". I kissed that little FT -11 and
then remembered they sold rum in that teahouse!

From there on it was downhill. It was over a
cold windy 6666m high mountain perhaps, but
the emotional high point had already been
passed.

There was a lot more that we did, and a lot
that we didn't do that we could have done. But
the radio equipment we took with us
transformed a gangly and potentially chaotic
group into an amazingly cohesive mobile
community.
But that was last year, time flies, and 72 of
us have just attended our first re -union dinner!
PW
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Just when you thought you had everything you ever wanted in Amateur Radio,
Icom come along and spoil it. The new !corn IC -706 is so special there

should be a new bank holiday put forward in celebration.
Be prepared for...

[l
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JIC-700 or DX -70?

The IC -706 presents you with a problem, remember the old days when equipment for HF. 6 metres and 2 metres required a whole shack to house it? The

excuse you've always used for taking up the spare bedroom for all your ham gear is out the window. Permanently. Get used to being allocated space under

the staircase, or worse still in the corner of the bathroom. Icom have achieved the impossible by producing a little box no larger than two metre multimode,
then filled it with 100 watts on HF. 100 watts on six and [for a design dare no doubt), tacked two metres into it as well. Optional narrow filters for SSB as well
as CW? No problem! All modes included as standard of course.

Look below and see for yourself. I've compared it to the new ALINCO DX -70 so you can choose which way to go. Who said "I'll be back?"
I think ICOM are wearing their biggest grins since the IC -202!

POOP

pizteeD
UNDEZ
11200

CO

3:11
=NB

UNDEZ

000

CD

I

Cm,

ti

E
O

Frequency Range:
RX:30kHz-200.000MHz continuous
Transmit:
1.8-30MHz+50-54MHz+144-146MHz
Modes:
LSB/USB, CW, RTTY, (FSK), AM, FM and WFM (RX only).
Power:
1.8-30MHz 100W, 50-54MHz 100W 144-146MHz 10W
167(W)"58(H)*200(D) mm
Dimensions:
Weight:
2.5kg (5.81b)
Memories:
101, incl. 9 Alphanumeric.
AUTO ATU
Yes, as option (external)
available:
Removable Front Panel: Yes

Frequency Range.
Transmit:
Modes:
Power:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Memories:
AUTO ATU available:
Removable Front Panel:

150kHz-30MHz + 50-54MHz
1.8-30MHz.50-54MHz
LSB/USB, CW, AM, FM
1.8-30MHz 100W, 50-54MHz 10W

O

178(W)*58(H)*230(D) mm

I

2.7Kg (6.0113)

100

O

No, manual only (external)
Yes

BOTH ARE AVAILABLE ON FREE FINANCE FOR AS
LITTLE AS £30 PER MONTH

MARTIN LYNCH IS THE ONLY RETAILER WHO CAN
OFFER THE IC -706 ON A FIVE YEAR WARRANTY

YAESU, KENWOOD & ICOM PRICES SIASIIED LAST CHANCE - MASSIVE INCREASES DUE IN JULY
KENWOOD
iS5OS
TS450S

HF EQUIPMENT
COM
C707
IC738
1C736

7840

YAESU
I T900
FT900AT
FT9900C
FT990AC
F11000
FL7000
FT767GX
FRG100

LIST 1189
LIST £1649
LIST £1969
LIST £899

ML PRICE
ML PRICE
ML PRICE
ML PRICE

£779
£1439

.

f1689
£729

LIST £1349
ML PRICE
11099
LIST £1549
ML PRICE.
f1249
LIST £1999
ML PRICE. ..... ..... ..£1649
ML PRICE._.._ .....£1799
LIST £2299
ML PRICE.__
LIST £3699
£2899
ML PRICE
£1949
LIST £2299
LIST E1799 Chsplav Model
ML PRICE
.....£1299
LIST £559
ML PRICE
_1449
.

TS450SAT
TS850S
TS850SAT
TS950SDX

LIST f1399
LIST 0549
LIST £1699

LIST fl 849
LIST E3799

ML PRICE.
ML PRICE
ML PRICE
ML PRICE
ML PRICE
MI PRICE

BB
EPhone
11329
1495

£1629
E3199

FT11R
FT41R
FT23R
FT51R
F72901111
FT6901111

FT790811

FT850
FT73613

VHF/UHF MOgfif, BASE (;( HANDIE
ICOM
IC281H
IC2340H
ICBTOH

ICZIE

1M742E

YAESU
LIST £999

LIST £449
LIST £689
LIST E1795
LIST £529

loRliNuNcii 140 -

MI. PRICE ..........EPhone
£Phone
ML PRICE
MI PRICE ..............£1569
ML PRICE ............./459

FT5100
FT2500M

LIST E299
LIST £339
LIST 1269
LIST £499
LIST £539
LIST £539
LIST £639
LIST £749
LIST £1789
LIST £629
LIST £369

if'-xx,
ML PRICE
ML PRICE
fPhone
ML PRICE
£219
ML PRICE
f399
ML PRICE
£429
ML PRICE
.1449
ML PRICE.. ..... ...........E539
ML PRICE ..... .......... ..f629
ML PRICE........
£1429

LIST £1849
LIST £899
LIST £999

ML PRICE

ML PRICE ............. £519
ML PRICE....

.

.

TM25IE
TM455E
TH79E
TH22E
TH42E

LIST £829
LIST £739
LIST £389
LIST £429
LIST £449
LIST £239
LIST £269

ML PRICE _....._..__£739
ML PRICE .......__._..£649

LIST £359

ML PRICE
MI PRICE

ML PRICE
ML PRICE
ML PRICE
ML PRICE
ML PRICE

1349

.1389

099
f219
.

...

..E239

AUNCO
DRMO6E
DR150E

IIST 1399

1289
1329

1299

REMEMBER ! ANYTHING OVER £200 WE CAN FINANCE.

KENWOOD
TS790E
TM255E
TM455E

1 M733E

£1629
ML PRICE.. ...... ..... ..... E799
ML PRICE ..... ........ .... f889

EVEN HEAVILY DISCOUNTED PRICES. USUALLY AT ZERO

APR, JUST CALL OR WRITE FOR DETAILED INFORMATION

142 NORTHFIELD AVENUE
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ICOM IC-775DSP - WITH FIVE YEARS WARRANTY!

64II

First, a little history lesson -The new top of the range IC,775DSP is advanced today as the IC 701 was, fourteen years ago. Whilst the rest of the worlds Amateur Radio manufacturers were still
producing sets with "VFO's", Icon) steamed in with a world first - an HF transceiver with a REAL
synthesizer. It was literally YEARS before the rest caught up. How long will it be with Icom's latest
IC-7750SP the worlds first HF Transceiver with proper Digital Signal Processing?

isroprimpt

KSLyNeft

THE AMATEUR It A DIFF F \ f II 6NGE CENTRE,

24 -HOUR B.B.S.
LYNCHLINE

Icom's new baby really deserves six pages to describe the advance in design the new IC-775DSP
has to offer. It has been designed from the ground up using serious high quality components and
offers features and performance you'll find nowhere else.

+'";1-

IS NOW OPEN

018 -56 6 0000
.

The new IC-775DSP is so good, MARTIN LYNCH is arranging appointments to fully explain the operating features offered by the worlds most advanced HF
Radio. Compare with the very best YAESU and KENWOOD can offer, with all three sitting side by side. To arrange a "test drive" call the LYNCH Sales Desk

5 YEAR UK WARRANTY

today. 0181 566 1120.

FOR AMATEUR RADIO
AVAILABLE

For those of you who can't visit the London Showroom, we would be delighted to send you details. Just call or write.

BULK PURCHASE ON FT-900AT

Master

OFFICIALLY

Buy a brand new, boxed FT-900AT
from MARTIN LYNCH and YAESU
UK WILL GIVE YOU FREE

FILTERS WORTH £179.00. Offer
ends 30th June 1995, or when we
run out of stock, whichever is the
sooner. Get dialling!!

Three years
ago. muTek
i.._r.
and LYNCH
bought you an
improved version of the Yaesu FT -736R.

BF998, a variable attenuator such that the gain
can be varied without effecting the noise factor
or dynamic performance of the L.N.A., and a
matched filter to reject out of band signals.

By installing the "RDX- boards the signal
to noise and sensitivity on both two and
seventy were greatly improved.

Supplied with fitting instructions

1995 brings another great muTek design - a

newly developed "optimised" preamplifier for

for the FT-290Rmk2 is £39.95 p&p

£3.00 or fitted in our workshops for
£79.00, + £7.50 return carriage.

the Yaesu FT290R mkt. The SLNA290S
consists of a low loss relay for TX4iX
switching, a low noise amplifier based on the

FT-900AT with FREE filters.
£1249.00 (List £1737.00)

Specifications

DIGITAL FILTERS
E229.00
£179.00
£279.00
£199.00
£399.00
£239.00

TIMEWAVE DSP9-.
TIMEWAVE DSP9M K 11
TIMEWAVE DSP59
JPS NTR1
JPS NIR10
MFJ 784

RADIO REAM' PC
PEACOCK

CD -Rom, 16 BIT sound card

speakers shown in the
photograph are optional extras

£369.00
E279.00
£428.00
£349.00
£275.00
£179.00

R7 VERTICAL
R5 VERTICAL
A4S 4ELE BEAM
A3S 3ELE BEAM

A3WS 18/24 BEAM
D3WS 1018124

TS SERENE ANTENNAS
BASE

THE UNA E S' hC1J'ES

TSB 3315 2/70 BASE 8.511.9db .
TSB3304 2170 BASE 6.013.4db
TSB 3303 2/70 BASE 3.0/6.0db
TSB -3301 2170 BASE 6.5/9.0db
TSB 3302 2/70 BASE 4.5(7.2db
TSB -3302 2M BASE 6.5db

'

-

£119.95
£79.95
£42.95
£74.95
£59.95
£37.95

MOBILE

See each machine
See each machine
VL Bus

HOD

All items are available on Low
Cost Finance, call for details.
Please note. The QUAD speed

CUSHCRAFT ANTENNAS

VLB
256K

Cache
RAM

costing £795.

Controller
VGA card
VGA Mem

SPEA VEGA PLUS
1MB, VLB

FDD

35. 1 44MB

Keyboard
Mouse
Software

Yes

Cherry

INCREASED SPEC!

4Mb HAM 420Mb Hard Disk

Price incl. VAT, E999.00

Price incl. VAT, E1499.00

PEACOCK PENTIUM 75 PC

BMb RAM, 730Mb Hard Disk...

Price incl. VAT, £1499.00

PEACOCK PENTIUM 75 TAKE' MULTIMEDIA QUAD PC
8Mb RAM, 730Mb Hard Disk, Quad Speed CD-ROM,
16 Bit Sound Card, Speakers

Price incl. VAT, E1789.00

HOW "DF"ThEN

friflOSE THE WOLK aR0-AH kAkic,E FR0H

tisp

PHF.160 Enormous 1E0M Centre Loaded Whip f5495

NEW!,

£22.95

PHF-20 The way to DX. Isatelyi on TOrn

619.95

PHF-t5 You guessed it the same but on I5m

[19.95

PHF-10 I'll give you one guess

£19.95

AB -5 5 bander 1080 in one antenna. It works! 689.95

88-2 Massive Spring mount for LF Whips

£4995

116 -NP gutter mount with 34 thread

£695

142 -ADP Body mount with 3l8to 50235

69.95

Peacock 590 Notebook

DX2 50MHr CPU
4MB Ram
241,3mm Mono LCD (colour LCD see below/
250MB HD 1Upgradeable to 520)
Dos. WFWG 3.11
(1239.00 nor VAT. MONO.
C1599.00 Ind VAT. COLOUR.

intel 90Mbiz CPU
8MB Ram

TONNA ANTENNAS

AEA PRODUCTS

2 METRES
20804
20809
20089
20818
17

4 ELE FIXED
9 ELE PORTABLE
9 ELE FIXED
11 ELE FIXED
9 ELE CROSSED
17 ELE FIXED

£36.95
£41 95
£44.95
668.95
£72.95
£79.95

9 ELE FIXED
19 ELE FIXED
19 ELE CROSSED
21 ELE FIXED

£39.95
645.95
E53.95
£59.95

5 ELE FIXED

E62.95

70CM
20909
20919
20438
20921

8M
20505

23CM
20623
20635

23 ELE FIXED
25 ELE FIXED

£42.95
650.95

OR FREE FINANCE - WITH NO CATCHES

No catch, no erlimMO payment Biomes no Moral! if
you are in lull time employment or retiretVinvaliddy benefit
then you can probably lake adaanage ot our tree finance
option. Call or write today for details.
IF YOU DON'T WANT TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF MY FREE
FINANCE AND WOULD RATHER PAY CASH. CHEOUE.
CREDIT CARD OR TRADE-IN. THEN CALL 0181 - 566
1120 TODAY FOR EXPERT ADVICE. I promise you the

best overall deal in Me U.K. Get ringing. or you'll miss
the bargains!
'Please NOTE prices & monthly payments are based
on 17.5N VAT & no more price increases! E&OE.
£10 p&p on all maw items.

WE'RE ALWAYS AVAILABLE FOR

ADVICE & INFORMATION

THE ONLY

Iraa

10.3" Dualscan Colour LCD
250MB MD lUogradeable to 5201
Dos. WFWG 3.11
(2799.00 incl VAT. Dualscan
C3999.00 met VAT, Adore Matrix TFT Colour LCD

OONTACT STEVE JELLY - OUR DATA 001-114S EYPEQT FO(' r.

10

evadable on request

From June '95, Peacock have introduced a selection
of notebook PC's to their collection.
Peacock 450 Notebook

,"'"'

Martin Lynch is a licensed credit broker Full women details are

Peacock notebooks!!

PHF-80 Almost as big 80m Centre Loaded Who £24 95
PHF-40 The muts nuts on 40m, at a mere

RSGB

AO

TSM-1320 2/70 2.1/3.8db MOBILE ... £19.95
ISM 1326 2/70 2.1/5.0db MOBILE
£27.95
TSM-1332 2'n .1 T 2,1t MOBILE .. £42.95
TSM 160 '
li, MOBILE X49.95

VCV WW110 CE

VISA

Non interlaced,
Low Radiation with
Power Management

ISM 1005 2M 718TH 5.2db MOBILE £39.95

PRO -AM ANTENNAS

WORKSHOP FACtUTIES

YOU CHOOSE THE BEST WAY TO PAY

PRICE REDUCTIONS

PEACOCK DX2/66 'PREMIUM' MULTIMEDIA QUAD PC
4Mb RAM, 540Mb Hard Disk, 2Mb VGA Mem,
Quad Speed CD -Rom, 16 Bit Sound Card, Speakers

YAESU

One of the biggest advantages of moving to the
new showroom eighteen months ago was the
increase in workshop space. Graham Tmgey heads
the service team and together with Brian
Greenaway our Customer Services supervisor, we
guarantee to get your sick radio or accessory back
quicker than anyone in the U.K. Our servicing rates
are competitive too. Linked directly to the main
distributors for spares and the only company able
to offer a whole year of extra warranty once your
set has been repaired, (provided it's less than eight
years old), try MARTIN LYNCH next time you need
a repair service. You'll be pleasantly surprised.
Contact Brian, G3THO on 0181 566 1120.

DOS V62, WFW V311
14" SVGA 28 pixels

Monitor

PEACOCK DX2/66 BASIC PC

UK MASTER DEALER

AU,.r.,rr

Yes lognech

All machines are loaded with HAM software. including Log Program. Packet
Controller. Word Processor, DOS V62. Windows for Work Groups V311. plus lots
more 'Pentium 90 and DX4/100 Machines are also available
Carriage extra at Upper system. UK Mainland

FOUR OF THE BEST

/rs

APPOINTED YAESU

!

TO
REMEMBER

Cr1r1,,,t7f,X

IF YOU SEE ANY AEA PRICES CHEAPER - CALL US!!!!

,ISA FtleT0i,'Y APPOINTED

PK-900
Deposit £47.95, 12 x £36.00 plus FREE software
worth f29.951

-1-111J

RRP E479.96

AFTER HOURS: 0973 339 339

PK-232MBX
Deposit f29.95, 12 x E25 plus FREE software worth £29.95'
RRP E329.95
RAP 0199.95
NEW, PK-96
ISOLOOP 10-30MHz The very best LOOP ANTENNA!

FAX: 0181 - 566 1207

!!NEW!!

B.B.S.: 0181 - 566 0000

Deposit 639.95, 12 x £30.00. FREE CARRIAGE!

IT -1 IsoTuner for ISOLOOP

RRF E399.95
RRP E269.95

KK-1 Keyboard Keyer
The ultimate Morse Keyer

RRP £229.95

PK-12

RRP e730,1

EALING, LONDON W13 9SB

ti4e4

I)

mug RditeA
Alialate

1144t (11.1'°`%

Aiir)41
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Buying On A Budget
-A Guide To Rally Bargain
Hunting
Ben Nock G4BXD offers advice

to point you in the direction of
those 'gems' which can often
only be found at radio rallies.
The winter is now over, the spring
flowers are pushing their heads
above the thawing earth. And the
keen rally 'hound' is dusting off his
bag and anorak and preparing to do
battle once morel
Talking to my RAE class students over the
terms, it has become apparent that many of
those newly interested in the hobby still have
difficulty in finding sensibly priced equipment
with which to start. I have of course, over the
long hours of the classes, tried to point them
in the right direction and I offer a few words
here in the hope it will help. Rally buying can
be a gold mine or a mine field for those
seeking to purchase gear for the first time.
In my opinion the first decision you
should make is to set yourself a spending
limit. Make a decision as to what you can
afford or wish to spend on gear and stick to
that figure.
It really doesn't matter what the stall
holder's asking price for the gear is. Your
main concern should be to fix the limit of
your spending. At least that way you won't
get home and then regret spending so much
money, as you'll have expected to have spent
that much in the first place.

What To Buy
Assuming you are just starting in the world of
amateur radio, what's going to be your first
purchase? A receiver? A transceiver? Some
h..f gear or v.h.f gear?
I suggest you talk first to someone in the
know. Your RAE tutor for instance or perhaps
someone at your local radio club could help.
Try and get an idea of what equipment
there is around, what the different bands can
give you. And remember that some of the h.f.
bands are dead at night, or during poor
sunspots, etc.

Your home location might also play a
part. If you are unfortunate and live in a deep
hollow, or in shade of a large hill or mountain
then v.h.f. and u.h.f. might be a waste of time.
Or, if you only have a small garden with not
enough room to even put out 40ft of wire as

40

Fig. 1: A typical selection of p.m.r. rigs that can be found at rallies.
an end fed antenna, your h.f. prospects may

well be limited.
Remember though, even small gardens
can accommodate a vertical antenna of some
sort. And if it's just for listening, any old bit of

wire will do.
You might only be interested in listening,
and eventually working, locals, or you might
only be interested in trying to work long
distance (DX) and foreign countries. All these
factors will dictate what you might care to
spend your cash on first.

Rallies Interesting
Most rallies are an interesting affair. For me,
the 1994 rally season was on he whole a
good season with plenty of friends met and
bargains obtained.
Getting 'bargains' is not as easy as it
sounds. There are two main times when you
might just get a bit of a bargain.
Firstly a good time is at the start of the
rally. If you get there early you might see
some good bargains that suit your purpose.
Another good time is towards the end of a

rally. A lot of folk don't want the bother of
carting all the 'junk' back home and are more
inclined to be haggled about the price. Gear

costing £100 at the start of a rally can easily
end up costing £50 or £60 at the end of it.
Once at a rally, what can you find that's
cheap and suited to the newcomer? Initially
the p.m.r. equipment, the old
police/taxi/bus/MOD gear that abounds at
rallies, seems a good buy, and indeed it is if,
and its a big if, you are able to re -tune and realign the sets accurately and correctly.
Re -alignment of a piece of p.m.r. gear
onto a amateur band is usually quite feasible.
However, if the re -alignment is done
incorrectly it can cause out of band
transmissions that might get you into trouble
with other radio users.
The older, crystal controlled sets are easier
to re -align than the more modern p.m.r. sets
that now use an EPROM (Electrically
Programmable Read Only Memory) chip to
select frequencies. Unless you have access to
a PROM programmer, it's often difficult to find
someone who can do this for you. The older
sets simply require a new crystal to be
inserted and the set re -tuned. Then it can be
operational on the amateur band.
The p.m.r. rigs are most suited for the 50,
70, 144 and 430MHz amateur bands. Typical
power outputs are around 10 to 20W, with
anything from 1 to 10 channels.
Each channel on a crustal rig requires a
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separate crystal for transmit and receive.
Although there are a few rigs that only need
the one crystal per channel.
Fig. 1 shows a typical p.m.r. selection, the
bottom rig, the Pye Europa, comes in v.h.f.
and u.h.f. versions. The Europa is suitable for
144 or 430MHz at 5 or 25W.
The hand-helds shown in Fig. 1 are
Phillips PF85 on the left and a Burndept 13470
on the right. Again these come in v.h.f. or
u.h.f. versions.
All the hand-helds are crystal rigs and
therefore need a pair of crystals for each
frequency. Look out for later PF85s which are
frequency controlled by EPROM's, which
need re -writing and replacing (Crystals work
out at just under £6 each).

Older Gear
One impression that I've got when talking to
RAE students, is that any older gear, whilst
being fully usable on the bands, gets ignored.
This is possibly due to the barrage of
advertising about new £2000 plus h.f. boxes
being imported from abroad.
There seems to be a feeling held by
newcomers, that they have to go out and buy
a new h.f. box as there are no alternatives.
And as for valved sets, well, they are
positively prehistoric and cannot be repaired.
This is not the case and hopefully I can give a
few examples of what can be obtained to
allay those fears.
Take for example the case of the Heathkit
SB-101, Fig. 2. This is a valved h.f. transceiver
capable of 100W on the 3.5 through to
28MHz bands, s.s.b. and c.w.
The SB-101 has a c.w. filter, is metered
and has a mains power supply with speaker.
Although not a modern rig, it does have a
very nice styling and appearance.
My SB-101 rig was purchased at a rally,
the seller stating that there was a fault, and I
bought the set with that in mind. Obviously, if
the seller says there's a fault with a piece of
gear then you have the advantage of being
able to offer a lower price.
Don't forget that you will have to repaire
a faulty set, but, as you are probably keen to
learn all about radio and the insides of a set,
what better to practice on than a cheap item?
It's easier to change a valve than a
semiconductor/cockroach!
Having the seller state that "its fully
working guv', no problems with it" does not,
unfortunately in this day and age, mean
necessarily that. There was a time when you
could fully rely upon the opinion of the seller,
but due to various factors, the quick 'buck',
the inexperienced type, perhaps the lack of
pride, this is now not always so.
I have bought many items that were not
'working fully'. One such set was 'fully
operational', as the seller put it, but when I
plugged it in and tried it back home, it was
found to even have the b.f.o. valve missing!
This was something I couldn't check on at the
time due to the complexity of the set.
How the seller had received s.s.b. signals
still beats me to this day! So, even the
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Fig. 2: The Heathkit SB-101 h.f. transceiver, with matching speaker/p.s.u., on
the bottom with the KW 201 h.f. receiver on top.
experienced buyer can get caught out.
The KW range of receivers and
transmitters can be a good buy. There are
many versions, but the KW 2000 is probably
the most well known.
Other sets include the KW Vespa, the KW
201 and the 2000 and its descendants, the
2000A, B, and E for example. lust look for the
KW Electronics logo.
Things to look for when considering KW
sets include looking inside them. Most of the
sets have lift -up lids so, a quick inspection
inside can tell a lot about the set. If it's clean,
free from layers of dust for example then its
probably been well looked after
Look out for inept modifications, those

that look like they are connected with
chewing gum and sealing wax. Modifications
in themselves are not bad, as long as they
look like they have been done in a confident
manner, and do not distract from the overall
look of the set.

Four Receivers
The four receivers shown in Fig. 3, show the
type of thing that can be found at rallies. The
bottom set, an Eddystone 730/4, is perhaps
the best of the bunch with good frequency
coverage, 480kHz to 31MHz and a superb
tuning scale.
The rig second from bottom in Fig. 3 is a
dual conversion Star SR -550. It offers 1.8 to
28MHz and 50 to 54MHz.
The SR -550 was rescued from a rally at
an acceptable price. After cleaning and realignment it proved to be a very interesting
receiver.

The top two receivers are both
Eddystortes, an EC -10 Mkl and an 870A. The
EC -10 is better suited to shortwave listening
as it has a good dial and coverage, and even
comes with an a.f. filter for c.w. reception.
The 870A, while being a super little short
wave set, has no b.f.o. and so is unable to

resolve s.s.b. However, injecting a 465kHz
signal from a generator into the i.f. is not too
difficult.
When viewing a prospective receiver
purchase it should be possible to see what
bands the set covers. If you can't tell from the
dial scale, then the band switch should give
you a clue.

Fig. 3: These four receivers give you a
good idea of the type of radio that can
be found at rallies (see text).
41

with amateur radio
Some of the older sets, like the Star SR -

550, only cover the 'old' amateur bands, 1.8,
3.5, 7, 14, 21 and 28MHz and miss out the
new WARC bands. This is not too much of an
inconvenience though as you could always
build a receive converter.
Check receiver controls for things like
b.f.o. Filters, or an adjustable selectivity, are
also an advantage on a receiver.
Again, the Star SR -550 has an adjustable
i.f. selectivity, from 4 to 0.5kHz which is ideal
for a.m. through to c.w. reception.
The three sets in Fig. 4 are Eddystones in
the shape of an 5750 and an 5504. Also
pictured is a commercial marine receiver used
in direction finding.
The Eddystones have the usual 500kHz to
30MHz coverage. The 5504 is in need of a
little restoration though, whilst the marine set
covers 200kHz to 13.5MHz and can resolve
a.m. or s.s.b./c.w.
Again all the sets in Fig. 4 were good rally
buys. They are no nonsense, solidly built and
looked clean in the first place.
If you want to 'have a go' at getting a set
functional again then the initial purchase
condition might not be too important. But if
you want to buy a set which is working
straight away, some time spent inspecting it
beforehand is a good idea.

Rally Power
Many rally organisers these days provide
power. You may find one trader has a
generator going.
Why not ask the seller of the set if you can
take it over to the power source and try it?
Even seeing it light up is a help. Any hesitation
on the part of the seller might give a clue as to
the 'it's fully working' statement!
It's always wise to slip a small flat and
crosshead screwdriver into your pocket before
attending rallies. Take'the case off a receiver
or transmitter have a look inside, check all the
valves, and that none are broken or missing.
Make sure there are no missing i.f. cans or
bent bits of metal that appear to be foreign to
the set.

Check the wave change switches! Trying
to replace broken wafers in a bank of several
situated inside a transceiver is not a job for the

Fig. 4: The two Eddystone receivers on the left (top to bottom) are the S504
and the S750. Pictured on the right is a marine a.d.f. receiver, which will (if
supplied with the correct antenna), provide a directional bearing on the signal
being received.
newcomer to crack his or her teeth on.
There is also one other thing to consider. I
recently bought an old Heathkit transceiver,
and also acquired the carrier crystals, the
s.s.b. and c.w. filters, all the mixing crystals to
get on the bands, two p.a. valves and a power
supply. This all costs less that it would have
cost to buy one of the p.a. valves new.
Even if the Heathkit set had not worked, I
would have had enough critical components
to build my own transceiver, including a
suitable case. You might consider buying an
old set just to obtain the heart of a future
project.

Touchy Subject
Finally, prices, this is (a touchy subject) as
everyone thinks their bit of treasure is worth
the earth. But look around at a rally. I've seen
the same receiver for £35 on one stall and

£90 at another, guess which one sold first!
Price, is of course, dependent upon
condition. However, you should be able to
find a decent h.f. receiver for around £40 to
£60.
A decent hi. transmitter can be picked up
(or around £70 to £90, and p.m.r. rigs from
£5. With p.m.r. hand-helds fetching around
£30 to £50 depending upon age and channels
and condition.
If prices are vastly higher than this and
there has to be a very good reason. Perhaps
it's a relatively modern set, or is in absolute
mint condition (perhaps not so important for
the beginner) or it has all the fitted extras or
comes with a load of accessories.
At any rate, fix your spending limit, visit
the rally, search for the bargains and haggle
your way to a purchase. Happy hunting and
see you on the air or at a future rally!
PW
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C.M.HOWES
COMMUNICATIONS

Mail Order to: Eydon, Daventry,
Northants. NN11 3PT
tr 01327 260178
VISA

GREAT PROJECTS TO BUILD!

likAL IMAINM0111 own.

HOWES

CLEAN UP YOUR RECEPTION with this
DUAL BANDWIDTHAF FILTER for £29.801

WV

RYAS
%

.qk

Reduce noise and interference! Sharp SSB/Speech filter with faster roll -off than IF crystal
filters! 300Hz bandwidth CW filter Printed and punched front panel All aluminium case

Simply connects between radio and external 'speaker or 'phones Suits all general
coverage receivers and transceivers ASL5 Kit plus HA5OR hardware: £29.801rxus P6PI.

AC77VE ANTENNA KITS
M2

150kHz to 30MHz

£8.90

AA4

19 90

ABI 18

25 to t 300MHz Compact
High Performance VHF Airband

E18 80

SPA4

Scanner Pre -amp, 4 to 1300MHz

815 90

RECEIVER KITS
160M inc HAY

MW1

Medium Wave

DcRk

DXRIO

Single band 20. 40 or 80M
10.12 6 15M SSB/CW

TRF3

5.7 to I 7MHz TRF

£29 90
£16 90
£27 50
EIS 50

TRANSMITTER KITS
CTX40

40M QRP CW inc crystal

CTX80

130M QRP cw Inc crystal

AT160
1811(10

806 160M AM/DSB/CW
20M IOW CW Inc. crystal
10 6 15M 558 Exciter 50mW

HPM 0

10 6 ISM IOW Power Amp

MTX20

£15.50
£15.50
f 39.90
629.90
£49.90
£39.90

DXR20

covers 20.40 6180M bands plus any other HF frequency with optional plugin modules. The photo shows the receiver built with DXR20 and DCS2 ("S meter") kits
and HA2OR hardware pack (case etc.). Excellent performance and compatible with many

PROJECTS FOR EVERYONE WITH HOWES KITS!
Please send an SAE for a catalogue/data sheet or give
us a ring to discuss the details of the kits and optional
hardware packs Kits are also available as assembled
and tested modules at extra cost. Not all kits are listed'

Multi -Band SSB/CW RECEIVER KIT
The

Read the review in the June issue of RadCom!

7X TYPE ATU KITS

of our transmitter and accessory kits. Optional bands include 160, 30. 15 & 10 Meters.

Reviewed in the May issue of RadCom - "...dependable results, fine design..."
DXR20 electronics kit: £39.90. HA2OR hardware pack: £28.90

£39 90
849.90

30W HF 6 6M with balun
CTU150 150W 1.8 to 30MHz
CTU30

Top Value SWL ATU

ACCESSORY KITS
AP3

Auto Speech Processor

MA4

Mic Amp with active filter

816 80
f 6 20

CM2

Electret Mic with VOGAD

£1350

CSL4

S58 6 CW Filter for DcRu etc

610 50

DCS2

"S Meter- for DC receivers

£1090

DFD4

Add-on Digital Readout

DFD5

Digital Frequency Counter

ST2

Side-tone/Practice Oscillator

SWB30

SWR(Power indicator/load

£49 90
£54 90
£9 80
£13 90

XM1

Crystal Calibrator LF to UHF

£1690

HARDWARE PACKS

The HOWES CTU8 SWL ATU covers medium and
shortwave bands (500kHz to 30MHz). Increases wanted
signals by providing impedance matching. and at the same
time reduces spurious signals and interference with "front end" selectivity for the receiver. Kit
contains case and all parts. Top value general coverage receiving Antenna Tuning Unit.

Reviewed in December Shortwave Magazine - "Recommended for all s.w.l.s"

Kit: £29.90

Fully assembled, ready to use: £49.90

PLEASE ADD f4.00 P&P. or £1.50 P&P for electronics only kits.

Hardware packs contain custom made case. knobs.

HOWES KITS contain good quality printed circuit boards with screen printed parts

nuts and bots etc for the protects. There is not enough

locations. full, clear instructions and all board mounted components. Sales, constructional and
technical advice are available by phone during office hours, Please send an SAE for our free
catalogue and specific product data sheets. Delivery is normally within seven days.

space to list them all here but we have hardware to
build transceivers, receivers and for most accessory
kits. Please enquire for details.

73 from Dave G4KQH, Technical Manager.

COMMUNICAT1ON$

QS Li

UNIT 6. WORLE INDUSTRIAL CENTRE. COKER ROAD,
WORLE. WESTON-SUPER-MARE BS22 OBX
TEL: (01934) 512757 (0850) 707257
FAX: (01934) 512757
AOR AR8000

SECONDHAND

FT840 HF Transceiver + FM fitted,
AM filter fitted. boxed as new.
£749
FT470 2M/70CM handheld with 3 FNB
10 nicad packs, case, antenna.
pa6 cell case.
£299
FC700 A.T.U. as new
£129
100W HF 10W on 6M SSB CW FM AM
TW 4100E 2m/70cms mobile
£ PHONE FOR PRICE
with mobile bracket, mike. DC lead
and handbook
£299
ALL OTHER ALINCO MODELS
TM702 Dual band mobile as new
£399
AVAILABLE PHONE US WITH YOUR
TR751E 2M multimode as new
£499
REQUIREMENTS
Sony ICF-Pro80 handheld RX
150kHz-108MHz + 115-223MHz
QSL CARDS send large
FM/LW/MW/SW/SSB as new
£215
Sony ICF-2001D receiver
£149
S.A.E. for samples and
DPK2 TNC as new
£79
price list
PK88 TNC as new
£120
PK232 TNC ex display never used ....£275
BJ200 Scanner 26-520MHz
£89
PART EXCHANGE WELCOME
Fairmate HP2000 Scanner with
ON NEW AND SECONDHAND
case. nicad. charger. ant.
£199

SSB-NFM WFM AM
500kHz -1900MHz

AOR

PHONE

AR3000A

CU8232 IF UNIT
NEW STOCK
NOW IN

PHONE

100kHZ
2036MHZ

14, AOR AR 2700
500kHz-1300MHz AM. NFM. WFM. on screen
battery charge indicator programmable sleep
timer computer control and clone facility
(IF -ADP adaptor and CU8232 interface
required) comes complete with nicads. charger,
antenna and DC lead for car operation.

PHONE FOR PRICE AND DELIVERY
ABSORPTION WAVEMETERS
WA1 120MHz 450MHz £29.96
WA2 50MHz-210MHz £29.96
WA3 1 8MHz-92MHz £54.95

AKD

70 CMS = £193

2MTRS =£193
4MTRS = E193
6MTRS = £193

EQUIPMENT
FOR THE BEST PRICE ON NEW EQUIPMENT
PHONE US WITH YOUR REQUIREMENTS.
WE ARE AUTHORISED DEALERS FOR

ALL MAJOR MAKES

EARTH RODS 4FT LONG, ADJUSTABLE BRASS FIXING
SOLID COPPER £10.99, COPPER PLATED STEEL £8.99, P&P £2.50

WE ARE 1 MILE FROM JUNCTION 21, M5 AND HAVE OUR OWN LARGE CAR PARK
Practical Wireless, July 1995
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Tour To emu,
Robert G. Miles GM4CAQ provides an account
of the recent DXpedition to the Island of Papa
Stour in the Shetland Islands. Yes, and it was
much more than a tour!

543. Fowled
teneick
:',HETLANO. U

WAB HU 16

PAPA STOUR DXPEDITION

IOTA EU12

SHETLAND ISLANDS
1st June 1991

Sitting in the Radio Club one Tuesday
night in May, Colin GMOAVR said
I;ob, do you fancy going to Papa Stour
on Saturday?"

'Where?" I said. I knew that Colin liked to
activate obscure islands around the Shetlands
and my interest was aroused.
On the wall of the Lerwick Radio Club is
a large Ordnance Survey Map of Shetland. I
pulled up a chair and stood on the table to get
a better look.
"Here," said Colin, "In Square HU16. It's
never been activated for Worked All Britain,
and I am certain it would create a fair bit of
interest if we put it on."
Sure enough, I could see that the only
land in HU16 was the island of Papa Stour
and the Ve Skerries, a sort of reef,
"How would we get there?"
"A ferry" said Cohn. And that was it. The
start of the DXpedition. Well, not a trip to
lurkey, or Gozo, but a DXpedition all the
,ame.
Colin arranged the transport and antennas
and I arranged the operators and the other

Alan GMOFKU,
myself GM4CAQ and

To Radio

our junior op

Confirming OUr $seaso
Time ................. UTC

Jonathan.
We had three
stations: My Icom IC 730, MFJ a.t.u. and a

Remarks

Dipole for 14MHz;

................

Colin's Icom IC 735, AT230 and a

Wew`eK

Rig loom IC730

ANT Dipole

.
73's de Sob

All Systems Go
On Friday night we were all systems go. The
team was Colin GMOAVR, James GMOOMV,

across the Sound of Papa to Papa Stour, he
said, "Better stand the other side, it might
splash a bit."

"Problem" said Colin on Thursday night.
"There's no ferry on Saturday. Don't worry
though, I've arranged a boat.... and a tractor to
meet us at the other end."
"A Tractor!" I thought, "What is he up to?"

7Mhz 14Mhz

UR Sigs RST

dipole for 7MHz and Alan's Trio
TS -680 and a dipole for 50MHz.
Power was from four large and heavy
65Ah batteries and a 500W generator, kindly
loaned by Gordon GM4ZEX, who spent his
day on the Golf Course. Provided the sea was
not too rough, we were all set to go.
Now all things are relative. To a Shetland
fisherman it looked OK. To me, it looked
pretty rough. And the sea as well!
The boat was around 10m long, sharp at
both ends and had a distinctly rusty
appearance. What you might call a working
boat. It had a wheel house big enough for two
and we were six, including the driver... sorry
skipper of this fine vessel.
We were assembled on the pier near
West Burrafirth at 7.45am, having risen at
barn, had a quick breakfast and driven for an
hour to get there. It was June 1, blowing a stiff
Force 5 and around 4/6°C.
The boatman arrived at 8am, and helped
load the gear into the fish hold. As we pulled
away from the pier for the hour long trip

gear.

d

Sheltered From Waves
I put Jonathan into the wheel house, while the
rest held onto anything we could that was
solid. We sheltered from the waves, which
lashed the boat's side in the wind as we
headed out into the 12 knot current and six
foot swells into what is shown on the map as
St Magnus Bay.

As we approached the island, Colin drew
my attention to the large rock near the
headland which we were aiming straight at.
There was no need to draw my attention to it!
Minutes later, my eyes were drawn to the
small gap between the skerries, which were
jutting up about lm either side of the boat as
the boatman sailed between the large rock
and the headland.
On the pier, we congratulated the
boatman on his skill whilst I muttered under
my breath "If I'd have known then I
"
However, we were relying on him to come
back for us, so we didn't want to upset him
too much!
"See you at eight tonight." we called as
he went off back through the skerries to lay
lobster pots, the way we had come in.

Tractor Waiting

James
GMOOMV, Alan
GMOFKU and

Johnathan (L
to R). Note:
Johnathan

hiding from the
birds!
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The trai tpi was waiting, hooked up to a
battered old wooden trailer. Colin got out his
map as I looked around with my binoculars at
the high ground of Papa Stour.
The island isn't very big, around 5km in
diameter, so I could see a lot of it from where
I stood. To the south west, in the distance, the
island of Foula was visible through the faint
mist, its cliffs standing out against the sky line.
Colin asked how far away the high land
was. "There's a road marked on the map to
Virda Field" I pointed out. "That's the highest
land on the island at 85 metres."
"That's a horse track, about 2.5km long."
said the young farmer smiling, "It's about an
hour away."

Practical Wireless, July 1995

Steering Ivy Leaf between the rock and the island - less
than a few metres either side of the boat - was definitely a
skill!
We soon found out why there is only one
road on Papa Stour, it's about 2.5km long....
in the other direction, into the wrong WAB
square. To be fair, we could have operated
from the pier, but the pioneering spirit and the
thought of 50MHz DX prevailed. High
ground it had to be.
We all piled onto the trailer and quickly
covered the first 1 km on a tarmac road, then
we turned off through the first of many gates
into a field. For the next 50 minutes, we were
rocked about on the trailer feeling more sick
than when we were on the boat!
There was plenty of nature around us,
lambs in the fields, seals in the sea, Arctic
Skua's overhead
The funny thing about
Arctic Skua's is that they don't like visitors.
They dive bomb them, trying to protect their

The 'ferry' - MFV Ivy Leaf returning to collect the
DXpedition team.

"Oh" came a voice, "I wonder if that is
HU16." I was very impressed, but kept them
guessing. Colin worked them on 7MHz whilst
I operated on 14.280MHz. Alan was tuning
around on 50MHz with only the Inverness
beacon audible.
The skip on 14MHz was very short and
plenty of stations in the south of the UK were
audible. We were soon working G and GW
stations at a reasonable pace.
We were using our own callsigns with the
/P suffix, and as Shetland does not have a
separate prefix, making sure that everyone
knew where we were by repeatedly
mentioning our location.

Portable Stations

nests.

The tractor driver was quite safe in his
cab, but we were outside. That's where the
50MHz dipole was to be of the most use all
day. Waved in the air it kept the skuas at bay!
At last, the tractor climbed the last steep
moorland to the top of Virda field. The farmer
unhitched the trailer and promised to return
around 6.30 that evening.

Setting Up
We got to work electing the tent, then sat in it
warming up with a cup of coffee from the
flasks. The rigs were set-up in the tent on a
makeshift table, made from the side of the
trailer, by resting it at one end on a toolbox,
and at the other end, on Colin's aluminium
modified camera case.
The modification provides a very neat
case into which his rig, a.t.u. and dipoles fit,
well protected for these trips. The dipoles
were erected using five 3m wooden poles that
could be joined together. Two each supported
the feed points of the h.f. dipoles, and one
held up the 50MHz dipole. Some large rocks
and the trailer acted as supports for the guys.
By 11.30 we were ready to go. We had
earlier called into the WAB net on 7.060MHz
and told them that we would be operational
shortly from Papa Stour in the Shetlands.
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We were working a tew portable stations,
which was a surprise, until someone
mentioned that it was CW Field Day. After an
hour, we changed operators.
Alan was working on 14MHz, and James,
newly licensed, made his first QSO, Dundee
on Forty. Still nothing on 50MHz.
Colin and I went right to the top of the
hill, next to the Ordnance Survey
triangulation point, to look at the Ve Skerries
a few miles to the Northeast, being lashed by
the rough sea.
Colin said, "That's next. One of those
rocks is in a completely unactivated square!"
I looked at the waves breaking over it and
thought, "Not today!"
We had another change of operators at
around 1.30 and I worked a few more
stations. The skip on twenty was very erratic
with deep QSB and by now we had lost the
Inverness beacon on 50MHz.
We had tried a few skeds on 50MHz with
stations in the South, but nothing heard. At
3pm there was a Solar Flare.
The Solar Flare was interesting because
all radio communications were lost on all
bands. This was apart from the Lerwick
144MHz repeater, which could be accessed
using Colin's hand-held.
It takes a bit of believing, and a lot of
checking of rigs before it was accepted. With

about 70 QSOs logged, our DXpedition was
effectively over.
We monitored the bands for the
remainder of the afternoon but the only thing
heard was a UZ1 on 29MHz f.m., who didn't
come back to our calls. Still nothing on
50MHz!

Uneventful Return
At six o'clock, we started to pack up the tent
and loaded up the trailer. By the time the
farmer returned promptly at 6.30, the wind
had dropped to a strong breeze and the Ve
Skerries were looking almost acceptable as a
base. (A bit of scaffolding required? Shades of
Minami Torishima). Pity there was no
propagation.
The return boat trip was uneventful after
the boatman once again negotiated the
narrow inlet through the skerries. Even the sea
was calm and the trip only lasted thirty
minutes. The gear lay on the deck this time,
as there was no risk of waves splashing over
it.

Chatting to the skipper, he thought that
he could land us on the Ve skerries on a good
day. I had a mental picture of the waves
breaking over them. Hence to say I didn't
make an appointment!
I think everyone enjoyed the day, it
certainly was one to remember. The total cost
of the expedition was about £60, just under a
pound a QSO, but it was well worth it. A lot
less glamorous than somewhere in the Med,
but we were home in time for supper.
For all those stations that need HU16, or
EU12 or Shetland for WAE
We'll be back
someday....
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CONSTRUCTION

Alasdair Makes
His Match

Inside Alasdair GM3AXX's
tuning unit.

A versatile multi -band multi -antenna matching unit
is in use north of the border at Alasdair Fraser
GM3AXX's location. Follow his instructions and you
can have one as well!
There's nothing unconventional
about the antenna system 'Chez
'3AXX'. It's an inverted 'V' trapped
dipole for 3.5 and 7MHz, a
horizontal trapped dipole for 18
and 24MHz and a 2 -element tri-band Yagi for
14, 21 and 28MHz.
In spite of remarks about 'lossy traps' by
the manufacturers of non -trap antennas, I've
never found this to be the case. In fact, were
this so, there must be a lot of 'lossy' amateur
radio equipment around, as most traps are just
parallel tuned circuits.
A two band trap dipole for say 3.5 and
7MHz is simply a 3.5MHz dipole with a pair
of 7MHz traps inserted approximately 10m
each side of the centre feed point. At 7MHz
and at 7MHz only, the traps behave as virtual
open circuits, producing a 20m centre -fed
7MHz dipole.
On 3.5MHz however, the traps behave as
small inductances, which is both an advantage
and a disadvantage. Due to the inductive
loading, the total length of the antenna has to
be less than a normal 3.5MHz dipole. This
shortening is good news to amateurs with
small suburban gardens.
Inductive loading has another
disadvantage, the bandwidth of an inductively
loaded antenna is less. On the 3.5MHz,
300kHz bandwidth may not seem much, but it
in fact, represents, 8.5% of the band. This high
percentage contrasts with the other h.f. bands
- even on 28MHz, where the 1.7MHz
bandwidth represents only 6%.
In practice, I found that if the trapped
antenna was trimmed carefully to be resonant
at say 3.75MHz for s.s.b., then the mismatch
rose to above 2:1 at 3.510MHz. This rise in
mismatch causes a fall off in output power,

due mainly to protection circuitry
in the transceiver.

Problems Overcome
You may have noticed that in
commercial trapped tri-bander
antennas, different element lengths
are quoted for the c.w. and s.s.b.
sections of the h.f. bands. Happily
the unit I'm about to describe
overcomes this problem.
Obviously, an antenna tuning
unit (a.t.u.) would have to
overcome the difficulty, but this
seemed an expensive and complex
solution to a simple problem. After
a great deal of soldering and
unsoldering of various inductances
and variable capacitors, I found that a
simple series tuned circuit did the trick.
The circuit of Fig. 1 shows how simple the
solution is. The series components should
cover the frequencies in use. Another
consideration is that as a low impedance
device, high voltage wide -spaced variable
capacitors are not needed for normal powers.
A unit was made up to cover all the bands
from 3.5 to 28MHz and the three antennas in
use and the full circuit is shown in Fig. 2. It
should be emphasised that this is not an a.t.u.,

it will not allow a 7MHz dipole work on
3.5MHz.
The unit merely cancels out any residual
reactance on a low impedance coaxial cable
fed trapped dipole when used at other
frequencies within band. This ensures that the
transmitter is working into a purely resistive
load, and therefore giving maximum power

--,--) 18.24 MHz
'.

Fig. 1: A simple Land -C matching unit
capable to tuning
out small reactive
impedances.
To antenna

,-

///
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3.5-7 MHz
Trap dipole

Trap dipole

Si (b)

S1 (a)
-

4011/

14-21-28 MHz
Tnband Yagi

output.
All the components
in the unit came from the junk box.
Because of this it's impossible to give specific
values for the variable capacitors and
inductances, and they must be found by
experiment.
As a start point though, the old 'rule of
thumb' may be useful here. For a 100pF
variable capacitor, use four turns for 28MHz,
eight turns for 14, 17 and 7MHz and 32 turns
for 3.5MHz. All windings will be of 12-15mm
diameter.
Inductors for use at r.f. should not be

placed in close proximity to a metal cabinets.
So I constructed the unit in a plastic box,
formerly used to store printed circuit boards.
In the unit described, the tuned circuit L1/C1
tunes from 2.5 to 12MHz, while the circuit
L2/C2 tunes from 12 to 30MHz. This gives
coverage of all amateur bands from 3.5 to
28MHz.
Finally, once the setting of the variable
capacitors has been established for each band,
small plastic markers were affixed to the front
of the unit to effect a quick band change.
With a little thought and a reasonable junk
box that trapped dipole can be improved. Go
on have a go.you might improve your system!
PW

L2

To transmitter

r

L

/77

n
C2

To transmitter via s.w.r bridge

Fig. 2: The full circuit. Ideally S1
should have a ceramic former with
silver plated contacts, but most good
quality switches with large contacts
should be suitable. An inside view of
the Project is shown above.
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Use of the QSL Bureau

The Summer '95 edition has 280 pages packed
with over 4000 products and now with news and
features including a full construction project.

Technical Information

Planning Advice

The computer section is greatly increased with new
ranges of equipment and accessories for PCs including:
Mother boards. CPUs and SIMMs
CD ROM drives and hard drives
Sound cards, l'O cards, disc drive
cards and video cards
Mice, trackerballs and joysticks
Power supplies and cases
Po'
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IP" New 20MHz 'scope from Leader, training systems from
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Send for your copy today!
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Cirkit Distribution Ltd
Park Lane Broxbourne Hertfordshire EN10 7NQ
Telephone: 01992 448899 - Fax: 01992 471314
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FEATURE

It's A Classic....
Ben Nock G4BXD takes a look
at the KW Vespa, another 'old
faithful' rig from the 1960s
that's still capable of hard work
in the mid 1990s.
As one of the many interesting sets
to come out of their Vanguard

Works in Dartford, Kent, the KW
Vespa is described in its manual as
being "similar to the transmitter
section of the KW 2000." The Vespa first
appeared in the late 1960s.
The transmitter has 11 valves and can be
matched with several receivers of the period.
These include the KW201 for instance, which
makes a very smart (at that time and even now)
amateur radio station.

Vespa Versions
Apparently there were two Vespa versions
produced by KW. The differences appear to be
a change of p.a. valve and output power, 90W
p.e.p. in the MkI and 220W p.e.p. in the Mkll.
The set, housed in the familiar KW light
blue, 'G' line styling, perforated case measures
approximately 355 x 17 x 28mm and weighs in
at 8.2kg.
The separate p.s.u. weighs 6.8kg (MkI) or
8.2kg (Mkll). The frequency coverage is
restricted to the six old bands, 1.8, 3.5, 7, 14,
21, 28MHz and in 200kHz segments, in a total
of 11 ranges but this I feel is not too much of a
hardship to suffer.
Let's now look at the transmitter design, and
to help I've provided a block diagram in Fig. 1.
The audio side starts with a high impedance
microphone which is connected to the grid of
the microphone amplifier (V1). This is
amplified and coupled to the cathode follower
via a front panel mounted microphone gain
control.
The cathode follower feeds the balanced
modulator with the amplified microphone
signal. The output of the balanced mixer is then
'mixed up' to the different bands of operation
using the v.f.o. signal and a switched crystal
oscillator as in the block diagram, Fig 1.

Carrier
V8

Balanced
modulator
0A79

The KW Vespa

SSB Transmitter
The circuitry around the microphone plug is
a little odd. The cold end of the cathode
resistor and bypass capacitor are connected to
one of the microphone plug pins, the grid to
another and the p.t.t. line to the third! A three
pin DIN socket is used for connecting the
microphone.
So, to activate the set on voice, the cathode
pair needs grounding along with the p.t.t. line.
The microphone is fed to the grid, assuming
the case of the DIN plug is considered to be
ground potential.
I've slightly rewired my Vespa so as the
ground is one pin, the grid another and the
p.t.t. line the third. I have also soldered the
cathode resistor/capacitor to 'deck' in the

first mixer.
For a.m. or c.w. operation a small d.c.
voltage is fed to one of the diodes, controlled

by the Carrier control on the front plate,
unbalancing the balanced modulator and
causing some carrier output.
The triode pentode, (V10), operates as a
Colpitts oscillator buffer at 2.5 - 2.7MHz. To
maintain alignment between upper and lower
sidebands the v.f.o. is moved in frequency by
the switching in of a 1 -turn relay shorting link,
which is relay operated.

The Output

transceiver.

The 455kHz s.s.b. signal and the v.f.o. output
are fed to the balanced mixer (V4). This
produces an s.s.b. signal in the range 2.955 3.155MHz.
A broadband coupler then feeds the second
balanced mixer (V5) which, along with the
output of the crystal oscillator, produces an
output in the required amateur band. The
crystal oscillator is always 3.155MHz higher
than the lower edge of each band.
A Pre -selector control gangs the output
tuned circuits of V5 and the anode of the driver
(V6). The output of the driver is capacity
coupled to the p.a. stage, which is operating in
linear class.
A standard Pi network is used to provide
p.a. tuning and antenna loading/tuning,

Balanced Modulator
A pair of 0A79 semiconductor diodes form the
balanced modulator in the KW Vespa. They're
fed with the microphone signal and the output
of the carrier oscillator (V8), the upper and
lower sidebands are passed to the amplifier
(V3).

The 455kHz signal then passes on through
a 2.1kHz mechanical filter. The selection of
upper or lower sideband being dependent
upon the front panel Function switch selecting
the required carrier oscillator crystal. The now
single sideband suppressed output is fed to the

First
mixer

Second
mixer

Driver

V4

V5

V6

Cathode
follower

VFO

Crystal
oscillator

V2

VIO

V11

Amplifier
V3

Passive
Filter

RF

power amp
V7

2_.
u.s.b
I

s.b.

Microphone
amplifier
VI

Fig. 1: Block diagram of the KW Vespa
s.s.b. and c.w. transmitter (see text).
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required to get as much r.f. out as possible.
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assembly (see Fig. 3).

Other figures and test
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alignment details
provided by G4BXD,
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is mounted on its side
on the left of the
screened box behind
the main tuning
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because of space

limitations,) which is
available from PW
office in return for an
A5 s.a.e.
separate front panel Tune and Loading controls
are provided.

Power Supply
The power supply unit's transformer has four
secondary windings. These provide the h.t.
volts, a negative bias voltage, a heater voltage
and a negative relay supply.
A switchable 200/300V winding is
rectified and doubled to give 580/750V d.c.
h.t. for the p.a. There's also a separate 200V
winding gives a rectified 245V for the
remaining valves.
There's a 100y winding which is rectified
to produce a 110V d.c. negative supply. This is
provided with a potentiometer to adjust the
standing current on the p.a. valve.
A low voltage winding supplies both heater
volts a.c. and, via a single diode and filter, a
12V negative supply used to operate the relays
in the set. The tapped primary can be set to
operate from 105 to 240V a.c.
A 15 pin multi -way plug and socket is used
to connect the transceiver to its power supply.
The connections are as shown in Table 1.

Valves And Lamps
You should be aware that the valve heaters and
dial lamps are wired in series parallel for 12V
operation. The valve line-up is provided in
Table 2.

And don't forget of course that when
replacing any valve or lamp, they must have
the same current rating as the original item.

Servicing Chassis
When servicing is required, the Vespa chassis is
easily removed from the case. You start by
removing the two rear feet.
Next you should remove two plugs in the
front feet to gain access to the screws followed
by the removal of the feet. The chassis then
slides easily out of the front of the case.

In the s.s.b. mode, the microphone gain should
be advanced to show an average p.a. current of
120mA. It should be peaking at 200mA or so.
If a compressor or clipper type microphone
is used, the meter will show a higher average
current reading. And again, care should be
taken though not to over strain the p.a. valve.
It's always best to seek reports over the air to
ensure you're not overdriving the set. And the
audio quality will be a good clue to that
possible problem.
Considering the price of modern plastic,
eastern delights, and that rigs such as this can
be bought quite cheaply, then operating on the
h.f. bands needn't cost you an arm and a leg.
Or even a second mortgage!
Old valve sets are a joy to operate, and even
if there's a little loading on your pocket, all the
better. See you on 'Top Band'!

PW
Table 2. Valves Used In KW Vespa MI(11

Numbers refer to those used in diagrams

Vl: Microphone amplifier 12AX7
V2: Audio cathode follower 12AT7
V3: 455kHz amplifier EF183
V4: 1st Mixer 12AT7
V5: 2nd Mixer 12AT7
V6: Driver 6CH6
V7: Power amplifier 6HF5 (6146 in MK I)
V8: Carrier oscillator 12AT7
V9: Voltage stabiliser 0A2

On The Air
On the air, the operation of the Vespa is
straightforward enough. After tuning the
receiver to the frequency of operation required,
the net switch is thrown, and the transmitter
v.f.o. netted to zero beat on the received signal.
Next, place p.a. Tune and Load controls
fully clockwise. Now rotate the function switch
to Tune, and a small amount of carrier is
inserted (say 50 mA of p.a.
current) and the pre -selector is
then rotated for a peak in the
reading.
I recommend that you use a

V10: Variable frequency oscillator ECF82
V11: Crystal oscillator 6AM6

system of on -tweak -off to save

straining the p.a. valve with
heavy current for too long.
Once the pre -selector is
tuned, with 190mA of current
indicated, the p.a. Tune is
rotated to dip the current.
Watching on an in -line power
meter should provide an
indication. Finally, you should
adjust the Load control
anticlockwise 're -dipping' as

Fig. 3: Above chassis view of the KW Vespa (see text for details on
how to remove chassis for inspection. The power supply must be
disconnected during removal for safety reasons.
Table 1: Power connections to 13 -way plug and socket.
Pin
Use

10/8
a.c. on/off

14

750V d.c.

7/9
GND

15

6

11

1/3/4/5

2

245V d.c.

-65V d.c.

bias

12.6V a.c.

-13V d.c.

-55/-110V
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Antenna Wo
"The learn'd is happy nature to explore, the fool is happy that he knows no more ".
Alexander Pope (1688-1744) 'An Essay on Man'

The W3EDP Antenna

When the sun

shines and the
weather warms
up, the radio
amateur is drawn away from the
workshop and shack and pulled
to enjoy the great outdoors.
Often at the behest of other
members of the family!
But all is not lost because
amateur radio can be more than
enjoyable when pursued in the
open air. A compact QRP
station, a battery supply and an
easy to erect temporary antenna
can open the door to a lot of fun.
For many years I have
attempted to combine some of

my holiday time with a little
amateur radio operating. In more
recent years this has often been

the only time when I have
consistently operated on the air
over several successive days.

I have operated from holiday
cottages, caravans and even
from the car parked in a suitable
spot. This has been from a
variety of home -built QRP
Transceivers and a couple of
commercial QRP Transceivers.
My portable antennas have
varied from a second-hand set of
Hustler whips to a simple piece

of wire thrown up in to a tree.
This article describes three
antennas I have used with
success from portable locations
in the last few years.
The useful bonus to suitable
portable antennas is that they
also make good antennas for any

temporary location or from the
smaller back garden. They are
good "get you on the air"
antennas.

The W3EDP Antenna first saw
the light of day in an article by
Yardley Beers W3AWH, in the
QST for March 1936. This was
when he described an unusual
antenna by his friend, Mr. H. J.
Siegel W3EDP.
Siegel's brainchild, was my
favourite portable antenna for
many years. It's a well known
antenna in the annals of the
amateur radio QRP literature. I
make no excuse for featuring it
again in this article and hope
that it may expose it to amateurs
who have yet to give it a try.
The antenna was developed
completely as a result of
experimentation. It was a "cut
and try" antenna evolved to fit
his space. And W3AWH
confirmed the effectiveness of
the antenna by "having worked
Europe several times with a pair
of '10s" (valves).
The W3EDP is simply an
end -fed 25.6m length of wire fed
against a short counterpoise
wire. The optimum length for the
counterpoise is 5.18m for 7MHz
and 1.98m for 14MHz and
above, although no counterpoise
is required on 28MHz.
The antenna is resonated
using a tuner of the open wire
fed antenna type. The diagram,
Fig. 1, shows the layout of the
W3EDP antenna complete with
a suitable tuner for 7-28MHz.
This tuner is the one I have used
for portable operation with the

i

1.2
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radios.

The physical construction of
the multi -dipole shown uses a
35mm canister as a basic centre
piece for the dipole. Other, cut down, film canisters are used as
the joiner support parts for the
centre point, shown in Fig. 2b, a
loop of string through two holes
in the end of the canister will
hold the canister aloft. Two more
holes in the sides of the canister
take the two legs of the dipole
which are knotted inside to hold
them in place and soldered to
the coaxial feeder line.
The canister lid has a hole to
accept the feeder and provide a
fair degree of waterproofing. Not
the best dipole centre piece in
the world, but it is simple and
extremely cheap.
Portable dipole elements can
be made from thin coaxial cable,
such as RG174. Such an antenna
may be rolled up and stowed in
a compact space. I have often
used such a dipole for 14MHz
operation. The 14MHz band is
good band for portable operation
especially when using QRP.
A variation of this antenna is
to cover several bands with one

The polyvaricon capacitors
are commonly available as
surplus items, although the
Maplin type FT78K would work
well in this application. These
are quite adequate for output
powers of up to 10W. The
radiator wire has usually been
strung up in trees and the
counterpoise laid out across the
ground or along the sides of a
room.
You may feel that some 25m
is a long run of wire for a
temporary antenna. But in
practice I've found that the
radiator wire can be 'dog -legged'
or bent around to fit the required
space without seeming to reduce
the effectiveness of the antenna.
The W3EDP costs virtually
nothing to make and can be
fitted into most portable
locations. It has given me good
service from many unlikely sites.

Film Canisters
In the past I've used 35mm film
canister when making antennas.
One of the simplest antennas for
portable operation is a half wave
dipole cut for the band that is to
be used and strung up to any
high points that are available. A
multi -band version is shown in
Fig. 2a.

The W3EDP antennas I've
built have all been from cheap
pvc covered wire bought on
reels at radio rallies. And the

The inner section of the
antenna shown in Fig. 2a is a
28MHz dipole and the bands are
added by adding on lengths of
wire at either end via a series of
links. The lengths of the dipoles
depend upon the favoured end
of each band for operating.
The lengths may calculated from
the usual formula:
Length = 75 divided by f

Insulator

antenna and tuner arrangement
is ideal for portable working
while on holiday.

x'rTo

with, the inner dipole and work
outwards, a section at a time. An
invaluable aid for this method of
working is the popular MO -249

W3EDP.

Fig. 1: The W3EDP end -fed

C2

tuner is made from two inductors
wound on a 35mm film canister
and uses two polyvaricon
variable capacitors of the type
found in portable transistor

Support rope

nor 25 6m
...,n be bent to fit space

Cl
Counterpoise 5.18m for 7MHz
1.98m for 14MHz and above
except on 28MHz where
none is required

[frequency in MHz].
In practice it is best to cut
and try by using a dipmeter to
resonate each section. Begin

SWR Analyser.

antenna built with links to
convert it into a series of half
wave dipoles for several bands.
The practical methods for joints
are legion but Fig. 2c shows one
practical example I've found
successful.
Once again the idea uses
35mm film canisters. For a four band antenna, six canisters are
cut as shown. In the base of each

canister is mounted a 2mm
socket (Maplin HF44X or
similar).
There are many ways to
make suitable links. But again a
35mm canister can provide a
simple solution.
The inner end of each outer
element is attached to the wall of
the cut down canister via two
holes with a large knot. A 2mm
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iksho
Plug (Maplin HF38R or similar) is
soldered onto the end as shown.
If care is taken when cutting
the canisters and mounting the
socket in the base then it can be
strong enough for normal
tension. The system is secure
enough for most portable use and
provides an easy means of
making or breaking the links as
required.
With a little careful pruning
and setting up, this arrangement
can provide an antenna that
doesn't require a tuner and covers

Wires in the fields - the Rev. George
Dobbs G3RJV, describes three simple and
practical portable antennas.

Suspension
point

Fig. 2a: A 35mm

three -band working while
occupying a length of only
9.375m. It was designed for small
space home locations but it does
make a very useful portable
antenna. The arrangement if
shown in Fig. 3.
The slotted ribbon feeder is
used to form a folded 14 and a
21MHz dipole. A cut is made in
each side of the slotted feeder as
shown in Figure 3 to fit the two
dipoles on the feeder line.

film canister
makes a good
shroud for the
dipole centre.

Fill with bath
1,
sealant or similar

A

A

A

A

Points marked 'A' are Inline links,
'B' is the dipole centre

An extra

28MHz
dipole is cut
to weave
between the
slots in the
ribbon
feeder. All
three dipoles

Coaxial cable
to transceiver

To dipole centre or
the next junction

IMO

Make two holes in the canister
before threading the element
cable through

Solder to the socket and

wrap for weatherproofing

Cut away 35mm film canister

I used a T -Match tuner but an

L -Match would probably work
just as well. This is a good idea,
well worth trial and
experimentation to yield a simple
portable antenna.

flat feeder but I have built this
antenna in a temporary form
using twin domestic lighting
cable.

I have not tried it with coaxial
feeder but have every reason to

think it would work well if care
was taken with the pruning of the
lengths. The use of twin feeder
and a simple Antenna tuner does,
I know, produce good results.

So there's three antenna ideas for
you to try on a summer's day. Cut
some wire and go out and enjoy
yourself.
MN'

4420
762

Plug (2mml
Socket (2mm)

ff

the same
feeder. Dave G4XNP used 7.512

4420

S-

-4(

3556

A

Fig. 2b.

Tie element for
more security

Outer elements of the
dipole antenna

connected to

Another multi -band dipole idea
which is worth sharing came
from Dave Raynor G4XNP. The
antenna first appeared as an
arrangement for switched multi dipoles in the G-QRP Club
journal SPRAT. This is a cunning
arrangement using slotted ribbon
feeder and wire to make a dipole
to cover 14, 21 and 28MHz
The C4XNP antenna achieves

Old 35mm
film canister

7MHz
10MHz
14MHz
21MHz

are

Dave's Dipole

Element 2

Coaxial cable
to transceiver

several bands. At the
Freidrichshafen amateur radio

exhibition I bought an excellent
fibre glass fishing pole which
extends from about a metre long
to 10 metres and have used it as a
centre support for such a dipole.
(In this country you might look for
a 'Roach Pole' fishing rod. But
they're not cheap in the UK! Ed).
What useful little items the
film canisters are, and thousands
of them are thrown away every
year! If you lack a supply, speak
to a friendly assistant at the shop
where you leave your films for
developing. They usually throw
lots of them away.

cy

Element 1

Fig. 2c.
Fig. 2b: A cheap four band dipole antenna set
may be made up very
cheaply from items that
would normally be
thrown away. See Figs.
2a and 2c for more
detail.

Fig. 2c: Other, modified,
film canisters make
simple and cheap
joiners for a variable
length dipole set.

762

3556

2616

2616

28MHz
21MHz
14MHz

75W twin feeder
to transceiver

C

Cut a shoe
section out here
75t1 twir,
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Fig. 3: Dave's dipole.
Dave Raynor G4XNP uses
a simple, but effective,
three band dipole with
this layout. The 28MHz
elements are threaded
through the holes of the
slotted 300Li feeder.

r

IAN

POOL

E

G3YWX
SPECIFICATIONS

This month Ian Poole G3YWX looks

at what digital signal processing is
and the advantages it has for
amateur radio equipment.

Digital signal processing
Id.s.p.) is making steady
inroads into the amateur
radio market. For a number
of years the professional radio
market has been moving over to
d.s.p., and now the same is
happening to top end amateur rigs.

Whilst there is plenty of 'tech talk'
about the fact that rigs have d.s.p.,
there is usually very little about what
the real advantages are and exactly
what it does.

Rapid Growth
There has been a rapid growth in the
use of microprocessors over the
past few years. Nowadays most
receivers employ at least one
microprocessor, but this is usually
used to control the functions in the
set.

Usually the controls and displays
on the front panel together with the
frequency setting commands are all
controlled by a processor. This
growth has given many advantages
in terms of the flexibility, making the
set much easier to use on today's
crowded bands.
It's also possible to use
processors to perform some of the
functions traditionally performed by
analogue components like filters,
mixers and amplifiers. To achieve
this, a very fast form of processor
designed specifically for the
purpose is generally used.
A growing number of these
processors are becoming available
on the market. Although many are
still quite expensive.

The Idea
Digital signal processing is based
upon the idea that by taking
successive samples of a waveform
and converting the levels at these
points (Fig. 1) into a digital format,
it's possible to build up a
mathematical picture of the signal.
Once this has been done, the
processor can perform
mathematical operations on the
digitised signal.
We all know the limitations of
the filters in receivers, and some of
the demodulators used. By applying
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Signals from

Analogue to
Digital converter
IA to Di

Digital processor

Digital to
Analogue converter
ID to Al

i.f. amplifier

Audio signals
to a.f. amplifier

-r

Signal processing to provide
Filtering. Demodulation etc.

Fig. 2: A basic block
diagram of a digital signal
processor for use in a
communications receiver.
Fig. 1: Diagram showing
how a waveform is sampled
at regular intervals (see

A

Varying analogue signal

......

0

Time

>

text.

digital signal processing techniques
it's possible to greatly improve on
the physical limitations of the
components themselves.
By using d.s.p. perfect
components can be used in the
calculations. Unfortunately there are
still mathematical limitations so it's
not possible to generate the
proverbial 'brick wall' filter with
perfectly straight sides.
In fact, the filters contained
within the mathematics of a digital
signal processor will still exhibit
many of the same limitations of
analogue filters. They will have in band ripple, out -of -band ripple, and
sides which do not rise infinitely
Despite this they are able to
easily out -perform their analogue
equivalents. They give a distinct
improvement in performance.
In addition the processor is also
able to perform other functions
including demodulation. These
functions show a similar
improvement in performance.

achieve this a circuit called an
analogue to digital converter (A to D
converter) is used.
A clock signal is fed into the
circuit so that at a regular interval it
samples the signal, analyses the
level and produces a digital number
representation. Once in this format
this information can be passed into
the processor itself. Here all the
processing is accomplished,
producing another signal which is
again in a digital form.
The digital signal needs to be
converted back into an analogue
form so that it can be amplified by
an audio amplifier and passed into a
loudspeaker or headphones to be
heard. This function is provided by a
circuit called a digital to analogue
converter ID to A converter).
A wide variety of i.c.s are available
to perform the D to A and A to D
converter functions. By using an i.c.
and a few other components the
circuitry is considerably simplified
and a high level of performance can
be achieved.

Block Diagram

Processing Not Limited

Three main circuit blocks are
required to perform digital signal

Digital signal processing is not
limited to use in communications
receivers. Its uses are far ranging.
Still in the radio field d.s.p.
techniques will be used in the new
digital audio broadcasting system
which is being started by the BBC in

fast.

processing (Fig. 21. First it's

necessary to convert the signal from
its analogue format into a series of
digital numbers to represent the
amplitude at successive times. To

September of this year.
In fact the new BBC system
relies totally on d.s.p., and without it
the system would not be able to
function. The d.s.p. technique is also
used in many other applications.
The new Digital Compact
Cassette, and Sony MiniDisc
systems use it to compress the
audio into smaller storage areas.
Another area where these
techniques are used is in television
where many of today's special
effects are generated by d.s.p.
In the years to come d.s.p. will
be found increasingly in
communications equipment. It
enables the performance of the set
to be improved and enables a wider
number of signal processing
functions to be included lust by the
addition of extra software.

I hope this has helped to solve
some of the mysteries surrounding
digital signal processing. Next time

I'll be looking at direct digital
synthesis.

END
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honest and truthful. A few are not,
and, like you, we want them stopped.
If you would like to know more about
how to make complaints, please send for

our booklet: 'The Do's and Don'ts of
Complaining'. It's free.
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"How on earth do I get the cat
system working with my radio?" ....

This space is donated in the interests of high standards of advenising.

HEWLETT PACKARD HP71B
as easy to use US a calculator Ma as
powerjul as a computer.

BAR( -ODE READER
Smart 9.:1114

A Wm:du:all) recognises
and decodes all major
bar-code standards.

MkII

Version
inc.
C.W.

Keyer
A powerful 'set of basic functions,
statements. and operator, - over 230 in all mare larger computers don't have a set of
hank instructions this complete.
Advanced statistics function, enabling
computations on up to 15 independent
ariables.

For years the subject of CAT interfacing for most popular Transceivers
and Receivers has been somewhat of a nightmare for most except for
those "in the know". At Siskin we've tried to come up with a solution
that will make CAT interfacing painless and fun, it's aptly named the
Siskin Multi -CAT. One simple, robust, stylish, compact unit that will
work with most Kenwood, Icom and Yaesu Transceivers and Receivers.

Features include:
Durable Die-cast compact case (stove enamelled "sheen black' professional fmishl
Supports torn, Yaesu and Kenwood Transceivers/Receivers which are 'CAT -Ready'
Supplied with one easy to use PC software program suite that takes cares of all three rad,o brands
II May be used wrth most other popular PC CAT programs such as logEOE, Turbolog etc
@ Supplied COMPLETE with ready-made computer and transceiver cables and manual
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Please rush me

III Backed up by Siskin 's unbeatable Customer support service instating Evening

Minimum requirements are an IBM PC or
compatible with EGA or VGA Graphics plus
one floppy drive and one free aerial (COM)
port end of course a radio with a CAT socket!
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Siskin Electronics Ltd.
Unit 1A. Hampton Lane. Blacklield,
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Looking back at the recent
'Victory Europe'
commemorations Ron
Ham pays tribute to the B2
set which was often used
by operators who risked
their lives every time they
went on air. Many paid
the ultimate sacrifice and
PW salutes their bravery
and memory.

As this issue of PW is

published, the 50th
anniversary of the ending
of the Second World War
in Europe. VE Day, has been
remembered throughout the land.
With this in mind I have dedicated
Valve & Vintage to the famous B2
transmitter and receiver. Fig. 1.
The B2 was used by Allied agents
in enemy occupied territory during
the conflict, at great personal risk.
Many paid the ultimate price in the
service of their country.

Attache Case
The B2 is also known as the 'attache
case' set, because the equipment is

alve
intage
housed in just such a case. Very often
the operator had to carry the set to
different sites before sending or
receiving messages and then hide it
when not in use.
The B2 could have been placed
on top of a wardrobe or in a cupboard
along with other suitcases with the
hope that it would be missed during a
house to house search. These
clandestine wireless -operators were
very brave people and risked terrible
consequences if they were caught.
In addition to their operating
skills, agents, when using sets like the
B2. required a good technical
understanding of the equipment. This
was especially important when
changing the transmitter's frequency.

Fig. 3: Receiver section of the B2, showing magnifying
lens mounted above tuning scale and slow motion
tuning knob (see text.

Four Units
The B2's leather attache case
contains four independent units.
They comprise the accessories box.

left Fig. 1, the transmitter Fig. 2. the
receiver Fig. 3. and the adaptable
power supply unit. Fig. 4.
The B2 has three wave -bands

covering 3.1 to 5.4MHz, 5.2 to
9MHz and 8.7 to 15.5MHz. These
ranges are selected on the receiver by

Fig. 1: The B2 h.f. transmitter/receiver used in
clandestine operations during the Second World War.

the knob on the left of Fig. 3 and
tuned by the slow motion drive in the
centre of the illustration.
The dial, situated above the
knobs, is magnified for ease of use
and calibrated 0 to 180°. The
controls on the left arc for the b.f.o.
and volume respectively.

used on eight frequency ranges.
For example. LI A covers 3 to
4MHz, turn it the opposite way so

that LIB is showing and the range
becomes 3.75 to 5.25MHz and so on.
The operator can find the
information under the lid of the
accessories box, Fig. 5. The coils
L2A and B cover 4.5 to 6.25 and 5.5
to 7.5MHz. Coils L3A and B cover
6.5 to 9 and 7 to 10MHz and L4A
and B provide 9 to 13 and 12 to
16MH 7 coverage respectively. Fig. 6.

Quartz Crystals
The 10XJ type quartz crystals plug
into the two -pin socket at the top
right of the transmitter, Fig. 2. In Fig.
1, the crystal is shown fitted in the
socket.

The Accessories
The transmitter tank -coils, quartz
crystals. Morse key and headphones
are stored in the accessories box.
And while the set is in action, the key
can be secured by two bolts to the
cover of the box as shown in Figs. I
and 5.

Fig. 2: Transmitter section of the B2 (see text).
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The transmitter tank coils are
plugged into a six pin socket. This is
seen below the meter on the
transmitter panel. Fig. 1 and shown
fitted in Fig. 2.
Each coil is marked A on one
side of its base and B on the other.
This is because that four coils can be

The fundamental frequencies of
the crystals are within six preset
ranges from 3 to 8MHz. They are
switch -selected by the knob below
the socket in Fig. 2.
To the left of the crystal selection
knob is the control to set the power
amplifier (p.a.). grid frequency in
switched steps between 3 and
I6MHz. Above that is a variable
control for the p.a. grid tuning.
Below the tank coil are the
controls for antenna matching and
the anode tuning for the p.a. valve.
This valve is a 6L6 with a 6.3V at
900mA heater and an international
octal base.
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Fig. 4: (left) Power
pack used in the B2

ta.

(see text).
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Fig. 5: (above) Operator's

instructions were
provided on the
underside of the B2's
accessories box (see
text).

Fig. 6: (left) The plug-in
type p.a. stage 'tank'
coils used in the B2.
Examples shown cover 9 to 13
and 12 to 16MHz respectively.
Fig. 7: (left) Underside chassis
view of transmitter section (see
text).

The p.a. valve is mounted on the
sub -chassis next to the master

oscillator valve. This is an EL32
(also international octal with a 6.3V
200mA heater), and it's shown on the
left of Fig. 7.
The variable capacitors behind
the anode and antenna control knobs
can be seen on the right of Fig. 7.
The base for the master oscillator
valve is hidden at the upper left of

I tried this particular receiver
many years ago and found it very
sensitive and selective. And by
adjusting the b.f.o. control, it easily
resolved single side band (s.s.b.)
transmissions.

the sub -chassis.

Power Supplies

Meter For Testing

Separate six pin sockets, provided for
the transmitter and receiver power
supplies, can be seen at the bottom of
the power -pack in Fig. 4. The
individual plugs are fitted in Fig. I.
A reversible plug-in unit, for
selecting and indicating mains or
battery operation, is situated just
below the mains voltage adjustment
panel. The appropriate settings for
the mains jumpers are indicated at
the top of the power -unit, Figs. I and

Instructions for using the meter for
testing receiver and transmitter
circuits are also listed under the
accessories box lid. Fig. 5. Testing is
carried out by moving the six
position switch to the right of the
meter in Figs. I and 2.
In operation the switch positions
2 and 3 check the voltage and grid
current. A two pin socket for the
Morse key is situated at the lower
right of Fig. 2.

Receiver Section
I he receiver section has tour
indirectly heated valves on the
receiver chassis, Fig. 8. They have
loctal bases and from left to right are
types 7R7, 7Q7. 7R7 and 7Q7.
Receiving valves used in the B2
have 6.3V 300mA heaters and were
used after the war in domestic
receivers. Extra screening cans are
fitted to the valves on the right of
Fig. 8 and a round -cased audio -

output transformer is situated behind
the valve on the left.
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4.

Provision for powering the B2
from a 6V 'wet' battery is included
on the B2. Connection is made to the
unit by the large two pin plug to the
right of the mains jumper panel.

Looking from left to right on the
power unit chassis. Fig. 9, are two
vibrators (which mechanically 'chop'
the d.c. so it can be transformed up to
h.t. levels), the variable voltage
mains transformer, a bank of four
metal rectifiers and three electrolytic
capacitors.
Each unit is self contained and
fitted inside its own metal box by a
bolt at each corner. Samples of these
ventilated cases can be seen under

Fig. 8: (right) Receiver
section view of the
B2 (see text).

Fig. 9: Power supply chassis. The horizontally mounted
metal rectifiers (with cooling fins) can be seen on the
top centre (see text) the receiver in Fig. 3 and Ixhind the
coils in Fig. 6.

Historically Important
Historically the B2. built around
1943, is a very important piece of
equipment. It's much sought after by
collectors.
I suggest that those B2s that are
still about should be cleaned and left
in their original condition and
exhibited for everyone to see. Also
readers, please remember (I'll give
my usual warning!) take great care

if you carry 11111 any service work

on this equipment because high
voltages are present in all sections.
I know a lot of readers will be
fascinated in wireless equipment for
clandestine use. So. with this in
mind, for more information about
the use of the B2 and other 'spy' sets
in anger I suggest that you obtain a
copy of SetTer Warfare, by Pierre
Lorain. published by Orbis, ISBN 085613-586-0, from your public
library.
Time to shut up the 'shop' for
now. Cheerio until next time.
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Recently emigrated Ed Taylor
WT3U (G3SQX). reports_ from

across the 'pond' from his
new home in Denver.
Colorado. USA.

Every quarter, Ed will be reporting from the Rocky Mountains in this, his
new column entitled 'Scene USA'. The column will cover everything from
the local (personalities, rallies) to the global (American amateurs and the
way their activities affect the world).
He'll be looking at new equipment, talking to people in the news, and
explaining how things are done. The idea is to give you a flavour of what
amateurs on the other side of the 'pond' get up to, perhaps comparing it with
the way we do things.

A Big Place
Many of you will have visited the
USA, or will be planning to do so
soon. In fact, each year, several
dozen radio amateurs join the PW
trip to that amazing extravaganza,
the Dayton HamVention.
But, if you talk to people who
have been to the USA, they all come
home with different impressions of
the country. Why is this? I think the
main reason is that there's such a lot
of it!
A tourist in New York City will
have a very different idea of what
America is like compared with
someone who has been exploring
the desert. But one thing is obvious
as soon as you arrive - the USA is a
very big place!
If you want to fly from London to
Denver (the city where I live), you
are only just over half -way there
when you reach the East coast of
the USA. The amount of land is vast,
and the population is comparatively
low, so most of North America is
sparsely inhabited by European
standards.
What does this vast country
mean for the radio amateur? For
many, the most important factor is
that they can easily find a place for

0

their antennas, even in towns.
Houses are normally detached,
with their own patch of garden, and
there is not the same problem
(generally) with planning permission.
Driving around the suburbs, I see h.f.
and v.h.f. beams, some as high as 2530 metres, every few blocks. Luckily,
the stations are not usually all on the
air at once!
If you want to buy land out of
town, and start putting up antennas,
you'll have plenty of scope. I will
report in the future on some of the
antenna farms that can he found in
the USA

American Attitude
There is a greater tolerance in the
States by most people of the often
curious things that radio amateurs
do. This is partly as a result of the
American attitude towards
individuality.
Matters are also helped by the
fact that there are about twice as
many radio amateurs, in proportion
to the population, as in the UK. I will
set out my thoughts on why this
might be in a future column.
It's also the case that amateurs
here have a much better 'public

........

/in

ft.

Ed thinks the IC -775 is sure to be a hit in the USA, one to
watch out for in Europe too!
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relations' image than we are
accustomed to. The useful work
done in organising back-up
emergency communications is wellknown in the USA.
There is also a public
awareness of the merit of technical
training, which is not considered a
particularly valuable resource in the
UK. In the USA, a qualified engineer
is considered as a respected
member of the community, carrying
out a valuable function. I am sorry to
say this is still not the widely -held
view in the UK.
American radio amateurs are
seen as people who have voluntarily
achieved a technical status partly
overlapping the professional
learning of the electronic engineer,
for the radio amateurs' own pleasure
and for the benefit of the community.
Of course, the UK has always
suffered from the idea that an art
education is better than a scientific
education. We are unlikely to be
able to change this on our own.
However, we can be
ambassadors for our own cause by
stressing the technical training that
amateur radio offers to those who

participate, particularly young
people. This is something the USA
can teach us.

Swapmeets & Hamfests
Having recently arrived in Colorado,
I thought there could be no better
way to meet some of the local radio
amateurs, than to visit a Mobile
Rally. There are plenty of these,
about one a month in the winter, and
more in the summer.
The rallies are known by several
names, generally Hamfests or
Swapmeets, and are very popular. In
winter these gatherings are held
indoors, but in summer they are
frequently in the open (as in the UK).
The Aurora Repeater
Association recently sponsored a
Swapmeet in the town of Henderson,
just outside Denver, at the Adams
County Fairgrounds. This is a multipurpose set of halls in a nicely
landscaped park area.
The good news about these
events is that there is generally
plenty of parking, you can lust drive
up and park outside, The bad news
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is that they start pretty early. The
Aurora swapmeet began at 8am, and
it was in full swing by the time I
arrived at 9.30.
About 50 tables were occupied,
mostly by individual amateurs selling
accumulated stuff. A few were
occupied by dealers, and some were
clearly taken by 'weekend traders'
who had acquired items with a view
to re -sale.
As with the UK mobile rallies,
you could find everything: many junk
boxes appeared to have been raided,
with components for a few cents.
But there were also one or two items
of almost new equipment costing
$1000 or more.

Again as in the UK, computers
have become more evident at the
events. Complete machines were for
sale as well as boards and
components of all descriptions. If
you had a few hundred dollars to
spend, you could make up a very
nice PC system, with a big hard disk,
colour monitor, memory and plenty of
boxed software.
The only thing I didn't see as
much of as I expected was h.f. rigs.
There were some older models, of
the TS -830 variety, and some old all valve rigs. But there was nothing at
all like a TS -930 or IC -735.

In discussing this with the
locals, I found that most amateurs
keep their old rigs as standbys, or for
use outside the shack. Another
factor is that it's difficult to sell
higher priced gear at this sort of
event because you have no easy
way of collecting cash. A cheque is
no more certain in the US than it is in
the UK!
So, did I buy anything? Yes I did,
in the form of a 144MHz f.m. rig ((corn
25A), long in the tooth, but alright for
packet and chatting. The price was
$150, about the same as the UK.
I also bought a dumb terminal,
for packet use, very reasonable at
$1. I'm glad there's plenty of room in
US houses, the terminal would make
a fine boat anchor, occupying quite a
lot of space!

Licence Examinations

choice, and the pass mark is 74%.
You can take the exams anywhere,
even outside the USA, this is what I
did, getting my US callsign in
London.

If you think that you could guess
your way through to an American
licence, you'd be wrong! A
newcomer to the hobby with no
technical background would need to
work hard (as in the UK). Even an
experienced operator will need to
study diligently to upgrade to a
higher class.
The volunteer method is also
used for Morse testing, usually with
an audio tape at the appropriate
speed. The standard of copying
accuracy to be achieved is lower
than in the UK.
To me, the standard seems to be
closer to what the amateur service
actually needs, assuming you
believe that a Morse qualification is
sensible for h.f. operation. No
sending test is required, which is
probably not in theoretical accord
with international regulations. If you
have been really studying, you could
walk out of the Hamfest with
immediate authorisation to run
1.5kW in your hand.
The American licence system is
complicated by the fact that there
are six different licence categories.
One of these corresponds to our
Class B - v.h.f. only with no Morse
test. The others require c.w. as well
as a technical exam.
The easiest licence to obtain is
the Novice, then there is gradually
increasing difficulty with Technician,
General, and Advanced. Finally, the
Extra class licence is the most
difficult, with a wide technical range,
as well as morse at 20w.p.m.
Having undergone every level of
the testing process (you have to
pass each stage before you go onto
the next), I can vouch for the
efficiency and fairness of its
operation. There is a nominal charge
for expenses, and the licence itself is
free, lasting for ten years. It's a mark
of the generally high level of esteem
for the amateur radio service that
the American taxpayer seems willing
to pay the costs of running the
system.

I suppose the one thing you will find
at most US Hamfests, and not in the
UK, is testing facilities for the
amateur licence. To understand how
it works, you need to know that all
licence examinations in the USA are
administered voluntarily by fellow
radio amateurs.
Anyone who wishes to be a
volunteer examiner has to meet fairly
stringent requirements, and must
use questions from a standard
selection. There is no time limit, but
surveillance rules are strict.
After taking the exam, it's
marked on the spot, and you know
the result immediately. If the
examiner will allow it, you can retake a failed exam straight away naturally this will have different
questions!
All examinations are multiple
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New Equipment
I'll try to bring you information on
new radios that I hear about, since
most rigs are sold in the USA before
they come to Europe. American
amateurs are very interested in new
equipment, particularly h.f.
transceivers. But the number of
launches of h.f gear seems to have
diminished in recent years, so the
latest one from Icom is generating
lots of interest.
Icom have always been
associated with more upmarket
equipment, and their attempts to get
into the lower priced end of the h.f.
market have had mixed success.
Many amateurs say that they should
stick to what they know best, and

The opportunity of being able to take the amateur licence
is popular and something that you will find at most US
Hamfests.

The Aurora Swapmeet was in full swing by the time Ed
arrived at 9.30am.
they certainly seem to have done so
with their latest offering, the IC -775.
The IC -775 is expected to be in
the US stores soon. It's more
compact than similar rigs, and
contains a built-in switched -mode
power supply. Presumably Icom
have eliminated the interference
sometimes associated with these
power supplies!
The main feature of the IC -775 is
that it uses Digital Signal Processing
(d.s.p.) throughout.
To explain (briefly), the signal is
converted into a stream of binary
digits, in a similar fashion to a CD
recording. These bits can then be
treated as numbers, and acted upon
by mathematical formulae, in order
to produce the required effect.
So filtering, selectivity, gain
levels, compression, keying and so
on are done by software, rather than
with actual components. This
provides performance which would
be impossible with ordinary
hardware, as in a conventional radio.
When the digital processing has
been done, the revamped signal is
converted back into analogue form,
and transmitted in the normal way
(or routed to the loudspeaker as
required).
Other features include twin
v.f.o.s, each with its own knob -

something which has helped with the
popularity of Yaesu's FT -1000. There

is a built-in antenna tuner, and a
larger than average meter (the small
size of meters has been the subject
of some complaints on previous rigs).
Direct connection to a computer is
anticipated, with a closer interface
than most radios hitherto.
The IC -775 should be a strong
competitor to the FT -1000, which has
been the rig of choice for some
contesters of recent years. It will
apparently be priced at just under
US$4000, plus tax, so should be quite
competitive. Of course, this is not
going to attract the beginners'
market, but might shake things up as
far as serious hi. operators are
concerned!

That's all for 'Scene USA' for this
quarter. Let me know if there's
anything you'd like me to cover in
future editions. Deadline time for the
next edition (October PW) is middle
of July, so get writing soon. Send
your letters to me Ed Taylor WT3U,
PO Box 261304, Denver, Colorado
80226, USA.

END
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LEIGHTON

SMART

GWOLBI

V
Our new columnist Leighton Smart
GWOLBI gets straight down to
business in our new -look column
for everyone interested in working
world-wide on h.f.
Awarm welcome to 'HF Far &
Wide'! And first of all,
would like to extend thanks
to Paul Essery GW3KFE for
the sterling work carried out on his
'HF Bands Report' column in the past.
Secondly, let me tell you that 'HF
Far & Wide' is your column. What you
the readers put in will make this new
feature work.
If you have any information,
reports, suggestions, photographs
and items of interest to the h.f.
operator, then please send them to
me. Hopefully, by doing this other h.f.
operators may benefit from your
knowledge and experiences.
In the same way, short wave
listener's reports are equally
welcome. Very often the keen s.w.l.s
will dig out something of interest that
the h.f. operator will have missed! So,
I look forward to hearing from you!
I

Setting Up Skeds

near Hastings had a near miss with
S79MX in the Seychelles. This station
responded to John's CD but did not
provide him with a report. John has
now 'retreated' from 1.8MHz, as DX
conditions in March have bottomed
out.

The

3.5MHz Band

Using a Kenwood TS -950 SDX and a

Butternut vertical antenna at ground
level, Don McLean G3NOF in Yeovil
worked TP3CE using s.s.b. on 3.5MHz.
Don found conditions quite good in

early March, but very poor towards
the end of the month.
Neal Jones GWOVCIZ of Mountain
Ash here in South Wales raised
GMORSE/P using a Yaesu FT -747 GX, a

'heavily loaded' shortened long wire
antenna and 5W of c.w. Incidentally,
GMORSE is the callsign of the 'Morse
Enthusiasts' Group Scotland'. They
operate on 3.530MHz every Monday
and Thursday evenings between 1900

I recently received some information
from Dave Wilson AAORS via Ed
Taylor VVT3U..thanks Ed!) who is
interested in setting up skeds and/or
listening periods for UK stations. Dave
will report to this column which
stations he has heard or worked.
Dave lives in Colorado and works
mainly on c.w. He can be heard most
weekdays around 1200UTC on 1.8, 3.5,
and 7MHz, and again at 0300UTC
Tuesday to Saturday (mornings). And
as Dave likes to work UK stations in
particular, I intend to arrange listening
periods with him so that readers of
this column can, if they wish, receive
reports from him.
Dave says the safest bet is 7MHz.
So, as soon as I'm able to arrange
times, etc., details will be announced
in this column. I'm also hoping to set
up UK - Australia and New Zealand
skeds or listening periods, so watch
this space!

and 2100UTC.

Your Reports

in the WPX contest. Steve raised,
amongst others, 6Y5DA in Jamaica at
midday, VY2DX, Prince Edward Island,
and ZF1DX in the Cayman Islands at
around 1400UTC. On the second day,
Steve reports good signals from
VP2MDE, Montserrat, at 59+20dB at

On to your reports now and I'll start
off with 1.8MHz. First time reporter
Steve Locke GWOSGL from Mountain
Ash, used a Yaesu FT -757 GX and an

end loaded long wire at 10m to
contact ZD8Z on Ascension Island
and K2HSY, Long Island, New York
with 100W s.s.b.
For his 1.8MHz log John G3BOCI
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Keen GRP operator Clemed Nilsson SM7DRM's station
showing solar panel power supply (see text).

The 7MHz Band
On the 7MHz band Eric Masters
GOKRT in Surrey uses a QRP Lake

DTR7 c.w. transceiver running 2W in
to a W3EDP wire antenna. Eric says
his best QRP DX on the band has
been W1KM in Massachusetts; also
worked were EA3AHQ in Spain,
YO3FRI, Romania, plus HB9BWY in
Spiez, Switzerland.
For his 7MHz log Don G3NOF
snagged P39P in Cyprus, XX9X
Macao, and YV5A in Venezuela, all on
s.s.b. Don's success proves that 7MHz
is a band that should not be ignored,
despite the heavy QRM.

The 14MHz Band
Venturing onto the 14MHz band, Steve
GWOSGL, using 100W s.s.b. into a Hi Gain 2 -element beam at 8m took part

17.26UTC.

Now over to Don G3NOF, who
states that the long path on 14MHz
has been opening to Australia, New

Zealand and Japan at around
0800UTC, followed by some Asian
openings. Don reports that the short
path to Africa and Asia at 1500UTC
has brought in some rare ones.
Using a TET HB33SP 3 -element
beam antenna at 20m, the cream of
Don G3NOF's report are A71A Qatar,
BV9AYA Taiwan, HH2PK Haiti and
JWOC Svalbard Island. He also
worked 3B8GF Mauritius, 3D2CT
Conway Reef, 9G4BS Ghana, 9MOA
Malaysia, 9Q5FH Zaire, and 9X5EE
Rwanda.
As a footnote to 14MHz
operations, Clemed Nilsson SM7DRH
reports his completion of Worked All
Continents QRP He achieved this by
working Maggie NP2GP in the Virgin
Islands, receiving a 549 report using a
Cushcraft multiband beam antenna.
Clemed uses low powered rigs such
as the MFJ-9020, Argonaut 2, etc., as
well as homebrewed equipment. He
also utilises solar energy to provide
power for his station, see Fig.1.
Clemed says he would like to work
stations from the UK, and uses
14.060MHz regularly.

The

18 & 24MHz Bands

Now it's on up to the 18 & 24MHz
bands. John G3BDQ who uses all wire
antennas, worked XU95HA in
Cambodia, 9X5FTA in Kigali, Rwanda
and WA6BEX Boulder, Colorado on

Western Sahara, TU2ZR Ivory Coast,
W7LR Montana, VU2TRI India,
YB2ARW Indonesia, and YS1SX El
Salvador, while 24MHz produced
CP8XA Bolivia, Z21CS Zimbabwe and
VP8CIL Falkland Islands, all on s.s.b.

The 21MHz Band
Steve GWOSGL found conditions
variable on the 21MHz band, but says
conditions tended to peak around
noon to 1400UTC. His log indicated
s.s.b. contacts with Alex D2RU in
Luanda Angola, IQSL via GMOFETI,
Patrick FG5GZ Guadaloupe, IQSL via
F6CLK) and EA8CAL Tenerife.
For his 21MHz report John G3BDC!
logged s.s.b. contacts with YC9BV
Indonesia, AP2JZB Pakistan, 6D2X
Mexico, ZPOY Paraguay, and H2O in
Cyprus. He also mentions that fairly
frequent east -west contacts have all
but disappeared of late, to be
replaced by some interesting DX from
the Far East on 21MHz.
Finally for 21MHz Don G3NOF
mentions that with his TET HB33SP 3 element beam he worked ZS6BJH
South Africa, 4X2T Israel, 5NOSAI
Nigeria, and 9G1BS Ghana. Don says
there were a few openings during
March/April in the afternoons to north

Africa, while some southern African
stations were heard around 1700UTC.

Signing Off

18MHz.

Don G3NOF indicates short path
openings to Japan around 0900UTC,
followed by other Asian signals on
18MHz. African stations appeared
during the afternoon, with North
American signals between noon and
1800UTC. The band produced some
nice DX in March as Don lists FY5GF
French Guyana, G3UXO/MM (on the
Cunard Line's Queen Elizabeth II)
N6BFM/9K2 Kuwait, P4OMR Aruba,
PJ8AD Leeward Islands, SORASD

Time to sign off. So, reports,
information on your station, antennas,
conditions, etc., will be appreciated
by the 15th of each month (at the
latest). It's your column, and I look
forward to hearing from you soon!
Write to me Leighton Smart GWOLBI
at 33 Nant Gwyn, Trelewis, Mid
Glamorgan. Wales CF46 6DB

END
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TOWERS AATNDANd0A0sDTSPRICE

* Telescopic, tiltover

* Fixed
* Static, mobile
)"" * 4.5m and 3m section modules

)6.1:

for low retracted height
* Fully galvanised to BS729

ll

NEW! Shirt pocket sized pprocessor based Masse Tater - take them
anywhere! Multiple operating modes for the beginner through to the
advanced student:
1. Random code generator, select letter groups, numbers or mixed.
2. Interactive. You tell the tutor when to send another character o:
repeat.
3. Crib Sheet. Check your accuracy against the supplied crib sheet
4. QSO. A never ending supply of different simulated 2 way contacts
5. QSO Crib Sheet, similar to mode 3.

Over 50 models available from 3m 30m telescopic and 60m fixed including
the popular and proven SM30 and
CM35 masts. Design windloads based
on CP3 CHAP V pt 11 1972 (38 m/s
minimum 85 mph) and BS8100 1986.
Used by such professional bodies as: BT; Home Office;
DTI; British Aerospace; British Gas; the Police;
Hutchinson Telecommunication; Motorolla and Marconi.
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Also available are the highly anticorrosive, precision manufactured
strong, portable ALI masts and towers.

6. Random Word generator. 2 Versions available, both with

AQ6-20 'SPACE SAVER'

earphone output & requiring PP3 battery. Speed selectable from 3
23 wpm (in 2 wpm steps) in all modes, except interactive.

Model ALPHA: Modes 1 to 3 £29.95
Model OMEGA: Modes 1 to 6 £44.95
All prices include VAT. Carriage charged extra on all item.
Join our mailing list for latest news!

G3TUX

vsA

The QRP Component Company
P.O. Box 88 Haslemere, Surrey GU27 ZRF

Tel: 01428 641771 Fax: 01428 661794

PRACTICAL WIRELESS PCB SERVICE
Printed Circuit Boards for PW
constructional projects are available
from the SWM PCB Service.
The boards are made in 1.5mm glass fibre and are fully tinned and drilled. For
a list of boards see the October issue of
PW(Pg.53)

Orders and remittances should be sent
to: Badger Boards, 80 Clarence Road,

Erdington, Birmingham B23 6AR.
Telephone: 021-384 2473
Mark your envelope PW PCB Service.

co

a.

Cheques should be crossed and made
payable to Badger Boards. When
ordering please state article title as well
as the board number. Please print your
name and address clearly in block
capitals and do not enclose any other
correspondence with your order.

compact 4 bander with 2, 3 or 4
elements. 6, 10, 15 & 20m.

V

Unique fully sealed coils Hi 'Q'
close coupled capacity hat loaded
yagi with optimised performance

'V

Ideal for small spaces Full

i.

specification sheet available.
2 Ele £161
3 Ele £236

V

V

4 Ele £310

Send large SAE for full rl. , or phone tor quote.
ALTRON
COMMUNICA'T'IONS UNIT 1, PLOT 20, CROSS HANDS

EQUIPMENT LTD

= 1E3

BUSINESS PARK, CROSS HANDS
DYFED, S. WALES, SA14 6RE

Tel. 0269 831431

Fax 0269 845348

TRANSISTORS + ICS + SEMICONDUCTORS

£30

/ _0.0'
in the I1C1k

WORTH OF

4av l.II QTszgng Cataalloon
BE' RESISTORS +CAPACITORS+INDUCTORS
SURVEILLANCE+SECRECY+SECURITY
g*- PLUGS+SOCKETS+LEADS+CONNECTORS
U r TV & VIDEO SPARES (INC. VIDEO HEADS)
air HIFI+DISCO+HIFI GADGETS+SPEAKERS
r4r AUDIOPHILE COMPONENTS (inc capacitors)
tar IN CAR AUDIO+SPEAKERS (inc bass tubes)
ar COMPUTER ACCESORIES+BOARDS

TOOLS+TEST EQUIPMENT+BENCHWARE
& much much more (over 10,000 lines).

send today for the very interesting catalogue.
Pay by PO, cheque, credit card or tape coins to paper.
Please send me
copies of the 1995 Cricklewood Catalogue.
[enclose £2.50 per copy (UK & Europe) £5 overseas.
Name
Address

Please allow 28 days for delivery

BADGER BOARDS

a.

80 Clarence Road. Erdington.
Birmingham B23 6AR
Telephone: 021-384 2473
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Please charge my credit card. No
Expiry Date
Tel. No
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Cricklewood Electronics Ltd, 40-42 Criclewood Broadway,
London NW2 3ET. Tel: 0181-450 0995 Fax: 0181-208 1441

Adapt -A -Mast

Sussex Amateur Radio
& Computer Fair

Lifts to 25ft Wall mounting
Complete with all brackets. cable and winch

Sunday 9th JULY 1995 10.30 to 16.00

Accepts 2in stub mast Adaptable to tilt -over

BRIGHTON RACE COURSE

Available bare steel or hot dip galvanised BS729
Simple four bolt installation

(01505) 503824

Call

-17

TENNAMAST SCOTLAND
81 MAINS ROAD
BEITH, AYRSHIRE KA15 2HT

..Tm

411.

Trade stands for:
New and used Amateur Radio Equipment, Computers
and Component sales.
Bring & Buy stall, Picnic Area, Refreshments and
Free Car Parking

Admission £1.50. For details: 01273 501100

Also Eurocard

SOFTWARE FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR

AERIAL ROTOR FOR ONLY 249.95!

Europe's leading distributor of Amateur Radio. Engineering
and Communications Shareware PD programs for the PC 100's of related program disks - FREE CATALOGUE

Rotor unit type AR300XL and control Send El for our latest
consol. Continuous indication of beam glossy 34 page catalogue.
heading. Clamps to 2in (52mm) max. which you will receive back
mast and takes Thin (38mm) max. by return of post
stub mast. 'piles!' type mounting.

Transmit and Receive
SSTV - FAX - RTTY - CW - AMTOR

This BRITISH communications interface for the PC is built
into a 25 way 'D. Connector. Comes complete with
Interface cable & 3 software packages. As featured in
HRT, PW & Ham Radio Japan. Only £49.99 plus postage

VENUS ELECTRONICS

SureData

as

PO Box 314. 1,:dp% are. N brick HA8 6ED

imTm

Second User 386 SX PCs

/,\

4 Mb Ram
1.44 Mb Floppy
130 Mb hard drive
Colour VGA display
Mouse
Serial/Parallel ports

TV

Satellite
DXing

11 Kent Road. Parkstone Poole,
Dorset BH12 2EH.
Tel 01202 738232
AN.
Fax: 01202 716951

F-4

J. BIRKETT
SUPPLIERS OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
RHLLPS R. F. ROWER FETS et.F244 2 to 40CMHz, 15 watt, 24 volt e L7 each,
mOTOROLAR.F. FET. MRF136111114 matched par. MK 0L4.95
CERAMIC FILTERS 455kHz 6 for II, 10.71.101z
61a L1.00
MULLARD TRANSISTORS
I ':
-.
4 for £3.10.
144MHz ABSORTION WAvEMETER Ka 40/ L7 95.
VALvES

25 The Strait
Lincoln LN2 1JF

ter 520767

Partners J.H.Birkett
J.L.Birkett

rJCA6, 12817. 2521 at alit each, 6 AL54150p. EF91 06 keit 50.
6001e12.11atz al 0 tl.50 ea. LASS 870 I 00klir we base ei f2.55
MALLARD 809 TRIMMERS 7pf 700
20p each.
-

POWER METS Vh1101(N -a 4 far El. VN10lN 0 3 lor Ll. 1RF610 050p. BU271 050p, MONO 12.50. SUN 0 f2.5C.

£399 inc. vat

£499 inc. vat

SURPLUS DIE CAST BOXES
FETs

wireless and TV books and
for sale - vintage domestic
rr. etc. Send sir I:' iss

l -MP CHOKES 10ii. 4120p each

TRANSISTORS

EIC177, BF 184. 8E324. NL0404 al

12forll. E5369.506,11

365.3650 00495, 365.365.3650 014.95, 200.9000 013.50. 300400pt 0 13.50.
WAS FETS
spec. Devices ID 3 for 12.
SLOW MOTION DRIVES 12 to 1 012.95,
*ode dines C LI

TUBULAR CERAMICS

sizes 92061260111.30, 1200107011.97.

-5p. J230
20p. TEXAS FET 4 leads TIS1/rladetais06ia LI. Uff .1309
8 450
25 watt. 12 volt 175MHz. LE 95 each. 2 foe £16.00.
n

:7'

"

55e.

7 P&P fl under £10. Over Free. «Ness otherwise stated

C.M. HOWES KITS Available by post and for callers

MICROWAVE & U.H.F. EQUIP. Mar,.ni

I

i

b011eh

teas pwr.
spectrum etc roams with info. ,C95 I EST SET ARMY
SWEEP GENY nom 9.5(4 GunnOw reqs cot Scope for u.r 011 24v I)C WS;

III 0/p with ace,. £65 X BAND RADAR HEAD nom 8.5/9.5Gz motor
tuned GunnOsc part of Army OS.20 strip line aerial ass, Dopplar system. 43.'

NEW BOOKS
Bargain Offer - the last 50 copies of Jane's now

DUST CORES

AIR SPACED VARIABLE CAPACITORS I ti-15of 013.50, 1515150101.3,55 10.10.200012.50. 250.25000E3 51:

R F POWER FET

THE VINTAGE WIRELESS LISTING
radios. communications receivers. audio equip-,
stamps for current catalogue or £3 75 for the

CRYSTALS

.

FREE DELIVERY

Published regularly. containing 100s of out of prim
magazines. and now incorporating The Vintage tim

Jane's Military Communications

Eleventh Edition 1990-1991 A vast volume of 886 pages Large tormat, wraps Contains descriptions.
photographs and basic details of the world's military communications equipment Brand new Published
ll £50 Special price £35 P.O E5 'overseas postage extra'.

Eddystone Communications Rocelvor Data 1950-1970. A facsimile reprint of the circuit
;,
;.: runs and some service notes for sets from 1950-1970.50 pages E9.50 rod. p.p.
Communications Receiver Type CR100. Complete handbook, 56 pages, full circuits. layout and
p.p
: ...rival. 01.95
HRO Communications Receiver Data. A facsimile reprint of circuits and data for models HRO.
.

HRO.5. HRO.JR, HRO-57, HRO-511, HRO.M, HRO.MX, HRO
HRO-TM, HR -SR. 35 pages. Large
format £1.25051. pop.
Messenger Gods of Battle by Tony Devereux. The story of electronics in war and the development
and military use of radio. radar and Sonar. particularly WWII applications. Contains drawings and photos
of some of the early wireless equipment and radar installations. An informative study of a little known
subject. 322 pages. brand new hardback, published at £32 Our price £14.50. pop £2 50.
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Multi -standard TVs & VCRs
Signal Strength Meters

3 month RTB warrants

Windows 3.1 £49. 12 month RTB warranty extension £311
systems and upgrades New and second user monitors and hard drives

pr ii

rotators.
Equipment

2 Mb Ram
1.44 Mb Floppy.
40 Mb hard drive
Colour VGA display
Mouse
Serial/Parallel ports
3 month RTB warranty

\ ,s DOS 6.22 £49

'

£18.95.

Plus full range of Revco Discones. air marine antennas.

AERIAL TECHNIQUES

ID

Tel/Fax 0181 905 7488 ( 24 hours)

carrying
45kg.
load
Special otter £49.95 plus £4.95 p&p.
Vertical

AR1201 alignment (support) bearing. Allows
greater/higher head loads. Fitted above rota'

Equipment Masthead Amplitiers Filters Accessories

26 Pevensey Way, Frimley Green. Camberley
Surrey GU16 5YJ Tel Fax: 01252 837860

..

LATEST
CATALOGUE

AR300XL Aerial Rotor, Control unit and
Optional Alignment Bearing

Chevet Supplies Limited
Dept PW, 157 Dickson Road. Blackpool FYI 2EL.
Phone: 01253 751858 Fax: 1)1253 302979

man

NAVY 1006 RADAR T/Rx units 3 Cm £325 ARMY RADAR JAMMING
SIMULATOR portable unit for 12v DC key 8.2 to 11G7 as Klystron Osc with
rot Mod FM Noise/S.0 or Sasvtooth as int Horn type aenal size 4x5::'' with cal
dun. circ & inst all transis except Klystron. £65 AN/UPX-6 GROUND 1FF
INTERROGATOR I 15v 50c/s nom fret' R.x 10811/1130 & Tx 9911/11)441 pre
set crystal controlled Pulse type 0/P as 3x 2C39 type valves in tuned cavities N.

meg IF amp etc with circ. £85 AN/ARC-52 AIRBORNE UHF T/Rx
225/400 Megs for use on 24v DC lilnKc chart 20 watt Tx with info but in,
C/lix LE65 AN/ARC-44 AIRBORNE 24/51.9 Meg FM T/12...x 1(91 Kc chin
Tx 8 watts for use on 24v DC svith C/Bx & Dynamotor plus ekes L.45
DUMMY LOADS Marc TF1205 500 watt 50 ohm I)C to 5(61 Meg £65 more
info Oil lit for ,110,-,

A. H. SUPPLIES

Unit 12, Bankside Wks, Darnall Road, Sheffield S9 5HA
Tel: 0114-244 4278
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- COMPUTING

IN RADIO

Mike Richards G4WNC has news
on software suppliers. Internet
access and wants you to help him
find the ultimate computerised
station.
Nick Ashby of Ruislip has

recently contacted me with
some useful details of
software suppliers for the
Atari computer. In the UK he
recommends B & J Telecommunications, 9 Queens Walk,
Thornbury Nr. Bristol BS12 1SR. Tel:
(01454) 416381

Alan Jones G3AZT runs the B &
J organisation and provides
specialist radio related PD and
Shareware for the Atari and Amiga
computers. The next suggestion is to
try the Canadian Atari
Microcomputer Network, AD
ASTRA.

The AD ASTRA network is
operated entirely by radio amateurs
and features a weekly net on
14.235MHz every Sunday at
1600UTC. The librarian for this group
is John Adams KC5FW-1011, Impala
Isle -Granite Shoals -Texas 78654
USA.

All you need do is send a
formatted disk, return mailing label
and sufficient IRCs to cover the
return postage. Programs available
include WEFAX, SSTV and one disk
containing PACTOR, AMTOR, C.W.,
RTTY and ASCII by W8ZZO. If any

readers know of other sources of
non -PC software, please write and
let me know the details.

Ultimate Computerised
Station
The ultimate computerised station,
no I haven't found it yet, but I'm
looking! With so many different
software systems and combinations
of radio equipment, I'm sure readers
have developed all manner of neat
set-ups.
Well, I'd like to hear about your
station with a particular accent on
how you use the computer. I'm
especially interested to know what
software packages are being used
and the various pro's and cons of
other systems you may have tried. If
you can also manage a photo of the
station that would be even better.
What may also be interesting is
to put together the idea of a dream
system. This is where you put to one
side the limitations of what's
currently available and start thinking
about what you would like a
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computerised station to be able to
do.

In my experience, once you set
out the requirements there's usually
a bright programmer somewhere
that will come up with the software.
If you have any ideas or would like
your system featured in the column,
just drop me a line with the details might even be able to come up with
a prize or two!

I

CompuServe Internet
Access
If you're thinking of joining the
Internet but not sure how to start,
CompuServe could be the answer.
CompuServe are famous for their
world-wide data network and have
now opened up full Internet access.
For many the most daunting
aspect of the Internet is the wide
range of service suppliers and
software systems. As CompuServe
are experts in providing data
services to new users, they've put a
lot of effort into making the Internet
connection very straightforward.
If you run a PC with Microsoft
Windows, CompuServe provide a
package called Netlauncher that
can be downloaded from
CompuServe free of charge. This
provides a dedicated Internet dialler
that set's up the Internet connection
for you.

Also included is a special
version of World Wide Web browser
Spry Mosaic and a graphics file
viewer. This gives you a very good
starting point for Internet work.
An additional feature of the
CompuServe software is that it is
fully Winsock compliant. This means
that the basic connection software
will work with the wide range of
excellent shareware applications
that can be downloaded from the
Internet.
To cope with the increased
demand from the new service,
CompuServe are upgrading all their
dial -up nodes to run at up to 28.8kb/s
in line with the V.34 standard. During
the coming year they are also going
to more than double the number of
access lines from the current 42 000
to 85 000 lines.

Not only does it look as though
the CompuServe Internet offering is

going to be very powerful, but could
be one of the cheapest. For the
standard CompuServe monthly
subscription of £6.50 you get full
access to CompuServe's main
services plus two hours of free
Internet time. If you use more time,
this is charged at £1.70 per hour.
Should you need greater access
time, you can join the CompuServe
Internet club and pay an additional
monthly subscription of £10. This
provides 20 hours per month of
access with additional hours
available at £1.30 per hour. If you'd
like more details you can contact
CompuServe's UK sales line on
(0800) 289378.

Practice RTTY
If you want some practice with your
RTTY operation, why not have a go
at the SARTG World Wide RTTY
contest.
As contests go, the SARTG

contest is relatively civilised in its
operating periods which are 00000800UTC and 1600-2400UTC on

Saturday August 19 plus 08001600UTC on Sunday August 20th. The
bands used are 3.5, 7, 14, 21 and
28MHz and for each contact you
have to exchange RST and a QSO
number starting with 001.
The entry classes are: single
operator, all bands; single operator,
single band; multi- operator, single
transmitter, all bands; short wave
listener, all bands. The scoring
system works as follows: Own
country 5 points; own continent 10
points; other continents 15 points.
In addition multipliers are
scored as follows: Each country as
per the DXCC list counts as one
multiplier on each band. Each call
district in Australia, Canada, Japan
and USA will also count as one
multiplier on each band. The overall
score is the sum of GSO points x sum
of multipliers.
To enter the contest logs must
be received by October 10 and they
must contain: band, date/time (UTCI,
callsign, message sent and received,
points and multiplier. Plus for each
band you must send a separate
summary sheet showing the scoring,
entry class, callsignlsl, Name(s) and
address.

The logs need to be sent to the
contest manager, Bo Ohlsson
SM4CMG, Skulsta 1258, S-71041
Fellingsbro, Sweden.

Special Offers
Here's a summary of the latest
special offers for 'Bits & Bytes'
readers. I try to turn orders around U:
a week or two, but please allow up
to two weeks for delivery.
JVFAX 7.0 - FAX & SSTV

transceive for IBM compatible
computers.
HAMCOMM 3.0 - RTTY, CW &
AMTOR transceive also for IBM
compatible computers.
NuMorse - Comprehensive
Morse tutor for Windows 3.1
users.
UltraPak 2.1 - TNC-2 driver for
Windows 3.1 users.
FactPack 1 Interference - Help

with those difficult computer
interference problems.
FactPack 4 JVFAX and
HAMCOMM Primer - Receiving
your first FAX and RTTY signals.
FactPack 5 On the Air with
JVFAX and HAMCOMM-

preparing for that first
transmission.
FactPack 6 Internet Starter
Basic guidance to get you
started on The Internet.

-

To receive any of these offers just
send a self addressed sticky label
plus 50p per item (£1.50 for four or all
eight for £3.001. If you're ordering
JVFAX/HAMCOM/NuMorse/UltraPak
you will also need to send a blank,
formatted 3.5in 720k disk for each
program or just two 1.44Mb high
density disks.

Time and space have caught up with
me so until next time cheerio and
please keep those letters coming to
me Mike Richards G4WNC, 'Bits &
Bytes', PO Box 1863, Ringwood,
Hants BH24 3XD. CompuServe:
100411, 3444; Internet:

mike.richards@bbcnc.org.uk

END
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This month David Butler G4ASR

looks again at the possibilities of
transatlantic Sp -E contacts on the
144MHz band and also discusses

220
20 MHZ
144

E -layer propagation.
144 MHZ
RR

In recent issues of PW I've been
considering the possibility of
making the first authenticated
QSO between Europe and North
America on the 144MHz band. Note
that in this context any contacts

Tape recordings of station
identification and written
confirmation are needed.

50 MHZ

Previous Tests

made via e.m.e. (earth -moon -earth)

or satellites are excluded.
The debate has centred on
making an s.s.b. or c.w. DX contact
via conventional propagation modes
such as tropo, Sp -E or meteor
scatter.
And I'm pleased to report that the
Irish Radio Transmitters Society
(IRTS) has announced that it is
sponsoring an award to the first pair
of stations to establish two-way
communications across the Atlantic

28

Brendan, a 5th century Irish monk

Referring to previous tests made by
Derek Hillier G4COM 11070) Ken
questions how he can be sure that
the station on 95.5MHz was
specifically CBC in Sydney, Nova
Scotia. According to 041G0 there
are many European stations that
use this frequency.
Similarly, lust because the
antenna was on a beam heading of
295° doesn't mean that the received
signal came from that direction.
Although the time of reception was
the peak for lower frequency v.h.f.
propagation it would also be a prime
time for back -scatter signals from
Europe. Ken suggests that G4CQM
should make his Band II f.m.
antenna rotatable to ensure that
he's not misleading himself.
Another operator who has been
listening for North American v.h.f.
stations is Mark Holloway G4YRY

and explorer. Brendan the Navigator,

11090). He, like G4CQM, has also

as he was also known, travelled

been monitoring signals on Band II

widely in the north Atlantic region.

(88-108MHz).

Brendan's Day is actually
celebrated on May 16). I'll be

Mark's interest was heightened
following Sp -E contacts made on
the 144MHz band in 1993 with DX
stations located in the Canary
Islands. He reports that every
summer he consistently hears f.m.
broadcast stations from the same
area off the African coast and has
verified this with EA8AEA in
Tenerife.
Recalling an excellent opening
in July 1994, Marks reports that was
when EA8 stations were heard for
nearly four hours on the 144MHz
band. Signals were weak but very
consistent.
Mark is not convinced that
propagation was via 2 -hop Sp -E as
no Portuguese stations were heard
at the mid -point. He suggests it may
have been caused by tilting of the
Sp -E clouds thereby avoiding
double -hop.
Although Mark's theory may well
be correct I don't think that the
other options should be excluded.
Making the observation that nothing
was heard from the midpoint
doesn't mean that two hops weren't

on the 144MHz band. So, if you've
been following this column in recent
months you'll know exactly what is
required!

The Brendan Trophy, as the
award is known, is actually a pair of
beautiful Waterford Crystal cut glass
vases. They're something well worth
aiming for.

The trophies are named after St.

(St.

providing the full set of rules for this
144MHz Trans -Atlantic challenge in
next month's issue.
Ken Osborne G4IGO was

interested to read the comments
made by Andy Nicholls G3VMZ in
the April column. It was regarding
statistics that showed that the
144MHz band could support
communication over a path length
of 3500km.

Any QS 0 would be
accomplished via Sp -E propagation
in late May or early June. Ken
mentions that his records also
indicate that this is possible but

disagrees that it would necessarily
apply to the westerly UK -USA
transatlantic path.
Ken states that he would love to
be proved wrong over this
assertion. He does however, agree
that UK operators should look for
evidence of v.h.f. E -layer
propagation on this path. But it's no
good saying you heard some super
DX without corroborative proof.
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Graph produced by Emil Pocock W3EP showing the
relationship between path distance, frequency and m.u.f.
(see text).
present.
It's not simply a case of
measuring the distance from G to
EA8 and deducing that Portugal is
midway. Propagation paths don't

this rarely means that the m.u.f. will
reach up to the 144MHz band. He
also mentions the graph
constructed by W3EP, shown in Fig.

work in neat numerical divisions!
A 3000km path doesn't equate to
two 1500km hops. It could be

The graph shows the
relationship between path distance,
frequency and m.u.f. for signals
propagated by means of Sp -E
clouds at an altitude of 105km. The
chart assumes a single -reflection
path from one E -layer cloud.
To use the graph in Fig. 1, read
the signal frequency from the left
hand vertical scale. The m.u.f. is
read from the solid lines and
minimum skip distance from the
horizontal scale.
The graph allows determination
of E -cloud m.u.f. when path length
and signal frequency are known.
Alternatively it gives the maximum
path length for a given signal
frequency when the E -cloud m.u.f. is
known.
Mark G4YRY uses this table to
estimate the m.u.f. and with
accurate station identification Ion
Band III can often predict an

1200km and 1800km or whatever
combination you choose.
In the case of the G-EA8 path it's

quite likely that the reflection point
(if indeed there was one) was in the
Atlantic Ocean. And as you know
there's very little activity there!

Monitoring Band II
Mark mentions that results of
monitoring Band II f.m. broadcast
stations has been very rewarding.
He advocates listening on these
frequencies first rather than Band I
TV or 50MHz.

In his opinion Mark thinks the
skip distance is too short and the
Sp -E cloud is too near when the
maximum usable frequency (m.u.f.)
is very high. (Note however that this
statement was challenged by G4160
in the June issue of PM)
Mark reports that Arabic
broadcast stations are often heard
for hours at a time. Although they
are over 1800km away he notes that

1.

opening at 144MHz. During a Sp -E
opening last year a number of EA

stations were worked at a distance
of under 900km. The m.u.f. on this
occasion probably exceeded
200MHz.
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Six News Journal
In the April issue of Six News (the
48 -page quarterly journal of the UK
Six Metre Group) Emil Pockock
W3EP gave his reasons why it's
more difficult to work between 24002800km on Sp -E than shorter or

longer distances. Although the
discussion was aimed at 50MHz
propagation it's still relevant to E layer contacts at 144MHz.
Emil reports that the maximum
single -hop distance for Sp -E
contacts is around 2300km. This is a
geometric constraint based on an
average height of E -layer ionisation

You can make your own
calculations and discover the
various possibilities for difficult
distances. This line of logic suggest
that there may be some prime
distances for multi -hop Sp -E.
If the most common single hop

contacts near the m.u.f. fall into the
1800-2200km range then the most
common multi -hop paths might be
expected at 3600-4400km, 54006600km, and so on.

Wouldn't it be nice if a system
could be devised that could actually
see what was happening in the Slayer? And that's exactly what Geoff
Brown GJ4ICD and George Vialet

north-west England were reporting
contacts on the 50MHz band into
ES, OZ and OH. Much better results
were obtained on December 28
when a number of separate
openings were observed.
My propagation log shows the
first event taking place between
1000-123OUTC into DL, ES, LA, OH,

OZ and SM. Later in the day,
between 1515-1720UTC, a smaller
event was in progress allowing UK

stations to make further contacts
into Scandinavia.
From 173OUTC yet another cloud

formation had developed allowing
communication into OE and SP. An
E -layer cloud over the North Sea
was simultaneously giving a
communication path into the OZ/SM

of 105km or so.
Curiously, Sp -E paths in the
1800-2200km range are probably the
most common. This is because the
single -hop distances near the m.u.f.
are also the longest.
As the m.u.f. rises above 50MHz
the path shortens up. It may also be
possible that some Sp -E paths at
2400km or even longer are also

F8OP have developed.

completed by unusually long single

analogue/digital interface and then
to the serial port of a computer with
special software.

idea.

In use Geoff and George's
equipment can display colour
images of Sp -E clouds as they form
and move about. Geoff hopes that
this idea will enable operators to
predict when DX openings will
occur.
Recent usage has been limited
by the lack of Sp -E events but on
October 23 1994 much activity was
seen. George F8OP was able to
make a scan showing three areas of
intense ionisation.
One area stretched from the
Swiss Alps to Luxembourg, another
over Italy and a third over Croatia.
Another scan, 30 minutes later,
showed that the Swiss Alpine cloud
had decreased in size. But the
Italian cloud had disappeared and
the Croatian cloud had expanded in

Message Via Internet

hops.
The problem is that 1200km
paths are unusual at 50MHz

because the required m.u.f. to
create such short hops is high,
perhaps in the 100MHz range. Thus
in order to complete a 2400km path
at 50MHz, two separate Sp -E
centres with m.u.f.s of 100MHz and
spaced 1200km apart (or so) are
needed.
As the path lengthens from
2400km the required m.u.f. for the
two Sp -E centres drop, thus making
it more likely that the required
geometry will be achieved. In theory
this suggests that as the distance
approaches 4600km there should be
a greater incidence of double -hop
Sp -E.

Doughnut Shape

Modified Marine Radar

area.
By 183OUTC the clouds had

According to a recent packet radio
bulletin from Geoff, the

dissipated and the band was devoid
of DX stations. I think Geoff and
George's efforts have provided
excellent results and GJ4ICD is to
be congratulated on this innovative

GJ4ICD/F8OP system consists of a
modified marine radar unit with XY
outputs. This feeds into an

At the time of the GJ4ICD/F8OP
observations by there were
extensive openings on the 50MHz
band throughout Europe. My
records show that the band opened

And now to my first message
received via the PW Internet mail
system. It's from Paul Whatton
G4DCV who used to be a very active
v.h.f. DXer a decade ago.
(Unfortunately his present QTH
doesn't allow him to put up big
antennas now.)
Paul has very been interested in
the possibility of a transatlantic QSO
for many years and is surprised that
it still hasn't been achieved. He
thinks the reason for this is that no
one has really tried the seemingly
impossible.
The probability of two stations
being on the right frequency, with
antennas in the right direction, at
the right time is very low. Paul
therefore suggests that a series of
organised transatlantic tests be
carried out during peak propagation
times. Paul thinks that one of the
problems might be finding suitably
equipped DX stations in North
America to participate. He
concludes that if a QSO was made it
would be a great way to finish the
20th century!

up around 173OUTC with
propagation into ES, SM, OZ.
By 1800UTC stations in DL, OK

Stations Listening

size.

When the probability of contacts
are graphed in two-dimensional
space a doughnut shape emerges.
(Sp -E contacts shorter than 400km
are rare - that's the hole in the
middle of the doughnut).
As the distance lengthens from
400km the occurrence of Sp -E
contacts increases until 2300km is
reached. (That's the main part of the
doughnut).

There's a well defined drop-off
between 2300-2800km amounting to
a sharp boundary. Beyond this
range contacts become more likely
until 4600km when a second, but
less sharply defined boundary, is
reached.
At 4600km and longer there are
many possible configurations of
hops that make the 4600-5200km
void less clearly defined. A 4800km
path could be completed by three
1600km hops for example.
The m.u.f. requirements for
1600km hops are not as high as for
1200km. Although finding three Sp -E
centres lined up optimally is not
common either.
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Extensive Openings

and SP were being worked from the
UK. This continued throughout the
evening with the propagation slowly
moving clockwise.
Many OE, YU and S5 stations
could be worked from 1900UTC
onwards and from 2100UTC Italians
stations appeared. At my QTH (1081)
the opening finished around
2330UTC.

During the Christmas period
Geoff left the 'transcanner' running
in the hope of spotting some winter
Sp -E propagation. On December 26
from 1200UTC he noted E -layer
clouds forming over Scandinavia.
Half an hour later stations in

One of the stations that will be
listening for UK stations this year is
Emil W3EP. During the summer he
will be monitoring the s.s.b. calling
frequency on 70.200MHz. So if you
work him on the 50MHz band ask
him to listen for you crossband on
70MHz.

Although not listening for
transatlantic signals, Marcel F5DQK
is also interested in receiving
stations on the 70MHz band. He used

UK Six Metre Group
Membership of the UK Six Metre
Group (UKSMG) costs only f7
and can be obtained by writing
to Chris Gare G3WOS, Old White
Lodge, 183 Sycamore Road,
Farnborough, Hampshire GU14
6RF.

HB9CV or a dipole. He's located in
Paris (JN18), which is too close for
Sp -E propagation into Southern
England.
In his report, Marcel says that
signals are normally heard via the
Sp -E mode from around 500km away.
Crossband contacts (normally to
50MHz) have been made with
GOMEJ (1084), GM4ISM (1085),
GM4JJJ (1086), GS3RIJ (1085),
GW4ALG (1081), GW3MHW (1082)
and ZBOT (IM76). The beacon
GB3ANG (70.020MHz) is also

frequently heard.
In April I reported that my
records showed that the winter Sp E season (Dec 94 -Jan 95) was
particularly good. Ken 641G0
supports this by mentioning that
openings during the same period in
1988 totalled five, that in 1992
amounted to 14, dropping to eight in
1993.

In the winter season ending 1994
Ken noted 18 openings but this year
the number had increased to 18 Sp E events. However, G4IGO mentions
that the large increase in amateur
activity must also be taken into
account. In his opinion the general
incidence of E -layer propagation is
actually declining.
Personally I think Ken may be on
sticky ground here. It's true that
there have been some spectacular
E -layer openings in the past but
records of these particular events
have probably only been properly
recorded for maybe three or four
solar cycles. That's only about 45
years which is infinitesimally small
compared to the grand scheme of
things!

Deadline lime
Deadline time again! And by the
time you've read this the first of
many 144MHz Sp -E openings would
have occurred.
So, if you caught any events or
want to pass on any v.h.f. news
please let me know about it. I'm also
looking for photographs of your
shack or antennas to be printed in
the column.
Send details to me at Yew Tree
Cottage, Lower Maescoed,
Herefordshire HR2 OHP or via
packet radio @ GB7MAD or the DX
Cluster system. Alternatively you
can telephone me on (01873) 87679.

an FT -736R and an RN Electronics

transverter.
Marcel has a choice of antennas
is available, either a 2 -element

END
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ROUND -UP

Peter Shore has all the latest
broadcasting news together with
details of radio stations who have
recently joined the ever growing
Internet.
I reported last month,
although the tests of Prague based commercial station
Radio Metropolis brought the
largest post bag I have had since this
column started, the station itself was
one of the shortest lived!
Confirmation came at the end of
April when the Czech press reported
that along with three other
commercial stations, Radio Metropolis
will lose its licence to broadcast on
January 1, 1996. This means that no
more will there be an alternative to
Czech Radio's international service.
If you want to tune in to Radio
Prague on short wave, English is
As

heard at: 0600-0627 on 15.64 and 7.345;
1030-1057 on 9.505 and 7.345; 16001627 on 17.485 and 5.93; 1700-1727 on
15.64 and 5.93 and 2000-2027 on 11.64
and 5.93MHz.

On The Net
Meanwhile Czech Radio is available
on the Internet. If you can send and
receive E-mail, send a message to
cr@radio.anetcz with the subject line
of "Subscribe English". The station
will then send a transcript of its
weekday news bulletin and a daily
Czech tip, ranging from a recipe for
Czech dumplings to what's new in and
around Prague.
If you want to find out about other
stations on the World Wide Web, or
W3 as it is often known, look for a list
prepared by Theodric Young (whose
address is theodric@mit.edu).
A version of his list updated to
April 12 shows 424 stations around the
world who make use of the Internet,
and 19 other broadcasting networks
from Radio France Internationale to
YLE Radio Finland. Some offer audio
via the Internet, so if you have a
computer and a modem that can cope
with large files, start downloading
programmes to listen in digital quality
at a time you choose!

Summer Schedules
The English service of Radiodiffusion
Algerienne is on the air to Europe at
1800 on 11.715MHz with a 50kW
transmitter. At 2000, the station airs to
South America in English using a
100kW transmitter on 15.215 as well as
the 50kW sender on 11.715MHz. At
2200 on 15.215, the station transmits

64

programmes from the Polisario Front.
The summer schedule from
Radio Netherlands shows
programmes in English to Europe:
0930-1030 on Astra via the World
Radio Network on transponder 22;
1130-1330 on 9.65 (via Deutsche Welle
at Nauen) arid 6.045; 1630-1730 on

Astra via the World Radio Network on
transponder 22; 1830-1930 on planned
Astra 10 transponder 64 at 10.936GHz,
audio subcarrier at 7.74; 2030-2230.
Also on 1386kHz medium wave from
Kaliningrad and planned Astra 1D
transponder 64 at 10.936GHz, audio
subcarrier at 7.74MHz; 0030-0130 on
planned Astra 10 transponder 64 at
10.936 GHz, audio subcarrier at 7.74
MHz; 0230-0330 on World Radio
Network and on the planned 10
channel and 0430-0530 on planned
Astra 10
The weekly communications
programme Media Network, now co hosted by Diana Janssen arid
Jonathan Marks, airs on Thursdays at
0951, 1151, 1551, 2151, and on Fridays
at 0051, 0251 and 0451UTC.

Since late April, Radio
Netherlands has had pages on W3.
The frequency schedules of four
languages are shown as well as

Belgium's Radio
Vlaanderen International
is transmitted on
shortwave and satellite.
background information about the
station. Coming soon, according to
Media Network, are electronic
versions of the printed booklets
Antenna Advice and Info Dutch.
Computer users can access the pages

through http://www.rnw.nl/rnw
Neighbouring Belgium's Radio
Vlaanderen International has English
to Europe at: 0630-0655 on 9.925MHz
and 1512kHz; 0900-0925 on 17.595,
15.545 and 6.035MHz and 1512kHz
IMon-Sat onlyl; 1230-1255 on 13.67 and
1512kHz (Sunday only); 1300-1325 on
13.67 and 1512kHz (Mon -Sat onlyl;
1800-1825 on 5,91 and 1512kHz and
2100-2125 on 5.94 and 1512kHz. All RVI

transmissions are also carried on
Astra 1C at 10.921GHz and the audio
subcarrier at 7.38MHz.
Radio Romania International made
a last-minute change to its summer
European frequency schedule. At 1900
and 2100, new 9.550MHz replaces
existing 9.75MHz.

Radio Romania International has made changes to its
schedules.
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Holiday Listening
Holiday time is coming up soon. So,
PWreaders planning to jet off into the
sunshine of the Mediterranean might
care to tune to the international
service of the country they are
travelling to.
The Voice of Greece is now on
the air to Europe between 0600 and
0800 on 9.375, 9.425 and 11.645MHz,

with Greek and English. At 2000 tune
to 9.375MHz for a number of
languages including English.
The RDP Portugal station has
English on weekdays only at 2000 and
2030 on 15.515, 9.815, 9.78 and
6.13MHz.

Kol Israel has English at 04000415 on 7.465 and 9.435MHz; 10001030 on 15.64, 15.65 and 17.575MHz
and 1900-1910 on 15.64, 11.685, 11.603,
9.435 and 7.465MHz.

Radio Bulgaria has English to
Europe for an hour at 1900 and 2100
on 9.70 and 11.72MHz. Both

transmitters are at Plovdiv, with the
31 metre band channel using 500kW
and the 25 metre band frequency
using 250kW
Radio Korea International's
European English service can be
heard at: 0800-0900 on 13.67 and
7.55M; 1600-1700 on 9.87, 9.515, 6.48
and 5.975; 1900-2000 on 7.275, 6.48
and 5.975; 2100-2200 on 15.575 and
6.48; 2200-2230 on 5.965MHz (via the
BBC World Service Skelton

transmitter in Cumbria)
Next month I hope to be reporting on
a device that could make f.m. DXing
very easy - it's a fully Radio Data
System (RDS) compatible 1.m. tuner
that can be fitted to a PC. This will
enable users to tune to across the
f.m. bands at times of sporadic -E
activity, when f.m. signals travel
enormous distances, and gain instant
identification of those transmitting
Radio Data System information. Until
then, keep your ears to the bands,
and let me know of any interesting
finds.

END
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Roger Cooke G3LDI continues his
report on his trip 'down -under, is
outwitted by the BARTG secretary

and brings you news of a change
of sysop.

Fig. 1: Jo
Harris
VK2KAA the
secretary of
AARPA sits

with David
Ramsey

While staying in Sydney I
helped John VK2SB, my

host, get going on
packet. We visited the
radio shops in and around Sydney,
the largest of which is Dick Smith's.
There are stores with this name all
over VK and they are very well established.
John bought a KPC-3, a new
144MHz collinear antenna and we
assembled the whole lot in a couple
of hours. The local BBS, VK2OP was
quite strong and we soon logged on
and I spent quite some time showing
John how to use the BBS.
Since then John has also
changed his computer to an IBM
compatible (using 486DX2 chip). He's
becoming proficient in the art of
sending mail!
In my last article I mentioned Jo
Harris VK2KAA. Jo is a very active
packeteer and is on the committee
of the Australian Amateur Packet
Radio Association (AAPRA). We
visited Jo at her house in
Wahroonga and had a very
enjoyable afternoon with her and
David Ramsay VK2KLX, who is the
President of AAPRA.

Active On Packet
Jo is very active on packet radio and
has about three or four systems
running on several frequencies. One
of the very neat ideas in her shack is
the ability to be able to walk round to
the rear of the equipment to change
cables, etc. This takes away all the
hassle associated with the wires at
the back of transceivers, etc.
Incidentally, Jo also runs one of
the most comprehensive callbook
systems that I have ever seen.
Admittedly it only covers Australia,
but it takes up all those books you
can see in on her shelves.
The reason for the size of the
system is that if you looked up a
callsign, it gives not just the name
and address, but a potted life -history
and photograph of the person. It has
taken Jo years to accumulate all this
information.
Australia's AAPRA is a very
active packet organisation and helps
to sponsor the VK network. This is
possible due to the fact that
membership has grown enormously
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since AAPRA's inception around nine
years ago. In fact there are several
UK stations who are members and
they receive the very nice quarterly
newsletter.
Jo is pictured in Fig.1, along
with David Ramsay VK2KLX, the
President of AAPRA. Membership of
AARPA is available to overseas
amateurs and is actively
encouraged.
The fee for overseas members is
SA18 per annum. Their newsletter
contains very useful information,
including network news, hints and
tips on various software packages,
the Program Library listing, various
articles, chat columns and a very
impressive membership list. The
association also make available
TNCs, books and manuals, EPROM
updates and so on.
Packet is growing quite rapidly in
Australia. Although it must be one of
the worst places in the world to build
an efficient network, as 'just down
the road' can take on a whole new
meaning, as I found out to my cost.
'Just down the road', as used
loosely down under, means about
100 miles! However, in the
immediate district of Sydney there
are several BBSs active and quite a
lot of users, which grow by the day.
I asked John why he was not a
member of the Sydney Radio Club, It
turns out that the club, which is still
termed as being in Sydney is about
70 miles from where John lives!
John is the one on the left and,
yes it is me standing next to him, Fig.
2, somewhere in Queensland!

Working Secretary
Members of British Amateur radio
Teledata Group (BARTG) will all
know Ian Brothwell G4EAN, their
hard-working Secretary. I've been
pestering Ian for a station
photograph for some time now, fully
expecting that this was the
sneakiest way of getting his
photograph for this column.
Well, sure enough, Ian's station
is featured in Fig. 3, but there's no
sign of an operator. It seems he is
sneakier than I am!
Ian runs the FT-757GX on h.f.,

with an auto at.u. He uses the
144MHz FT -290 and a KAM for

VK2KLX, the
president of
AARPA, on
her right.
Fig. 2: John
VJ2SB and
Roger Cooke
(wearing the

tourist version
hat) pictured
'somewhere in
Queensland'.

Fig. 3: Ian Brothwell outwitted Roge with this picture of
his (Ian's) shack. Roger had wanted a picture to include Ian!
packet and his computer is the
Commodore C-64 with disk drives
and printer.
The antennas used at G4AEN are
a 4-ele quad antenna in the attic for

Felixtowe. Andy is responsible for
sending out the BARTG news on
packet and always makes sure that I
get the copy for my local server.

v.h.f. and a TH3 and G5RV for h.f.

Ian's spelling checker is the
Chambers Dictionary! Well, I also
have one of those, very functional
together with a Thesaurus! Ian can
also be reached on Internet at
ibx@cs.nott.ac.uk

That's all I have to say this month,
other than 73 and happy packeting
de Roger, G3LDI@GB7LDI or Tel:
1015081 570278

Sysop Change
And now for a change of sysop,
Andy Matheson G3ZYP, has just
taken over as Sysop of GB7MXM in

END
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Essex Amateur Radio Services
4 Northern Avenue, Benfleet, Essex SS7 5SN
Telephone: 01268 752522

Phone for a
most courteous quotation

081-743 0899
Fax: 081-749 3934

We are one of the largest stockists of valves etc, in the U.K.

Mobile: 0860 947010 Alan

170 GOLDHAVVK ROAD
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Procom RTTY co. s/scon terminal

015801 2/70 h/beld (4)

FT -840 boxed new Special Price

FT -747 mobile bracket

I(-24112/70 h/beld

11-74160 boxed new Special Price

FT -2901 Mobile Braker

FT -7272/10 h/held boxed

TS -50 boxed new Speed Price

F1.747 f m board

FT -7098 70un fr/held boxed

1(-706 boxed new Spud Price
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40130004121
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AOR3000 boxed (2)
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TR-751E boxed
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YAESU, ICOM, AOR etc.
SALES & SERVICE Holdings of Blackburn Ltd. Inc. 1952. Yoesu Agents
since 1972 GJ,Li 40. -years n electronics Best prices for callers (try us
with cheque or 'real money' if you wont to bargain) only xyl and
self to pay so we con afford to give good prices - valves and CW
filters for old Yoesu eg Phone, normally open Ries Wed, Fri and
Sot Lunch 12 PO- 1 30 but phone first we enjoy a few holidays'
G3L11 HOLDINGS, AMATEUR ELECTRONICS
45 JOHNSTON STREET, BLACKBURN. BB2 1EF

(0254; 59595

WANTED: SECOND HAND EQUIPMENT
All radios serviced and checked
with a 3 months warranty

TRANSVERTERS, LINEAR AMPLIFIERS,
PREAMPS, TRANSMIT TONES & MORE.

NEW ICOM 706 HF
6m 2m all mode
Ring Alan NOW!

IN KIT OR READY BUILT FORM.
Also Community Broadcast Equipment for Restricted Service Use.

C
S

ICOM SPECIAL STILL ON THIS MONTH

SEND SAE OR 2IRC's FOR CATALOGUE

SPECTRUM COMMUNICATIONS
UNITo06SBE

ODUT kli D28pUGR YP0WESTPhone nE05 TFAATxE

10300R0C2H6E2S2T5E0R .

DORSET
OPENING TIMES 9-1. 2-5 TUE-FRI 9.1 SAT. CLOSED SUN & MON

G6XBH G1 RAS G8UUS
E

0,
C

E--;rectricat

a

VISIT YOUR LOCAL EMPORIUM
Large selection of New/Used Equipment on Show
AGENTS FOR: YAESU ICOM KENWOOD ALINCO
Accessories, ReVex/Diamond range of SWR/PWR, Adonis Mics,
Mutek products, Barenco equipment, MFJ products.

1.3 Cregoe Street. Lee Bank. Birmingham B15 202 0121- 622 5833

5)

Hobby boxes for the
constructor. In black ABS
4 screw lid. Easy punched
or drilled. Circuit board slots
Polished finish.
Anton C soldering iron 15w
Antes XS soldering iron 25w
Antes ST4 soldering stand
18swg solder in lobes
Soldering iron kit t case
Desolder pump
Test lead kit
Battery charger
Power supply 300 ma
Power supply 1200 ma.

WE SPECIALIZE IN ALL TYPES OF PLUGS, ADP, ETC

47.

ERA Microreader & BPS4 Filter, SEM Products

46:

AERIALS, Tonna, Maspro. plus full range of base/mobile antennas

Full range of Scanning Receivers

O

BRING YOUR S/H EQUIPMENT IN FOR SALF

H

JUST GIVE US A RING

W

Radio Amateur Supplies
3 Farndon Green, Wollaton Park, Nottingham NG8 1 DU
Off Ring Rd., between A52 (Derby Roadl & A609 (Ilkeston Road)

3

Monday CLOSED Tuesday Friday 9 00nm to 5 00pm Saturday 9,1m to 4pm

G6XBH G I RAS G8UUS

Tel: 0115-928 0267

Mini drill. Input 5.14Vdc
Alt major cards

COMMUNICATION DEVICES FROM COMMSLAB
£44.95

mpatible modem
_,mprehensive
th software, leads o,
'Iona' documentation See Short Wove Mog May '95 for their comments'
£19.95
.."TOR,RTTY & much more)

way L

RTX05MOD Enhanced Serial Port for easy addition of any of the abc
this serial port into your computer. It co ^ be configured for CC':

--

z

16 bit IS;-

S54
YO61Z

25w iron, helping hands, holder « tools
Metal body with teflon nozzle.
Good value 14 piece kit. Universal
Takes PP3. AAA -AA. C 8 D.

£1.87
£2.14
£5.99
£3.15
£19.49
£11.99
£4.49
£0.99
£21.99
£2.95
£2.99
£7.49
£7.99
£9 99
£10 99
£1.39

ANTC
ANTXS
ST4

Y051A
TL2 .

BC6.

Regulated 3.12 volt. 4 way plug output
P006E
Regulated 3.12Vdc switchable output.
P0061(
Quick mains key connector
9003
SWG14, 16,18. 20. 24, 26. 28. 30. 32, 34.
SWG .
36. 38. 40 All gauges same price per reel
Gauge
Voltage to 250v max shown on LCD
Y023BA ..
Fitted with 1 5m lead Power 12Vdc.
91580
9061J
Collet for 0 8mm to 1.2mm drills
,-,,,,,, 0 ,.: 0 C250 Overnight £6 50. All prices Include VAT

Price
La 00

z

4 0 is

£B.10
57 75

.., MHz

60 to 22 MHz
22 a 26 MHz

-

p -MODEM .7e 're the sole agents for this uniquely designed all moo,
'erforms all the functions of the above 2 items, in neon mar,'
£89.95
housing. With software etc.

-

Frequency Range

ssIC

JVFAX & HAMCOMM

115D116

17 grams

£1 .19

.E4.35

£1.65

01.99

MADE TO ORDER QUARTZ CRYSTALS Delivery approx. 2 weeks
Les

Packet Modem PKTCOM
1_,alify aluminium box NnT A KJ

RM61
RMB2
.RMB3
RMB4
RMB5

trril[ 9uartSLab MARKETING LTD

CommSLab Ltd

CSL

Ouicktes1 adaptor.
Enamel copper wire
in 2oz reels
LCD display screwdriver.
Flashing 12v LEDS

79mm x 61mm x 40min
100mm x 76mm x 41mm
118mm x 98mm x 45mm
216mm x 130mm x 85mm (matt, 6 screw)..
150mm x 100mm x 60mm
Light duty iron with fine by
General purpose iron
Steel spring holder . cleaning sponge

Ls -

Prices include P&P

FO 50

;7 7s
.

us

Mode

Frequency Range

1"

sia (-J.

zI

3,c1 0%, :

tii

7

0

5th OVT

5th OW
7th PVT
9th OVT

is ou Mriz
00 to 75 MHz
60 to 110 MHz
I 10 io 126 ?Wiz
125 to 175 MHz
170 to 225 MHz

Price

£05x'
-

£577i5705

£9.00
Fl 2.50
£12.75

Ur.k.2ss otherwise requested fundamentals supplied for 30pf load capacities & overtones for series resonant
operation. CRYSTAL SOCKETS HC25 40p each MIN ORDER FOR SOCKETS £2 unless ordered with crystols.Where

applicable please state model no. and make of equipment crystals are for.Holders available as follows: HC6./L

11(33/U 1.5-225MHz, HCI 8/U 8.11C25/U 2.0-225MHz,11C45/U,HC49M,H(50M (9mm Can)12.225MHz
£5 per crystal H(18/1,8(25/1 (11mm Can; 10-225MHz add £1 per crystal, HC17/U, (fits FT243 socket)
1.5-225MHz odd £1 per crystal. Unless otherwise specified crystals above 2MHz are supplied in HC25/U

,

o

£24.95

(HC25/U holders) Commercial crystals available on fast delivery and at competitive prices. Express Service: Add
der crystals to

Cheques 8 PO to: OSE Ltd

PO Box 19, Erith, Kent DA8 1LH Telephone: 01322 330830 Facsimile: 01322 334904
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BARGAIN BASEMEN'
Write your advertisement clearly in BLOCK CAPITALS - up to a maximum of 30 words plus 12
words for your address - and send it together with your payment of £3.00 (cheques payable to
PW Publishing Ltd /, or subscriber despatch label and corner flash to. Zoo Shortland. PW
Bargain Basement. Arrowsmith Court. Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BW18 8PW

Subscribers must include tne despatch iabel bearing :heir address and subscripan number
to qualify for their free advert.
Adverts published on a first -come, first -served basis, all queries to Zoe Shortland on 1012021
659910.

Advertisements from traders, or for equipment that is illegal to possess, use or which cannot
be licensed in the UK, will not be accepted. No responsibility will be taken for errors.

For Sale
Adonis FX-10 mobile microphone,
features flexible gooseneck and
gear change control, box/amplifier.
The microphone has an adapter for
bulkhead fitting of the sun visor,
used once, cost £65.95, sell for, £45.
Vic, Cornwall (01579) 348127.
Alinco DR -590 v.h.f., u.h.f., f.m. dual band mobile transceiver, £345.
Diamond SX-400 s.w.r. and power
meter, 140 to 525MHz, £70. Paul,
Leeds. Tel: 1013741845394.

Amateur antennas for 144 and
430MHz, good condition, two of
which are unused, buyer must be
able to collect, no reasonable offer
refused. For full information contact
Paul GI BLB, Kent. Tel: (01622)
861508.

AOR-2002 desk -top scanning
receiver, 25-550, 800-1300MHz plus
12V p.s.u., very good condition, £225.
Tel: Cornwall (017361 757721.
Cushcraft R5, as new, £180 o.n.o.
plus carriage or collect. Tel:
Gillingham (016341 379140.

Drake Receiver, £85 with instruction
book. Trio receiver, £85. Eddystone,
£35 needs attention. Trio, model No.

Eddystone 710 U/2 (150-390MHz),
£75. AMF wide band oscillator, £40.

Marconi frequency counter, £20.
Advance signal generator, £15.
Universal AVO meter, £50. Alinco
144MHz f.m. transceiver, £150. Tel:
Croydon 0181-654 8544.
FT -101E, mic, book, £255. Liner2
144MHz s.s.b. mobile, £65. Trio TS 515 receiver, 3.5-28MHz, £45. CR100

h.f. receiver, £55. Japanese test
meter VVW1I collectors item, £65. Tel:
(01562)743253.

FT -707 with c.w. filter, FP -707 power
supply, FC-707 a.t.u., stand, mic.,
mint, mobile mount and manuals,
£550 Geoff G4ECF, Surrey. Tel:
(01483) 570033.

G3PPD c.w./RTTY filter, mint
condition, £50. Howes DFD5
frequency counter, 1-35MHz plus
two CBA2 buffer amps, £40. Both inc.
postage. Eddystone 840RX, £45.
Buyer to inspect and collect. Tel:
Cornwall 101726) 882990.

PK232MBX multimode TNC with
mailbox, all leads, manuals and
software, v.g.c., £180. Tel: Herts
(01707) 332636.

Kenwood TH-78E 144/430MHz handheld transceiver, extended receive,
speaker, mic., CTCSS and memory
boards fitted, NiCad pack and extra
pack with nickel hydride 1.2Ah AA
rechargeables Terry G40XD, Harts.
Tel: (01462) 435248 after 6pm.

Moving QTH, must reluctantly sell
60ft telescopic tower with electric

for RCA AR77, Heathkit SB101 or a
very old Yaesu FT -101 or w.h.y.?
Write to: D. Hamilton, 31 Richmond
Terrace, Cumnock, Ayrshire,
Scotland KA18 1DN.

G4CPJ, Nottinghamshire. Tel: (01636)

Eddystone sets, all models sought,
in particular EC10. EB35, 960, 870,
870A, etc. Also Camper & Nicholson
of Gosport, any model, and Clarke &
Smith, any model. Peter Lepino,

892301.

Owner updating, has Lowe HF-150
plus a.t.u., as new, six months old
with antenna with voltage supply
(indoor window type), bargain, £200.
J. Bonfils, 47 Forest Park, Leixlip, Co.
Kildare, Rep of Ireland.
Sony PRO -80 receiver, 150kHz to
223MHz, cost £360, few hours use,
only, £200. Bargain! E. W. Kemp,
Berks. Tel: (017531860364.

Two hand-held scanners,
Uniden/Bearcat 200XLT and
Realistic PRO -34, both have 200

channel memory, frequency
coverage up to 956MHz, £80 each
o.n.o. Ian, Milton Keynes. Tel:

Surrey. Tel: (01374) 128170 or FAX:
(01372) 454381 anytime.

Fluke digital multimeter 8100A,
manual wanted. Tel: Derbyshire
(017731823202.

Heathkit Communication receivers
RG1, GR64, GC1, RA1, GR78,

Lafayette HA600, HA800, G.W. Smith,
UNR30, UR-1A, Realistic R135,
Eddystone ECI 0, series 960, EB35,
870A for cash. £10 offered for scrap
receivers! Peter Lepino, Surrey. Tel:
(01374) 128170 or FAX: (01372) 454381

anytime.

1019081225532.

!corn IC -2E 144MHz hand-held c/w
leather case, charger and recent
new NiCads, v.g.c., f95 or swap for
converted u.h.f. Pye MX294. Tel:

Racal equipment: MA228 exciter.

Wind driven generator with three

RTA191 receiver. TA349 linear.

aluminium blades, 1200W, 24V d.c.,

Cabinets 19in picture frame and
table top. RA63 s.s.b. adapter. Creed
75 teleprinter with tape, transmitter
and re -perforator attachments, four
row keyboard, toolkit. Nigel Boyd
GOUGD, 2 Church Close, Eastbourne,

Great Yarmouth (014931 853089.

never used, with documentation,
£1050 including delivery. Enrico

Icom R-7100 receiver, very good
condition, £800. Tel: Tyneside 0191-

Tedeschi, Brighton. Tel/FAX: (01273)
410749 or (0850) 104725 (mobile)
anytime.

Jaybeam JB-1, 28/21/14MHz,
unused, boxed with instructions,
excellent rotary antenna, £95. SMC
1.8MHz traps, 1kW p.e.p., antenna
shorteners for Top Band, fully

condition with manual and box, £350
o.n.o. Mark, Worcestershire. Tel:
0121-445 2672 evenings or
weekends.

encapsulated with instructions, pair
are unused, £20. Optoelectronics

Yaesu FT -4700 dual band
144/430MHz, superb condition, £425
o.n.o. Alinco DJ -560 dual -band

East Sussex BN20 9QY
Yaesu FRG -8800, very good

2300 1MHz/2.4GHz, £90, as new.
G2FZU, Notts. Tel: (01636) 813847. No

offers please. Carriage extra.

894200.

522929.

frequency read-out, will exchange

Wanted

6pm.

condition, £185. Tel: Essex (017021

Yaesu FRG -7 (slight marks) with

Daiwa multitorque rotator with all
four motors fitted. Offers. Stuart

252 8469.

Eddystone 358X Admirality version
B34, full set of plug-in coils, power
pack and manual, excellent

or Home Guard or w.h.y.? Cash
available and need WS12, WS33,
WS22, WS52, etc. Anthony Howard,
88 Church Green Road, Blethcley,
Milton Keynes MK3 6BY. Can collect.

winch, £475. Hy -gain TH7, £350.

JR599. Drake, model No. SSR1.
Tel: Manchester 0161-945 4984 after

Dual -beam scope, £35. BC348L
unmodified. BC342. 1155 modified.
Storno 430MHz base TX/RX.
CQF664. Storno COH5114. Europa
MF5FM. Reporter MF6AM. Pye
W30AM, Olympic SM1M2B. Pye
MX294. Offers. Collect. P&P extra.
G3YJJ, Southampton. Tel: 101703)

hits. Want anything WWII wireless

JRC JST135DX h.f. transceiver, 150W
p.e.p., filters, h/mic.. JRC NBD 520HD
p.s.u. JRC NVA-88 speaker. Daiwa
CNA2002, 2.5kW. Auto a.t.u. SEM
auto pre -amp, all v.g.c., £1050 or
swap for IC -275H. Tel: Great

hand-held, extended coverage with
accessories, £225. Both rigs with

Sony CRF1/5080, JRC 72192/505,
Philips AL990/AE 3905. JIL SX400,
NEC C2 -R-700, Lafayette BCR-101,

Panasonic 8000/9000/B-500, Hitachi
KH-3800, Mane 1, Eddystone
9K0/960 - exchange my Sony 320,
Philip D2999, Sommenkamp
FRDX500. Write to: Sabino Fina,
83042 Atripalda, Avellino, Italy.

boxes and manuals. Yaesu G40 ORC
rotator, little use, £150 o.n.o. Tel: Co.
Tyrone 101662) 251485 after 6pm

Yaesu FR50B, FL5OB X meter and

weekdays.

Write with condition and price to:

FV50 VFO. Must be excellent to mint
condition, will pay shipping to USA.
Gary Wagner K30 MI, 1124 Oak
Hollow Road, Knoxville, Ten 379323,

Exchange

USA.

Yarmouth 101493) 853089.

Eddystone 730/4 receiver, good
condition, five bands, new a.t.u.,
manual and spare valves, £120 o.n.o.
Buyer collects. Gordon 2EIDNW,
Leeds. Tel: 0113-255 0626.
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Kenwood TH-75E
dual bander with
speaker mic and
charger, v.g.c., £200.

Bargain
Basement
July
1995

Computers IBM AT286, IBM XT,
Olivetti XT, BBC -B 1plus colour
monitor), Commodore 64, various
c.w., RTTY, AMTOR progs., JVFAX,
etc. ICS FAX1 decoder and other

Closing date for August
issue: June 15th.
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Whilst prices of goods shown in advertisements are

Classified

ds

correct at the time of going to press, readers are

Advised to check both prices and availability of
foods with the advertiser before ordering from
non -current issues of the magazine.

advertise on this page see booking form below.

COURSE FOR CITY AND GUILDS Radio Amateurs
Examination. Pass this important examination and
obtain your licence, with an RRC Home Study Course.
For details of this and other courses (GCSE, career and

professional examinations, etc) write or phone - THE
RAPID RESULTS COLLEGE, DEPT JX116, Tuition
London SW19 4DS.
(9am-5pm) or use our 24hr
0181-946 1102 quoting JX300.

0181-947 7272
Recordacall service

House,

Tel:

DISCLAIMER

SCIENTIFIC
SHAREWARE

Educational

Discovei the

Some of the products offered for sale in
advertisements in this magazine may have
been obtained from abroad or from
unauthorised sources. Practical Wireless
advises readers contemplating mail order to
enquire whether the products are suitable
for use in the UK and have full after -sales

wealth of PD and shareware for the PC. Since

1982 PDSL have supplied the best and latest programs covering

all interests
Business, Leisure, Engineering, CAD, DTP, Maths, Stets,

Chemistry, Education, Electronics, Ham Radio. Esoteric, Medical,

Raytra cing, Programming & languages, Tools,UhIrties.WP
Editors, Comms, Special applications, Esoteric, Novelty,

back-up available.

Astronomy & hundreds more.

The publishers of Practical Wireless wish to

All software can be provided on floppy disc or CO ROM.

HEATHKIT
EDUCATIONAL
PRODUCTS
UK
DISTRIBUTOR/SPARES AND SERVICE CENTRE.
Cedar Electronics. 12 Isbourne Way, Broadway Road,
Winchcombe, Cheltenham. Glos. GL54 5NS.
Tel: 101242) 602402.

Whatever your interested in we probably have. Send today for

point out that

our PC Shareware reference guide It runs to more than 250,630

readers

words and is probably the mast comprehensive catalogue

The definitive learning
aid for the exam! A full
three hour VHS video
based on the highly
successful training

course developed and
presented by

Chris Budd GOLOJ

complete with a detailed course

study booklet, pocked with key

Te1:101892)663298 FAX:101892)667473

diagrams for instant reference

Bristol B58 1 HP

Tel: 0117-921 5390

Valves
VALVES GALORE Most valves available from stock.
Otherwise obtained quickly. Please send SAE stating
requirements or telephone. VALVE & ELECTRONIC
SUPPLIES Chevet Books, 157 Dickson Road,
Blackpool FY1 2EU.
Tel: 101253) 751858 or Fax: 101253) 302979.

VALVES WANTED for cash: KT88, PX4,PX25
£45; DA100 £75; EL34, EL37 £10: ECC81/CV4024,

VINTAGE SERVICE DATA, circuits & manuals - for:
HIFI, Military. Radio, Television & car radio up to the
1060's. Free brochure. Savoy Hill Publications, "Seven

Ash Cottage", Seven Ash, Combe Martin, North
Devon, EX34 OPA. Tel: (012711882665.

LANDHEHR VHF/UHF masthead preamplifiers

now Amiga version £15 each. Demo/s SAE plus
disk's. Lucid Publications, 18
Ramsgate. Tel: 01843 582939.

metre 145MAS 0147 and 70cm 435MA C152 P.&P. £4.
Write or phone for leaflet. Qualitas Radio 23 Dark Lane,
Hollywood, Birmingham 647 5BS. Tel: 0121-430 7267.

ATARI ST your main source of radio related software.
SAE for list. B & J Telecommunications, 9 Queen's
Walk, Thornbury, Bristol BS12 1SR.
FOR SALE: FRG -100 general coverage receiver, use
twice, £325. Datong D70 Morse Tutor, little used, £45.
Datong PC1 recieve convertor, converts a 2M SSB rig
to an HF receiver, £75. Standard C188, extended
coverage and AM 2M handheld transceiver, £145. loom
IC4iE 70cms handheld transceiver, C145. All the above
units are tested and boxed. Possible to arrange
delivery in the London area. Telephone Nat lor leave
message) on 0181-961 3356.

price. Ask for our free wanted list. Prompt and
couteous service. Visitors by appointment only

audio, photo, games, video and compact discs.

ORDER FORM FOR CLASSIFIED ADS

Road,

R.S.A.R.S., R.N.A.R.S.,

R.A.F.A.R.S.

members. Four models, £45 to £150. Details
G5BM. QTHR. Tel: 01531 820960.

TAKE THE STRAIN OUT OF LEARNING TO
SEND AND RECEIVE MORSE Works with any
PC compatible. ONLY £8.99 from SHOESTRING

SOFTWARE, 78 Carmarthen Road, Swansea
SA1 1HS. (FREE DEMO AND CATALOGUE
AVAILABLE, 3.5" DISKS ONLY).

TOP PRICES PAID
for all your valves, tubes,
semi -conductors and ICs.

Langrex Supplies Ltd.,
1 Mayo Road, Croydon,
Surrey CR0 20P.

PHILLIPS CDI 210 boxed, new stock. Plays,
Price £295 Postage and packing included.
Telephone: 01203 595144.

Hobart

SAMSON top quality German EL-Keyers in use
in 160 countries. Widely used by DX'peditions,
contesters,

2

CV4003, CV4004, ECC83 £3. Valves must be
Mullard/GEC, West European to achieve the
(we are a very busy Export Warehouse).

or

sale by

LUCID R.A.E. and morse tutorials one MEG
RAM needed very favourable reviews for Atari

plus £2 postage and pocking or

Tricorn Marketing Ltd,
31 Berkeley Square,

legality

Morse

For Sale

and easy revision. Only £22.50

Send cheque or postal order to:

the

PDSL Winscombe House, Beacon Road,
Crowborough, East Sussex TN61UL

learning points, facts and

available to callers.

is the responsibility of

advertisers in this magazine.

FAX using Access-Visa/MC to:
This unbeatable package comes

it

ascertain

otherwise of items offered for

currently available.

Send £250 Noucher provided refundable on first order) or

RAE
"The Video

to

TEL: 0181 -684 1 166. FAX: 0181-684 3056.

PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS

The prepaid rate for classified advertisements is 42 pence per word (minimum 12 words), box number 70p extra. Semi -display setting £13.90 per
single column centimetre (minimum 2.5cm). Please add 17.5% VAT to the total. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to the PW
Publishing. Treasury notes should always be sent by registered post. Advertisements, together with remittance should be sent to the Classified
Advertisement Dept., Practical Wireless, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. Tel: (01202) 659920, Fax: (01202) 659950

Please insert this advertisement in the
will insert it in the next available issue of PW) for

issue of Practical Wireless (if you do not specify an issue we
insertion/s. I enclose Cheque/P.O. for

(42p per word,

12 minimum, please add 17.5% VAT to total).
Name:

Address:

Telephone No.:

Box Number @ 70p: Tick if appropriate
Category heading:
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Receivers

Miscellaneous

B.F.O. KITS Resolves single side -band on almost any

DIY INEXPENSIVE RADIO PROJECTS. Easy to

radio, £16.49. H. CORRIGAN, 7 York Street, Ayr KA8 8AR.

make,

SAE,

RYLANDS,

39

Parkside

Avenue,

Southampton S01 9AF.

VALVE ENTHUSIASTS: Capacitors and other
parts At attractive prices! Ring for free list. Geoff
Davies (Radio), Tel: (01788) 574774.

Wanted

WORLD RADIO LOGBOOK - Ideal for all radio
amateurs. Full data logbook plus information

WANTED

FOR
CASH Valve or solid state
communication receivers Pre -1980. Preferably working

and in good condition. Non working sets considered
also domestic valve radios. Items of Government
surplus wireless equipment and obsolete test
equipment. Pre -1965 wireless and audio components
and accessories. Pre -1975 wireless and TV books and
magazines. Also, most valves wanted for cash. Must be
unused and boxed. CBS, 157 Dickson Road, Blackpool,

section including emission codes, world times,
morse etc. ONLY £2.99 per 50 or £4.99 per 100
postage and packing paid!. Just add callsign
yourself. (FREE SAMPLES) Cheque/Postal order
to HILMAT
MARKETING 6 West Road,
Halstead, Essex C019 1EH. PROP. K. Matthews.

Computer
Software & Hardware

FY1 2EU. Tel: (01253) 751858 or Fax: (012531 302979.

WANTED FERRITE ROD AERIALS must be half inch
in diameter no more or less. Must be six inches long or
more.
Tankard
Contact
Peter
on
Sheffield
0114-234 3030 any time.

WANTED SSTV SOFTWARE fur BBC, mater tape or
disk. Tel: 01706 373338 G4OUJ QTHR.

ULTIMATE MORSE TUTOR for PC's and ATARI £30
from BOSCAD Ltd, 16 Aytoun Grove, Baldridgeburn,
Dunfermline, Fife KY12 9TA or Tel: 01383 729584,
evenings for detailed information.

JVFAX/SSTV, Hamcomm, Pktmon. 9FD or 25FD
PC Transceive Interface, Programmes, Manuals,
Pictures. £28.50. G8SLB (OTHR /.
Tel: 0181-595 0823.

IS YOUR
CLUB
PLANNING
OR

HOLDING
AN EVENT
OR RALLY?
--% (01202)

659920

TO FIND OUT THE
SPECIAL ADVERTISING
RATES FOR CLUBS

THE KITS WITH ALL THE BITS
Send an SAE for a comprehensive list of kits
Or call Alan on 0115-938 2509

LAKE ELECTRONICS
7 Middleton Close, Nuthall, Nottingham NG 16

1 BX

Callers by appointment only!

SHORT WAVE MAGAZI

E

This Month: RAF VE Day Air Tattoo

special 4-nane pullout
Reviewed - Realistic PRO -2036 Base Scanner
* Exclusive - AOR AR -2700 wide band hand-held
* Build - A Super-Regen VHF Receiver final part
* Hints for Improving Reception
* Easy -FM Station profile
* Who Really Invented Radio?
A Wider World of Wireless
More Radio Secrets of the War

Plus Regulars each Month

Next

SnftwarP R Rldio Special

AEA FAX Ill decoding software - Review
Construction - Build A 1.5V Valved Radio

Practical Wireless, July 1995

Review - Realistic PRO -50
Radio Secrets of the War - Final part
Special Feature - Software and Radio
- Control Software
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ORDER FOR'',
FOR ALL MAIL ORDER PURCHASES IN PRACTICAL WIRELESS
SUBSCRIPTIONS
PRACTICAL WIRELESS - 1 YEAR
£22 00

£25.00 (Europe) JUT' (USA) D E27.00 (Rest of World)

SPECIAL JOINT SUBSCRIPTION WITH SHORT WAVE
MAGAZINE 11 YEAR)
.J (42.00 (UK) J E47.00 (Europe) J $80' IUSA) J £51.00 (Rest of World)
S cheques only please.
issue.
Please start my subscription with the

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930

SUBS CLUB OFFER Page 18
copy(ies) of ARRL Antenna
J Please send me
Compendium Vol. 4@ £13.50 inc. P&P (UK).
J Please send me

We have re -designed our Order Form to accommodate the
new Cardcharge service for Subscribers. This enables
Subscribers to save a lot of hassle by using their credit card
to pay for their subscription on an automatic annual
renewal basis. To take advantage of this service complete
the special Cardcharge form at the foot of this page and we
will take care of the rest.

between the hours of 8.30 am - 4.30 pm Outside these hours
your order will be recorded on an answering machine.

copy(ies) of ARRL Antenna

Compendium Vol. 4iit £14.25 inc. P&P (overseas).

FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950

My Subscriber Number is

Or please fill the details ticking the relevant boxes, a photocopy will be
acceptable to save you cutting your beloved copy!

BINDERS
J Please send me

To: PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST, Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.

PWBinder(s)

@ £5.50 each.

PAYMENT DETAILS

Postal charges: £1 for one, £2 for two or more
(UK & overseas surface).

Name

BOOKS
J Please send me the following book/s,

Address
Postcode
Telephone No.

I enclose cheque/PO (Payable to PW Publishing Ltd.) £
Or

Charge to my AccessNisa Card the amount of
Card No.

J My book order totals £20 or more excluding P&P, please
send me my FREE copy of Antenna for VHF and UHF

Valid from

IBSPW7i

Signature

Postal charges.
UK: £1 for one. £2 for two or more.
Overseas:
£1.75 for one, £3.50 for two or more.
NEW FASTER NEXT DAY SERVICE (UK)
(For orders received a.m.) £3.75

£

GRAND TOTAL

£

Use this part of
the Order form
only if you want
to use
Cardcharge to
pay for your
subscription.
you want to take
If

out a

subscription, or
order other
items and want
to pay by
conventional
methods, please
use the main
part of the
Order Form.

to
Tel -

Orders are normally despatched by return of post but please allow 2B days for delivery. Priercorrect at time of going to press Please note: an payments must be made in Sterling

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930
FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950

CARDCHARGE AUTHORITY (for subscriptions only)
To

I authorise you, until further notice in writing, to charge my
unspecified amounts in respect of

card

(yearly magazine subscription)

as and when they become due

Visa/MasterCard account number
Expiry date

Name (as on credit card)
Merchant reference: 6940936

Full Address

Signature
Postcode

Date

This authority may be cancelled by writing to PW Publishing Ltd. at any time.
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I

Antennas for
VHF and UHF

The books listed have been selected as being of special interest to our readers. They are
supplied direct to your door. Many titles are overseas in origin.

FA

MO

TO ORDER: PLEASE USE THE ORDER FORM ON PAGE 70 OR TELEPHONE THE CREDIT

CARD HOTLINE ON (01202) 659930 (24 HOURS)

FREE BOOK

LISTENING GUIDES
Airband

392 Pales 52000

GUIDE TO UTILITY STATIONS

..1,i.O.F$3110,5 between
.; 7 .::
anorak arm those on the ground who control them and n5 art increasingly popular
and fascinating hobby. A new chapter on military air band has been added. The
author. an air traffic controller, explains more about this listening nobby
190 pages F8 99
-1,

.

This book covers the complete ShDrt wave range tram 3 to 30MHz together with the
athacent frequency bands from 0 to 150kHz and ban 1.6 to 3MHz It includes

details on all types of utility stations mcludrig FAX and RTTY There am 19549
entries in the treguenry list and 3590 in the arahabetica! cailsign list plus cress

AIR & METED CODE MANUAL 14th Edition
des:rplrrs

order received
will
PV, the customercus
more excluding
UHF It
12 totalling £20 or
for VHF
copy ol Antennas
receive a FREE
BSPW7 to quality for
please quote
ordering by telphone
this otter.
our list and order those
browse through
So don't delay.
books today'
For every book

available there are many pages of oft -air received FAX pictures

AIR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK 5th Edition

Detailed

behvee June 8 and Jule

Jceig Ktingenfuss
The new edition of this super relerence book covers the worlds facsimile stations
their frequencies and methods at working. there is a section covering the
edadmenl needed to receive FAX over the radio To give you an idea of what is
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POCKET GUIDE TO PITY AND FAX STATIONS

Telecommunication System operating FAX and RTTY rneleo stations, and Is
message lormat with decoding examples. Also detailed description of Ihe

,t+A

EiroAVL British military callsign list ever to be

166 pages C17 Si:

Aeronautical Fixed Telecommunication Network amongst others

modes and
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r and FAX static,
.
other essential intonation the .isting is in ascending treguerey order, turn 1 6 to
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THE COMPLETE SHORT WAVE LISTENER'S HANDBOOK

4th Edition
no 1 prier ',h. Harp MOM:, 3 Said ria-1,

AIRWAVES 95
The Complete HFAiliFil1HF Aviation Frequency Directory
Much of the more obscure (especially military' informatKon 5 made accessit e in
this volume. Not only are facilities/activities listed. giving their frequencies but also
Mere are reverse lists - when his frequency is Known the allocated user can be
found.
Airways sectors are listed so much more clearly Man in the Supplements The main
transponder code groups are included In tact. the took covers all the way from n I

This book is a ccaprehenswe guide to the basics of short wave listening.
Everything you need to gel started as an s wl is explained in a clear and easily
understood manner Receivers antennas, Irequencies propagation. 0 -codes, etc

RADIOTELETYPE CODE MANUAL 13th Edition
Joerg Klingentuss
This

book

gives

detailed descriptions

of

charactenstics

the

ol

telegraph

transmission an short waves. with all commal modulation types including voice
alphabets

CALLSIGN 95
Tie Civil 8 Military Aviation Calrsige Drrectoey
intended for the aircraft and radio enthusiast to use as a stand alone reference. or as
a dartnef to Airwaves 94 Over 5300 military and 3000 civil callsigns we covered in
detail

108 pages 0795

FLIGHT ROUTINGS 1995

Satellite

Frequency Guides

AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR COMMUNICATIONS
SATELLITES

1995 Super Frequency List
o
'ort Perrryirtr.: irrri use with IBM PCs Of clones running
Windows 3.1. The CD-ROM conies complete with its own viewing software and
includes 14000 frequencies that have been exhaded ham the Klingentuss Guide to
Statnons This frequency listing is supplemented by teal abbreviations and
ono lamely active frequencies As this list was last updated in January 95 it's
-,

Compiled by 7 1 8 SJ Williams
This guide was produced with tire sole aim of assisting arband listeners to quickly
find details of a Hight, once they have rtenlited an aircratls callsign Identities the
nights of airlines. schedule. charter. cage and marl, to and hen the UK and Eire
and overflights between Europe and Amenr.a

:r

9th Edition

This guide is essential reading 101 those not involved in the aviation industry
gives a valuable insight to many aspects of aviation Explained are the principles of
radio services. weather navigation etc
Airband reception. aircraft in
and air traffic control. to list but a few. Read this book and you could well be

PASSPORT TO WORLD BAND RADIO 1995
',ill, 10 explore and inlay the world of broadcast
band listening II includes Matures on dilterett intertlational radio stations receiver
reviews and wince as well as the hours and language of broadcast stations by

frequency The 'blue pages provide a chaniel-ho-channel guide to world band
schedules

UNDERSTANDING AGARS 1nd Edition
u;d.I CorAmun,zr tuns Addressing acid Hepart mg System
Ed Flynn
Here is the Information

SHORT WAVE INTERNATIONAL FREQUENCY HANDBOOK
you

need M understand arid decode the Await

ei.

Communications Addressing and Reporting System, otherwise known as ACARS.
tr. n°''
'O1:1:,,LO
7.ca

WORLDWIDE AERONAUTICAL COMMUNICATIONS
FREQUENCY DIRECTORY 2nd Edition
Robert E Evan,
within the
ins book CI:WKS affillia.tc.d. radio
ange V h I and v h I /u h t frequency bands. Can1111CfCRI. military and oaramilitary operations are included. Divided into logical sections it provides useful
intonation and frequencies on almost anything and everything arband
200 pages 019 95

l'Nfr cue

JUIPH.

and is packed with everything horn the basics of short wave listening to explaining
FAX and RTTY In this f-itited versic,
stations listed
188 capes 11295
.

UK SCANNING DIRECTORY 4th Edition
I.

1n2 pains 1195

AN INTRODUCTION TO SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
BP326

11,
1,
.L.Iumn and articles out of 3t issues or
r
OS.
r.
The latest information on OSCARs 9
Ihrcug': is as Non L. the ;IS sulphites rs included. Operation on Phase 3 satellites
i OSCAR 10 and 131 is .revered in detail 97 pages 05 95

what's that callsign?
n.r.t phirpri 117 cci

II

hooked

weather pictures are demonstrated

ARRL SATELLITE ANTHOLOGY

known trequemy against exh callsign, whcs using oat
Designed to give the newcomer some guidance on what to expect from Airband and
now to extract the most from listening to it

BP290 A Pickard
Ins book describes several currently available SWel'1,. !nen Lonnection
appropriate Computer arid hew they can be Operated with suitable software. TI,E
results of decoding signals containing such information as telemetry data and

F A 4,1K,A
A simple, with the minimum of malhernatiCSI beginner's book covering satellite
communications in a practical way. It prOvidee a handy Casio ielerence source a,
this complex subrect and is aimed at io-dating someone woo is familiar with radio

FERRELL'S CONFIDENTIAL FREOUENCY LIST

SVally bound this easy -lo -use Nlerexe buoy covers I b - Zef.'
all males and utility services. wits new reverse frequency !ff.'

THE AIRBANO JARGON BOOK

321 pages C17 95

96 pages 014 00

unto uhf
88 pages 07 95

are all covered.

frequency telegraphy and comprehensive information an all RTTY systems and c w.

horn 25MHz to

NEWNES GUIDE TO SATELLITE TV
ra,.:
pr tied on nigh quality paper
The author is a satellite repair and installation engineer and the book covers all
mlortralion needed by the installation engineer Ine hobbyist and the service
engineer to understand Inc theoretical and practical aspects of satellite reception
with dish installation and how to trouble -shoot when picture guilt; is. nnr n ro
anticipated reception Mathematics has been kepi to a minimum
371 pages 0t8.95

SATELLITE BOOK - A Complete Guide to Satellite TV
Theory and Practice
This book dears almost exclusively wiln television broadcast sateilites and q a
comprehensive collection of chapters on topics, each written by a expert in that
field rt appears to be aimed at the prafessional seen ite system installer, for whom it

1 6SHi AnrUas on 5.:4nrErc,,r Ire UK

invaluable. but d will be appreciated by a much wide audience

335 Pages F. 7 50

is

WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK 1995

interested in satellite technology
280 pages. 032.00

,
511 14',4.431 OrnMalelL, inne

1..ast and TV stations Receiver
.

s bible

-

anyone

SATELLITE EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK 1nd Edition
Martin Davidot1K2UBC

Broadcast

608 pages £1595

A GUIDE TO THE WORLD "S RADIO STATIONS BP355

General

As in Broadcast Round -up. his column in PW Peter Shore nas laid this took out
1...,:n,11111 the
III 611111n1 rnas
islener with a reference work designed to guide
.
radio bands There are sections covering English
crmes for Doers and swls Along wilt sections co
. "arms.

EAVESDROPPING ON THE BRITISH MILITARY

.E.
Tee book is divided into lour ma.,
Topics and Appendices. It provides eilminaliun un spaieualt built by, and t01, radio
,

RADIO LISTENERS GUIDE 1995
guide

Simple -to -use maps and

nails snow the requencies or radio stations in the UK Organised so that the
venous station types we Wed separately the maps are useful tor the travelling
listener Articles included in the guide discuss vh t aerials. RDS. the Radio
',tarty aid developments from Blaupunkt
68 pages £3 45

Dalamodes
GUIDE TO FAX RADIO STATIONS
lath Ed ear

Practical Wireless, July 1995

amateurs Ir addition, it discusses weather. TV -broadcast and other satellites of
interest la amateurs.

For the very lest line a book has teen publ stied shimmy hurt to monitor British
Military communications. All you needs a short wave receiver, lots of time and
Patience. and this secret world will open up to you providing many hours 04

r

PW BOOK SERVICE
VISA

Sill

(01202) 659930

313 pages £1450

SATELLITE TELEVISION
A layman's guide
Peter Pearson

Pictures horn space. Chats what satellite television is al about. Orbiting satellites
3500Okm high receive 75 signals Iran stations on the eadh and retransmit therr
back again Thin bask explains all you need to know to set up your own satellite Tk'
terminal at lime, dish and accessories cable and tuner

73 pages r 00

SATELLITE TELEVISION INSTALLATION GUIDE
5th Edition

Join Breeds

A practical guide to satellite television Detailed an 1), tunes on installing and
aligning dishes based on practical experience
76 pages F' 5 00

WEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK

(24 HOURS
FrElEt

E

a,,it At1111

71

r

This book explains all about weather satellites, how they work and how you can
moue and decode their signals to provide the lasonating pictures of Me world's
weather Plenty 01 circuit diagrams and satellite predicting programs
192 cages 114 50

PRACTICAL ANTENNA HANDBOOK 2nd Edition

13W BOOK SERVICE

WRTH SATELLITE BROADCASTING GUIDE
;his bland nix

wr
:r:y-itte respected World
Radio TV Handbook, wit be a great heip to everyone rnleteslet in the *OHO 01
satellite radio and television Featuring over 300 pictures and graphics. All the

"Carnation you need to know about installing your own Satellite system
556 pages f 15 95

41.1

VISA

Joseph J Can
As the name suggests this booli offers a practical guide at everything to do with
antennas, from hf to microwaves It also has sections on IteciPagatme
hansmission lines. antenna turdamentals and a heiplul introduction to 12.11
broadcasting and comm-unication The book neatly balances a practical erre
with the minimum of maMematics. good diagrams and a lively text
437 Ones 423 95

PRACTICAL WIRE ANTENNAS RSGB

(01202) 659930

a
Melo
lausiaolo
:_
crlaS John Heys VaG,ca
approach to rare antennas vokioas plenty ne ideas Sri PrOleCtS to help gel Ine hest

(24 HOURS)

Scanning

ur

AN INTRODUCTION TO SCANNERS AND SCANNING
BP311
D Poole
This book is deal to anyone *ammo to know .nrat stanrdng _s aria now wares
There ate also chapters on radio in general covering anfeneas radio waves and
now they travel, types of transmissions, broadcasting and amateur radio All in all a
superb Starter book.

RADIO AMATEUR ANTENNA HANDBOOK
ANTENNAS FOR VHF AND UHF BP301
.

Antennas are a 'eery important part 0 any restauer or :car stunt, and in Ins book
the author gives a general background to antenna operation as well as describing
antennas that are suitable Ira viii and uhT operation Chapters include Base
Concepts. Feeders. The Dipole. Celt, Measurements and Practical Aspects There

'r2 racer re T5

antennas are covered In Ins useful

,

horizontal and slope

How' to ludge the best location

DX

,en-,e.tere.en rirpiinl 1,5 and 'idols

RECEIVING ANTENNA HANDBOOK
Jur Car:'

SCANNER BUSTERS

ARRL ANTENNA BOOK 17th Edition
This guide to the methodology of beating the electronic ban on Scanning deals
with the subject of suambling and encryption systems. The author explains in
ample terns how p m r works. the new digital cellular radio telephone systems.
-Dread spectrum. frequency hopping and emergency services communication How
%. get more from your scanner and a Est of frequencies to listen to are also covered
is a great reference for both new scanner owners and veterans alike

.ernal intimation regarding
-eery type ol antenna known to
rran w.5.-oed ,S
a' PC programs lot Yap analysis
propagation lorecastmg. transrr !won line analysis and other A definite must
732 cages E" 9 95
.

1

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume One

'4

-t

- 'FA
Fascinating and hitherto unpub is' ec eAr
1,s'essed are
Quads and loops. log cenodic arrays beam and multi -bard antennas verticals and

SCANNERS
:ne oz,rnoa:eun
o:arrers, this provides even more intonation on the use of the
vh f and it h f communications band and gives con -stn. -chore details lot
xcessories to Improve the performance of scanning equipment
261 tapes f 10 95

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Two
ARRL HO

,Je possibly be

SCANNERS 3 PUTTING SCANNERS INTO PRACTICE.

New Edition 4th Revision

{rob' sited OS. dose Sworn are u,ueded II Ills vOlUnt
708 coons TO 50

Your receiver is only as good as your antenna. This book is a complete guide I,:
high performance receiving antennas. It is a oompreeens-ve examination of
antennas intended specifically tor receiving purposes An essential addition to your
ere _ail fr
--ee,
r tee

*,

REFLECTIONS (RSGB)
irarismiss Si. a tes a. Antennas
St Walter Maxwell vV2DU
This will help dispel the halt -truths and outright myths that rnany people believe ale
true about transmission lines standing waves. antenna Matching 'elected power

SIMPLE. LOW-COST WIRE ANTENNAS FOR RADIO
AMATEURS
W I Orr ttie

T -'s bed L all 11LIUJ r ; 111.1S1510 antennas 1,51 daku.
stanon ',Thor's Clear explanations 01 resonance. rata? :r resistance ,-nhertaran
r 1 _,ntalanced antennas are also
Efficient antes ran 101

'

he title Scanners 3 has been chosen to avoid contusion as lie book has
undergone a virtual rewrite since Scanners 3rd Edition was publ seed. Although
written by the late Peter Rouse. Chris tore( GAHCa has edited and enished oft
this he latest in the Scanners series lncruding frequency lists. and for the first
erne, a section on then I bands. Also irsted are lull British bandplans from 25 to
2000MHz. as well as a section on scanner and accessory dealers

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Three

0TRANN( 4.,qp a

should enable anyone with a modicum on
a balun. etc Topics include analysis. ctee
transformer
parameters
baluns.
translormers and simple test equipment
?an paqoa ot

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM
Volume Four

monitoring explained. Advice on buying and operating your

scanner Mere to listen and how Ic gather obscure frequencies The myths and folk
lore exposed All the ',damnation need to unlock the potential of Kw scanner.
290 pages £1695

Ine
esiume m he
38 previously
covering a wide range of anterra,i salK Sip CF
alt the way from the maths intensive, learyweight
discussions to fun antennas tor spec I purposes such as a balloon supported Field
.

contains

loop.

AMATEUR RADIO
Antennas & Transmission Lines

TRANSAA6LON 1.04

i-his,s the second edition of this book, which cc,
most intriguing and contusing area 01 err

antennas and related CgOie:IS yOu car build

cars f9.95

miseries of

accessories moducc

hero':..- and activity in antenna A,
011, rsPc

SCANNING SECRETS
The

TRANSMISSION LINE
TRANSFORMERS (ARRL)

Ile In

'his b001,.
ante'

For Me first time in the 5,r,.
included with the book an
data used to model many
snort, there's something
antenna en'husasa

W1FB'S ANTENNA NOTEBOOK
(ARRL)
Usug Erekaaw Or I P5

This book provides lots of designs, in umiak and easy to read terms, lot simple
wire and tubing antennas All drawings ate age and clear making construction
melon easier There is no high-level mathematics in this book, lust simple equations
rFs roraan"
only when necessary to
aa antenna element or as raarctn-;

-

'cr

.ever,

P6 9,

YAGI ANTENNA DESIGN

25 SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND AERIALS 8P125

BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK
A

arvia S c L

Design construction

....kill A,
of h t

beam antennas. The

25 SIMPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW AERIALS BP136

experiments conducted by the authors. and Prom information provided by scientists
and engineers warkind on corainerna' and ranter, acre, r3.anges

25 SIMPLE SHORT WAVE BROADCAST BAND AERIALS
OP132

EXPERIMENTAL ANTENNA TOPICS BP278
H.

Arjt.1

Experimenting with antennas is a great way to learn With this author's approach its
also informative and enjoyable
70 pages £350

25 SIMPLE TROPICAL AND MW BAND AERIALS BP145.
G-GRP CLUB ANTENNA HANDBOOK
Compiled and edited by P Linsley G3PDL & T Nicholson KA9WRerGWOLNO
Tins book is a collection of antenna and related circuits taken from Sprat, the G.

AERIAL PROJECTS BP105

ORP Clubs journal
a-rire antennas plus accessory units

a
t...;.,110td .515105 01 a series of vices last published
in Han Radio following an trom a series of lectures by the author, who was wellknown as the erne on Yap design Chapters include simple Yagi antennas, loop
antennas, effect of ground stacking and practical antenna design
210 sages Etre 95

Ta s hebk

adjustment and instaltation

inn:matron this book contains has teen complied horn the data obtained in

Beginners (inc RAE)
AMATEUR RADIO FOR BEGINNERS (RSGB)
An ;Leal book tor the absolute beginner to the amateur radio hobby. Well iliustiated

le:an'ear

AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR RADIO BP257

Although mosl 01 the circuits are aimed at the low -power

flaunty many of the interesting projects ate also uselu for general use Nol
intended as a text book but otters Practical and proven circuits
155 pages £500

t

'JO

11.11 .1,,J1111L1 pwaSadiers

..-derstand gina
iargon propaganne

and setting up a station

ALL ABOUT VERTCAL ANTENNAS
HE ANTENNA COLLECTION (RSGB)

Orr WOSA1 & 5 D Cowan ifi2LX
Covers the theory. design and construction operation 01 vertical antennas How' to
use your tense' as a vertical antenna and compact vertical designs for restricted
locations All about loading coils and a.l.0 s

published in hie RSGBs Redd Communication magazine between 1968 and 1989,

192 pages £750

along with brier uOetul intormat,on on ancillary topics such as leeders, tuners.

tri

I

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE
BP315

baluns testing and mechanicS lOt the antenna builder

ANTENNA EXPERIMENTER'S GUIDE
eter Dodd G3LDO

Although written for read amateurs, this book will be or interest to anyone etc

233 aagnS £'199

, book deals electively with a difficult abstract sublect - the invisible
eleidiariaretic wave Aimed a the beginner the book with its basic approach eo
uriArnas waves pronaoatinn and constraints is a good starting
tut
the MinlMuM ol mathematics.
.

HE ANTENNAS FOR ALL LOCATIONS (RSGB)

enjoys experimenting with antennas. You only need a very basic knowledge of radio
& electronics to gel he most tram this book Chapters include details on measuring

-sus

resonance enpedance fell streerrh and celcrnance mats and

heed, motile ce using lest equipment. In effect,
Ilf:PtH

a,A,,les a releame sauna: V al:

r

I

dfl:e.1-111d won wnether it be tor

s 3 rlarul. c, antenna work with

ELECTRONICS SIMPLIFIED - CRYSTAL SET
CONSTRUCTION BP92

"."

ESpecaily mate) fur those who wish to lake part in basic radio budding. All the
sets in the book are old designs updated with modem components
Is designed
all ages upwards from the day when one can read intelligently and handle
11

ANTENNA IMPEDANCE MATCHING (ARRL)

INTRODUCTION TO ANTENNA THEORY BP198

100IS
i:
of concern to
antenna engineers and to every ;add amateur. A properly matched antenna as the
termination for a line minimises lead -line losses Power Can be fed tc such a line
without the need for a matching network at the line input. There is no mystic...*
involved in designing even me most complex multi -element networks lot

d transmitting
antennas, eat emphasis on me mecranics and len imal use of mathematics. Lots
of diagrams help with the understanding of the subjects dealt with Chapters include
information on efficiency imcedance parasitic elernents and a variety of different
antennas
FF. nr..Ar

HOW TO PASS THE RADIO AMATEURS EXAMINATION
(RSGB)
G4FZie ale George Benbow G3HB

:;-curd to multiple choice exams and how to study lie them wile sample
nor practice plus maths revision and now to study for the exam The
melody ot this boor is given M sample examination papers so that candelates can
PAE J&"..e1

PRACTICAL ANTENNAS FOR NOVICES

ANTENNAS AND TECHNIQUES FOR LOW -BAND OXING
(ARAL)
eterrst L ' A J 5 and 76ih7 operators aS.
Iris oeusoa:
n'i Lc ul
its packed with information on antennas and operating tips la 'Top Band to Forty'
tars There are cnaplers on low band propagation. operating techniques. equipment
and for the computer minded there's a chapter on newly -available low band

In this guide, written especially for newly Quante:I nolaers of the UK novice
Licerre. John Heys describes in deal how to build simple Out efficient antennas
for each of the Novice bands up to 434MHz as well as useful ancillary equipment

lame arise themselves with Ine examination and assess their ability
88 pages f 7 99

RAE MANUAL (RSGB)

to ensure that they are working correctly A complete chapter is devoted to the safety
and common-sense aspects of installing and using a transmitting antenna
This book win be invaluable not only to NOviCeS but also to any beginning amateur

G L.Benhow G3H8

52 pages FT

127 magi'

The

latest

edition cl

'11E

standard ail

to

studying fa tne Radio Amaterrs

Examination. Updated to cover he latest revisions to the syllabus

Takes Me

software

393 pages

72

14.50

Practical Wireless, July 1995

rx

RAE REVISION NOTES (RSGB)
G L.Bentow G3HB
It you're studying to the Radio Amateurs Examination, this book could be useful
l's a summary of Me salient points 01 the Radio Amateurs Examination Manual. the
standard textbook la the exam Its A5 size. and therelore can be carried with you
weeterver you go Easy -to -read. as divided into 13 ctapteis with topics like
receivers power dipoles measurements. operating
' nos
and a summary of the formulae all dealt with

PW BOOK SERVICE

icatiOnS

= OA'

02 7,375 ft 9,

REVISION OUESTIONS FOR THE NOVICE RAE (RSGB)
in elect Este tile's Locrk Ueuid Le icchskite0 as ding a hit.. lig ir4iriat 'or Me

ARRL SPREAD SPECTRUM SOURCEBOOK

COMPLETE DX'ER
Bob Locher

ThiS hook Covers equipment and Operating techniques for the DX chaser, Iron
beginner to advanced Every signilicaril aspect of Doing is covered, from learning
how to really listen, how to snatch the tare ones out of the Dire -ups and how to

24 HOURS)

-1--

SHORT WAVE COMMUNICATIONS

lie rr,t rlu,

dUILIKO
Covers a very wide area and so provides an ideal introduction to the hobby of radio
corners. International liezuency listings for aviation, manne. military, space
Launches. search and rescue. de Chapters on basc radio prcpagahon now to work
oso rsey- and -4t:3t
3nlf-13...ItIlha^,1 plans

*he Je.5,3115. and the techniques

involved. and Mete are basic transceiver boiling blocks for your experimentation
360. pages. E1450

(01202) 659930

1

NRAE Answers are supplied and he book provides a uselul reference source

105,.:

des -:J -P1 -Cs :'

in lot

;af:nique The dr.

.

ENIPler5

()SI

,Irrl

r'eler

Historical

HINTS AND KINKS FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR
Loacby L.:4,6 L.

1934 OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE RADIO MANUAL
Listed L

THE NOVICE LICENCE STUDENT'S NOTEBOOK

A tasanaling reprint from a bygone age win a directory of all the 1934 sw
receivers, servicing information. consliuctional protects, circuits and ideas on

June Case GW4HWR
This is the recommended course book for anyone taking the Novice Licence

227a7,5

Covering ail aspects of amateur radio and electronics it would be useful to anyone
starting out in amateur tactic Every len hand sage is for your awn notes ot

TRAINING FOR THE NOVICE LICENCE A MANUAL FOR
THE INSTRUCTOR (RSGB)
Aned at ale %dr., 1,e1, .tIstIlutut InJS

ttle syllabuis dt

building vintage radio sets with modern parts

MARINE SSB OPERATION

THE BRIGHT SPARKS OF WIRELESS (RSGB)
tiariabeklr bock is wet tiustneed with some excellent photographs. II pays
chrte in and takes a 000rt look at the peesonaldies behind the early days of

MARINE VHF OPERATION

WORLD AT THEIR FINGERTIPS (RSGB)
nniques, ecluiPinent
tgainings of the hot Cy

.

Callbooks

... '.tor any seagoing boat but what can

.

.

to the late 1960s nano Ciaroccals GrYCL
ii trite, rg-r

you ay wan 4? Who can you cao, and now off. ycx, make contact" Which channel do
you use, and why" What is the procedure lo- calling another boat calling me dell ly
through the telephone system. or making a distress call? This book will tell you
48 paces £7.95

Maps and Log Books

RADIO COMMUNICATION HANDBOOK (RSGB)

W1FB S HELP FOR NEW HAMS (ARRL)

'rr

J Michael Gale
How do you stay in touch when you sail oh over the horizon and into the blue
What you reed is a single sideband radio. a marine s s b ThiS book experts how
the system works, how to choose and install your Se and terse to get the bed out ni
11. There us aiso a ceaoter on arnete,r radio with the emphasis on the increasingly

=shod read

excellent framework tectonic to help novice insixecur and beginner alike ;

wth new equipment
constructing aniehras station layout. Interference and aperating problems to
the-ar candud and 7Dgedures

and EAVUI 4eNikek

A collection of practical ideas gleaned ham Me pages of OSF magazine. Plenty
projects to build, hunts and lips On inlet's -fence. c w and Operating and snippets
infoimationlIOnterhaferes we eve tied and tested the idea
129 pages F495

SUa_,

AMATEUR RADIO LOGBOOK (RSGB)

L...

.,s 100 pages and ,s marked

l'his iong awaited new edition has been extensively up -dated and is full at diagrams

ol...ns tot date. lime IUTCI
oe-lueo.y. pure- iie d81', status worke.Vcarled reports. OSL information and

and pnotographs This book s a complete handbookeelereece work and project
book all rolled into one The final innovation is that the necessary pe II templates
for the featured nrorects are provided, at the end 1 the "ruck 'raking them morn

rnmarks

99

RADIO AMATEUR CALLBOOK INTERNATIONAL LISTINGS
1995

NORTH ATLANTIC ROUTE CHART

7340 Ecla-ori

'opt-l-ed ,lid
740 x 520mm E5 50

SETTING UP AN AMATEUR RADIO STATION 6P300

0TH LOCATOR MAP OF EUROPE

stal

The only publication [sting ;icensed radio arnate...5 throughout rip world Alsc

acring transatlantic flirts

la

RADIO AMATEUR CALLBOOK NORTH AMERICAN
LISTINGS 1995
Listings Ut US amateurs including Hawaii} Also contains standaro time chart
census of amateur licences of the nc--S on. -I nett OSL Wert etc.
Sow 1400 pages 72095

Computing
AN INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS
BP177

;

the

DKSPZ

;

1

-

ri

rnaaa Map Service
This comprehensive map of the European callogn area has now been updated and
enhanced This anti thought out. coloured map covers from N Attica to Iceland and
from Portugal in the west to Iran in the east Folds to lit into the 145 x 240mm clear
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Mike `.1his-iitid (i5AWL)
Introduces the concept of packet radio to the beginner Problem anus are discussed

81 pages E3 95

Packet

and suggestions made don solutions to minimise Mein Deals with the technical
aspects

packel
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taking the

reader through

setting up
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RECEIVING STATION LOG BOOK (RSGB)

ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR YOUR PC BP320

PACKET. SPEED. MORE
(SAPRERE 10) AND APPLICATIONS

Microwaves
ARRL UHF/MICROWAVE EXPERIMENTER'S MANUAL

HOW TO EXPAND. MODERNISE AND REPAIR PCs AND
COMPATIBLES BP271.

A truly excellent manual tar Me keen microwave entousiast and tor the budding
Maya:aver With contributions from over 20 specialist autnors Chaplets covering

video and memory Three chaplets covet repairs. building a PC from bits. and
7e,1.1.-ro.r,,,.

in the fun. This collection of articles and
updates iron ARRL Compute: Arentorkry
Conference

Proceedongs.

TAPR's

PackK

446 pages (1450

Status Faysfer OEX. OST and the ARRL
Hanatooh d,cmises an exciting ride lot

MICROWAVE HANDBOOK RSGB

both packeteets and future packeteers. Hang
onto your seal and start-up your modern,

techniques, theory, projects, methods and mathematics
Recently revised this book has siren chapters -Y...aang with IBM PC/ATs or clones
Starting with an overview of PCs and hardware. before describing upgrading disks,

Sr. ,11,1 A!.3 do .'
packet You don't need to be a 'guru to loin

7,7,.":111,11 In PCS

INTERFACING PCs AND COMPATIBLES BP272

APOloxtmalely 350 pages (each volumet Vol

1

costs £999.Vol 2 and 3 cost

I4Y04r4URg''ri5
GATEWAY TO PACKET

RADIO
'a,4.

What are piolocols? where, why when? Lois or the most asked questions re
answered in this useful book
included details of networking and gate
at
.515 par),"

NEWNES COMPUTER ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK

Third Edition

,t-ttik:A

What is packet radio good for and weal uses does ,t have foe the 'avenge vnateur^

Morse

11

INTRODUCING MORSE

.,.

41063i
invaluable compendium of facts, figures. circuits and data which :5
-ndispensible to the designer student, service engineer and all those interested in
computer and microcomputer systems This enlarged third edition covers a vast
rar -ss -1
hi
lrprnpi ale explanatory text
An

PCs MADE EASY. Second Edition
arnes L Tolley

A trench! comprehensive inlrooriction to every personal compute - including
Mats' this book is packed with valuable lips on every aspect of computer

48 capes f I 25

YOUR PACKET COMPANION

SECRET OF LEARNING MORSE CODE

Sieve FaideliB81MY

upuA:t. 1,,
phatictnt in Morse woe in
the shortest possible tirre this book points out many of the eittaltS Mat beset the
student

84 pages 54 95

technology available today and vial help yOU to get comfortable with your computer

Operating and Handbooks

438 pages. £15.95

AMATEUR RADIO TECHNIQUES RSGB
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EMC
INTERFERENCE HANDBOOK
Ceers, TV & stereo owners. Types of
.nterterenCe covered are spark discharge, electrcstatc, power line many 'cures are

meaty this book An amateur WO manual itsert this paperback tOCHI the 7111
edithon can very be her- o -1 by
, ' i-''come source
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THE RADIO AMATEUR'S GUIDE TO EMC (RSGB)
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healed differently Find out now to use Charts to predict frequencies r
.
most profitable. What effect will noise have on the signal/ Find oul wen this Gook

ARRL HANDBOOK FOR RADIO AMATEURS 1995
",dire nom
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loOp design

for power supolies a new gel -cell charger protect updates on antenna systems and
new coverage of baluns ExoCiagation programs are compared and colour SS1V and
telephone FAX machines are also covered. Finally !bees a new section or Tor the
kindrhench
near pre dr.str- Inn reader Sr build

ARRL OPERATING MANUAL
A,:rifillgtni woven for the American amateur this
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This paperbadi busk provides essential information and reading to anyone who
has an EMC (interference) problem With the help of the cell -illustrated text and
techniques much ca the mystery from the troublesome world of electromagnetic

AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION
BP293
1

How

with a practical bias

isrtnirq't1

Firkin Page -Jones G.S.IWI

I

Propagation

paps. f9 50
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This Anrercan book goes to considerable lengths la explain in SillpIP terms
the radio arraleut can per going on paLket hoe it
rs dud ajar
systems are Trete are onaples dealing wart assert I
I
I Itn' sold ou
and rent, v
packet mad and exploring advanced ItHtiv,tS oO
Companion goes a long way to explain some of the myduies cf packet raO
170 pages 1595
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LOW PROFILE AMATEUR RADIO - OPERATING A HAM
STATION FROM ALMOST ANYWHERE (RSGB)
J. Seaman eiP'S
This book delves into to the techniques of being s rnddr '+any There F. -11
on specialised equipment, operating Nth,
you have a 1ascination for spy type radio
complete h 1 or v 17'
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1 Sll tcase

124 pages. E5 95
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TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION BP248. R.A.Penlold

SPACE RADIO HANDBOOK (RSG8)

PW BOOK SERVICE

236 pages. t12

=SIP

ORP
G-QRP CLUB CIRCUIT HANDBOOK
:Alec) by Rev G. Dobbs
This paperback book has been compiled from cir,-,u,is pub ivied iii the G-URP

(01202) 659930

lub

penal Sprat horn be years 1974 to 1982. Essentially at a collection of circuits
and protects cowing everything from roomers. transmitters, antennas and
accessories Ingather with sod ORP test equipment This book is aimed at the keen
rc.nstnioni and movrdes all the ntormalion rerninKI In build the host of protects

(24 HOURS)

pieces 01 !es! egninmeii! Shicocard layouts a'e D,7v 101 If' all designs.
1.-,sgelhe wan w ring diagrams wriere ackrbgrialE. ,SduS notes
conSlrachuri
and ..00
uSelul

104 nageS 02 95

W1FB 's DESIGN NOTEBOOK (ARRL)
Doug DeMAel W100
This book .5 aimed at the nOn-idtriniCa aTiale; *lc war is to ourld simple projects
and obtain a basic understanding of amateur electronics. Your workshop does no'
need to be equipped like an engineering lab to be Successful as an experimenter
Don't let a lack at lest equipment keep you tram eniaying the thrills of
experimentation
195 pages E8 50

VHF UHF Manual (RSGB)
ORP CLASSICS (ARRL)

G. Ft...essop G6JP
of this well known book is in paperback lam Packed with
information for tie world of radio above 30MHz It covets everything hr.
h I Ai h f radio history and theory and propagation In protects and technique'.'
excellent reference source.
Approximately 1000 pages. 11050

The 4th edition

.-rating URI= is'us, he eautirriett is generally simple and easy to build. but
-en performs like more sophisticated commerical equexnent Some ORP Field
flay stations operate a lull 27 hours on a car battery - We it* petted equipment for
emergency communication when the power fails Extracts from OST and the ARRL
Handbcoi

Edition Doug De Mae W1Fb
,e new improved and updated 2nd elate of this book. covers the introduction to
JRP construction methods. receivers and transmitters for ORP. This workshop notebook style publication which is packed with new designs for the keen ORP
operator. also covers techniques. accessories and has a small technical reference
sentinn

tYna:

91:

260 Doges E8 91

50 (FET) FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR PROJECTS BP39

Mike Wcoding G6I0M
This book is tor those interested in amateur teevision. particulaly the home
Anstruction aspect There isn t a 70cm section as the author led this was covered
in other books. Other fields such as 3cm TV. are covered in depth A must for the
practical AN enthusiast
104 pages 1300

50 circuits tor the 5 w I U010 amateur expel linemen or aid* enthusiast using
1 els Projects include r f amplifiers and converters. let' .onisrnent and receiver

75:

aids. tuners, receives. mixers and lane controls.
104 pages 12 95

FURTHER PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS CALCULATIONS &
FORMULAE BP144

As its !tie suggests. this cook covers the basic tams involved in electronic,
with its short, clear and precise explanations is a helpful guide and use,' v...
col the beginner and anyone preparing for an examination
477 (lanes 15 55

A REFERENCE GUIDE TO PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS
TERMS BP287
A &yob

circuit design Its
aimed al Mose learning la design r t circuitry and users of rf equipment such ac
signal nenerato,s and sweepers spectrum and networ'r ana1yseis
321,1i,.:'1'
I

.

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS CALCULATIONS AND
FORMULAE BP53
enthusiast. there is a strong
Practical bias and higher mathematics have been avoided where possible
Wn

GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULTIMETER BP239
A Pentard

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC DESIGN DATA BP316
loudspeakers, plotters. 5SCinaLDIS. and Win disk and magnetic recording

No previous knowledge is required or assumed,
'112 pace, FP nr

Stranded tc give the reader a good understanding or the subject without getting

HOW TO USE OSCILLOSCOPES & OTHER TEST
EQUIPMENT 8P267
A Pentold
-nits and ideas on now to use the test equipment you have. to chock out or lauh
d on electronic circuits. Many [Morns of typical wayelorms and circuits.
it hiding descriptions of what waveform to expect with particular lauds. err
.1

.

r

MORE ADVANCED TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION
BP249
lullcav an tram lest EgrApnent i.:itvislrui.b5i. %81.-'246, INS Lega looks al digital
net hods of measuring reststance. voltage current. capacitance and frequency Also
covered is testing semi -conductors. along with lest gear tar general radio related
topics
112 nodes 1351
S.

BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MODERN ELECTRONIC

COMPONENTS BP285. R.A. Pentold
is -in Likis luncliOnS Or die
r. -J, :a
components are cescribeo, bid this is not a Cook on electronic theory and does not
assume the reader has an in-depth knowledge of electronics It is concerned with
practicalities such as colour codes, deciphering code numbers and suitability
166 pages C3 95

CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 1 - 8P321

,'DL !tumid!:

a'

getting Mr hes'.
7,1 sour
tecnnology PrOv des and s err ruaivao C g.adc
scope An overview of available supers writ help yam.; choose the one that best soils
yeti needs Areas covered include spectrum analysts, test applications. multiple trace displays, waveform analysis triggering. madnified sweep displays acalnd,e
and digital scopes etc
309 pages f t ? 50

Back in print by popular demand! A revised and corrected edition of this USerul
reference hook covering all aspects of solid.state design Topics include transmitter
design power arnplifin's and

111i1'

CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 2 - BP322

and portable gear

256 sages E1095

ceate and experiment with
your own etcron.c designs by czmibin rte and ..rsiig ire yatiOuS standard 'building
block' eirc.ols crcolied Covers signal generation. power supplies and digital
.

ALL ABOUT VHF AMATEUR RADIO

COIL DESIGN AND CONTRUCTION MANUAL BP160
HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE YOUR OWN PCBs BP121 R

resistor filters and includes a CynnretenS,P catalogue of ore -Calculated tables
195 pages 130 00

n have a scanner you'll find a lot of interesting signals in the huge span of
,quencies covered. 100-300MHz & 50, 420.902 A. t250Miir bands
canes T9 '41

AN INTRODUCTION TO VHF:UHF FOR RADIO AMATEURS
BP281
D Poole
0.9 excellent book to go with the new Novice or toll bailsman Nine chapters and an
appendix deal with all aspects and trequencies from 50 to 1300MHz Topics include
propagation descriptions of the bands antennas. receivers transmitters and a

ace, stiYaled FirenAs
PcCs lne empnasis in the book is yery mach
on the otachcal aspects c' p S b design and 0.,,ShVill311

MORE ADVANCED POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP192 R.

Robert Grossbian

A. Penfold

A Once !nal takes you through all stages ol design and building of (mainly) digital
circuits, though many of the prelates apply to all forms of design and building One
nugget ham the book. 'd you cant replace A - don't use if
735 pages 117 15

aJheo mode power supplies, precision regulators dual tracking
regulators and computer controlled miter supplies etc
92 Paces 1295

NEWNES AUDIO AND HI-FI ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK

PROJECTS FOR RADIO AMATEURS AND SWLS BP304

Second Edition
A consise collection of practical and relevant data Ice anyone working on sound
systems The topics covered include microphones gramophones. compacl discs,
tape recording.high quality radio. motes. loudspeakers and public address
Danes F

non-lechnical lanquage this book provides information covering
900rtant aspects or v h t radio and tells you where you can trod additional dam If

A. Penfold

GUIDE TO CREATIVE CIRCUIT DESIGN

Orr W6SAI
in

Projects

2141,

vi van Pater.:

VHF

lidywaid 4175. S
Doug DeMays W1FB

ymc

praslical Wok. describing Ile design process as applied tc fitters or all types
Includes practical examples and BASIC programs Topics include passive and
active biters worked examples of litter design, switched capanftr and switched

TROUBLESHOOTING WITH YOUR TRIGGERED -SWEEP
OSCILLOSCOPE

240 pages 11495

µ11i

OSCILLOSCOPES. HOW TO USE THEM, HOW THEY

tttn.n

scan TV. etc. are also dealt with

combining and using the various standard -building block' circuits provided Deals

FILTER HANDBOOK

7.14 pages 1'595

This is a unique collection of useful and intriguing data for bath the traditional and
modern radio amateur as well as the high-tech listener. Familiar radio topics are
covered
abbreviations and codes symbols. torrnulm and trequencies - while the
newer features of the hobby radio Prr1.1 :feuding, airband. maritime. packet, slow

(SAORLAIDL)STATE DESIGN FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR

anayse the performance or a range of components with pat a multi -meter Splits a

WORK. 3rd Edition

RADIO AMATEUR AND LISTENER'S DATA HANDBOOK.
Steve Money

Var ire t5 nen, you (rev and expeinienl with your own electronic designs sy

'Jr

..ey tow inexpensive empanels in erne cases) The simple add-ons described

In essence this nook is a helplui collection of designers building block' circuits
iniormation
in -:rat 'r
tea and

invoiced in the more complicated theory and mathematics.
308 pages, 13 95

MORE ADVANCED USES OF THE MULTIMETER BP265
leis :Ica* is or infamy uleded as a 5-,iidw-up to BP -2.19 Going toe most lioni
sour Mufti -meter By using the techniques described in this book you can lest and

n

AUDIO ELEMENTS OF ELECTRONICS - BOOK 6 BP111

This book is primarily aimed at beginners It covers both analogue and digital
mum -milers and Ter respective limitations. All kinds of testing is explained too

.

;

A reference guide laid cet in alphabetic order wet an index this book provides a

Test Equipment

Allen

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK

F G Ram

NEWNES PRACTICAL RF HANDBOOK

ATV COMPENDIUM

:n s biJA

Back by popular demand. impletely reosed and expanded this is a tam
reference teak for Ito r t designer. technician. amateur and experimenter Topics

A REFERENCE GUIDE TO BASIC ELECTRONICS TERMS
BP286

Television

Fl

ARRL ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK

include components and material inductors and transformers. networks R. filters
dig cal basics and antennas and transmission lines

ELECTRONICS

W1FB's GRP NOTEBOOK (ARRL)

Data

II 1.,

eoreticai aspects of the circuits are Meted in some detail

-NS Sinai. buil covers Inc construction and use la ratio tlEgUeD) and
intermediate frequency products and audio frequency protects Under the tir5'
heading ideas include a crystal calibratoi. an antenna tuning unit. a wave hap. a
b I a and other usetur protects On the audio side protects include a bandpass tiller

a by-pass switch

NEWNES ELECTRONICS ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK
trims convenient sized volume is packed war, rntormation which everyone involved
in electronics will find indispendable This book is an invaluable compendium of
lasts, figures and formulae Managers. designers. students and service persanel
will Mid it useful at all stages in eloctrrnirs processes

a c w..CITTY leader ill

suggestions tar the home constructor
97 cages £13 95

SHORT WAVE SUPERHET RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION
BP276
b A nnso
A

general Purpose receiver to build

tram

antenna

to

eidio, described it

11.'1

POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP76
this bock gives a number 01 power supply designs including simple unstabilised

SIMPLE SHORT WAVE RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION
BP275

ba-n.S rind ,is 1!,, ,,19,,r.l.SPd designs

blare discussing protects

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC FILTERS BP299

VHF UHF DX BOOK
eon Ice the yh f lu h f enthusiast Written by
CC/en lust about everything you need to lulOW
acermitedged experts In
about Me lechnicalles of vh t u h I operating
.

27.1 napes E18

74

author sicids the 111.31:1e171,11..;al approaci

1.1e nictry

and techniques, the autrior wcvideS essenla
information on theory. Propagation. receiver designs and techniques.
author provides design to, and descnbes the construction of practical receiy,88 paces E3 95

m design where IN
.saes their design and a

information on dozen or so practical bipeds are provided.
189 pages 14 95
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ENDNOTES
I've been allocated this little 'tail ending' in PW so I can squeeze in news, ideas and also
provide you with an idea of what's coming in next month's issue. And for my first effort I'm
pleased to report that we've got an interesting review coming up in the August issue.

But firstly, the PW team hope you've enjoyed the 'Out & About With Amateur Radio' special
themed issue. On behalf of the Editorial team I can at say that we found the articles fascinating
this month. The vision of the rescue helicopter mentioned in Dr. Andrew Taylor G4SSC's article
on Mount Everest (operating above its maximum 'ceiling') having to stagger off the ground and
then literally heading 'downhill' struck me - as a now permanently 'grounded' pilot - as being

very 'hairy' indeed!
Secondly, it's not often we can announce that a major manufacturer has entered the amateur
radio market with a product that is new and indicates a change of direction for them. However, in the case of Alinco, that's just what's happened with their new
DX -70 h.f. and 50MHz multi -mode transceiver.
Alinco's venture into h.f., from their usual v.h.f. territory is good news as far as I'm concerned, and in a way I feel partly responsible! That's because I
'badgered' the company four years or so ago (via their European representative) to enter the h.f. market while trying to keep the price to a reasonable level.
So, despite the fact that Alinco were probably already working on the rig...l like to think I had something to do with the inception of the DX -70. The rig by
the way...is something rather special. Watch this space!
For all the many readers who are sending me E-mail, I have a message. Because the electronic mail has been bypassing the normal mail 'logging in' system,
items have gone astray. So, in future, all E-mail will join the rest of the post. In this way I can keep trace of everything, and you'll get a reply in due course.
Please ensure that (if you're not QTHR) I have a postal address along with the E-mail address.
Finally, we've got our ever -popular 'Antenna Special' coming next month. Judging by the interest shown in antennas I feel sure it will he a particularly good
issue.

Rolp/rFO

Cheerio for now.

PW SERVICES

Queries:

Practical Wireless,
PW Publishing Ltd., Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach,
Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.
We will always try to help readers having difficulties with Practical Wireerss projects, but please note the
following simple rules:
1: We cannot deal with technical queries over the telephone.
2: We cannot give advice on modifications either to our designs, to commercial radio. TV or electronic
equipment.
3: All letters asking for advice must be accompanied bye stamped self-addressed envelope for envelope
plus IRCs for overseas readersl.
4: Make sure you describe the problem adequately, with as much detail as you can possibly supply.
5: Only one problem par letter please.

Limited stocks of many issues of PW for past years ere available at £2.00 each including post and packing.
If the issue you want is not available, we can photocopy a specific article at a cost of C1.50 per article or
part of article.
Over the years. PW has reviewed many items of radio related equipment. A list of all the available reviews
and their cost can be obtained from the Editorial Offices at Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach,
Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW for a large stamped self-addressed envelope.
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Dorset BH18 8PW.

Constructional Projects
Components for PW protects are usually readily available from component suppliers. For unusual or
specialised components, a source or sources will be quoted.
Each constructional protect is given a rating to guide readers as to the complexity
Beginner. A project that can be tackled by a beginner who is able to identify components and handle a
soldering iron.
Intermediate. A fair degree of experience of building radio or electronic protects is assumed. but only
basic test equipment will be needed to complete any tests and adjustments.
Advanced. A project likely to appeal to the experienced constructor. Access to workshop facilities and
test equipment will often be required. Definitely not for the beginner to attempt without assistance.

Mail Order

Back Numbers

3co-

Binders
PVVcan provide a choice of binders for readers' use. Plain blue binders are available, each holding 12
issues of any similar A4 format magazine. Alternatively, blue binders embossed with the PW logo in
silver can be supplied. The price for either type of binder is 05.50 each IC1 P&P for one, C2 for two or
morel.
Send all orders to PW Publishing Ltd.. FREEPOST. Arrowsmith Court. Station Approach. Broadstone

All items from PW are available Mail Order, either by post or using the 24hr Mail Order Hotline 1012021
859930. Payment should be by cheque, postal order, money order or credit card (Mastercard and Visa
only). Ali payments must be in sterling and overseas orders must be drawn on a London Clearing Bank.

COMING SOON

r.:',.0eclaro::: IN A MAGAZINE NEAR YOU!
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4r Build John Heys G3BDQ's h.f. antenna project and get going
on 144MHz with Kevin James G6VNT's portable folding antenna
design.

What A Good Idea! A selection of antenna -related ideas and
projects by various authors

4r Review - 'Alinco's Award Winner' - Rob Mannion G3XFD tries
out the newly -introduced h.f. plus 50MHz mini -mobile multi -mode
transceiver and he's obviously impressed!
or John Goodall GOSKR looks at the various antenna
accessories on the market and tries out an interesting trapped
dipole system.

DON'T MISS IT! - ON SALE JULY 13 PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY!
Practical Wireless, July 1995
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Latest compact fistful Dual -band performance Up for grabs no
A

The IC-W31E offers outstanding performance and
features in a surprisingly compact package. On offer
are; dual -band operation, numerous memories
alphanumeric display and much more. This handheld
truly lives up to the phrase "good things come in small
packages':
?owp,
ic-w3tE.
Fil

ICOM

;q5.55 t130.00

num.
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power -save.

3 levels of power output.

CD CD C11)
TBCMS

Slim compact dimensions unlike other bulky dual band handhelds.
Memories can be displayed by frequency or channel
number with dependable EEPROM memory back-up.
2 dials give independent tuning of VHF and UHF
bands.
The alphanumeric display can also be used to create
DTMF Tx or Rx messages up to 6 characters for simple
paging.
MOS-FET power module voltage readout multiple

asii"Dii

V/V U/U or V/U main/sub band operation.
Accepts 4.5 to 16 volts DC. external power supply.
Full crossband duplex operation.
50 frequency CTCSS encode as standard.
6 DTMF memories with up to 30 digits each.

Comes complete with operational accessories
antenna charger etc.
ICOM manufacture a full range of base -stations, mobiles and handheld
transceivers and receivers to cover all popular Ham frequencies... and bey

For the full picture and details of your local authorised Icom dealer contact:
Icom (UK) Ltd. Sea Street Herne Bay Kent CT6 8LD.
General Operator: 01227 743000. Sales & Service: 01227 741741. Fax: 01227 741742.
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Products at Super Low Prices.
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Available from all branches of WH SMITH, John Menzies in Scotland
ONLY, Eason El Son in N Ireland ONLY, and Maplin stores nationwide.

The Maplin Electronics 1995 Catalogue - OUT OF THIS WORLD!

